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                                      ABSTRACT 
The overarching purpose of this two-phase study was to gain understanding about and 
insight into the practice of effective psychodrama supervision as a specialty field. The 
study explored senior supervisors’ perspectives on their roles as in-class group 
supervisors in psychodrama graduate school programs in Israel. Grounded theory 
(GT) methods of data collection and analysis were aimed at learning about 
participants’ professional approaches, and practice- based experiences. Study 1 
involved face-to-face in-depth interviews conducted with open-ended core questions. 
The interviews explored how six expert participants approached the practice of PD 
supervision and the reasons behind their approaches. The findings shed light on the 
PD supervisor’s multifaceted role as clinical educator, role model, and group 
facilitator. The four emergent main domains, PD supervisors’ professional role 
identity; guiding principles and practices; PD supervision pedagogy; and PD 
supervisors’ challenges and dilemmas, constructed a conceptual framework of 
interrelated and overlapping aspects of the practice of PD supervision. Each domain 
was divided into five sub-categories for a total of 20 sub-categories that reflect the 
multifaceted nature and complexity of the supervisor’s role. A preliminary set of 
applicable best practice guidelines, both descriptive and prescriptive were formulated 
through secondary level analysis and synthesis of the collected data. Study 2 involved 
a single six-hour focus group study composed of questionnaires and collaborative 
group discussions as its main research instruments. The participants, 10 senior Israeli 
PD supervisors, were invited to provide outside expert opinion and validation of the 
proposed theory and guidelines. Study 2 served the primary purpose of ensuring 
greater trustworthiness, accuracy and triangulation of Study1 findings, and in addition 








and the experiential practice of PD supervision. A new emergent domain B highlights 
the foundations of PD supervision philosophy and worldview as rooted in classical 
psychodrama theory and language. Study 2 concludes with an expanded conceptual 
framework for conceptualizing PD supervision. In addition, a set of applicable best 
practice guidelines are constructed as secondary findings grounded in the data and 



























                                                CHAPTER 1 
                                               Introduction 
         Clinical supervision is a fundamental aspect of the training and professional 
development of student therapists (Bernard & Goodyear, 2014). Supervision 
pedagogy involves a deep personal and interpersonal learning process (Barnett, 2014).  
 In the broadest sense, Bernard and Goodyear (2009) define the practice of 
supervision as “an intervention provided by a more senior member of a profession to a 
more junior member or members of that same profession” (p. 7). As a learning 
process, supervision contributes significantly to building the foundations of students’ 
personal growth, clinical competency, and professional identity (Leszcz, 2011). 
Regardless of the discipline, approach, or format of supervision, most supervisors 
share the same overarching goals, and are responsible for similar tasks and learning 
objectives (Bernard & Goodyear, 2009).  Essentially, supervisory learning objectives 
are aimed at guaranteeing a professional level of patient care and ensuring students’ 
acquisition of skills and knowledge, their personal growth, and the development of 
their professional competence (Falander & Shafranskep, 2014).   
         The professional discipline of Psychodrama (PD) supervision falls within the 
broad scope of interdisciplinary group supervision. Group supervision is a commonly 
practiced in-class training component of students’ clinical field studies across a wide 
range of mental health care professions (Bonders, 2014). Falander and Shafrankse 
(2009) define the pedagogical method of group supervision as “a distinct professional 
activity in which education and training aimed at developing science-informed 
practice are facilitated through a collaborative interpersonal process” (p. 3). They 
suggest that three of the critically interrelated pillars of supervision are “supervisory 








From a constructivist perspective, Deaver and Shiflett (2011) similarly assert that the 
group learning process in supervision is an interpersonal “shared experience in which 
supervisor and supervisees collaborate and co-construct knowledge” (p. 259). 
         The supervisor’s role is complex, and supervisors’ tasks and responsibilities are 
multiple (Shohort, 2008). In all disciplines, the role of group supervisor involves 
facilitating a collaborative group learning process. Facilitating effective group 
supervision requires competency in interdisciplinary skills, professional knowledge, 
and clinical experience (Borders, 2014; Falender & Shafranske, 2007). Some primary 
examples of supervisors’ responsibilities include “observation, evaluation, providing 
feedback, the facilitation of supervisees’ self-assessment, and the acquisition of 
knowledge and skills by instruction, role modeling, and mutual problem solving” 
(Falender & Shafranske, 2014, p. 3). 
           The role of supervisor as clinical educator is crucial to the learning process for 
students.  Effective supervisors must be well-trained, competent clinicians, adequately 
skilled in their particular disciplines, ethically bound by professional guidelines, 
standards, and codes of conduct, knowledgeable and experienced in group process 
and dynamics, as well as professional educators (Bernard & Goodyear, 2009; 
Falander & Shafranskep, 2004; Skjervel et al. 2009). Studies show that the positive 
outcomes of effective or good supervision are manifold, and effect complex, 
transformational learning processes (Carroll, 2009).  On the other hand, poor or failed 
supervision can result in a ripple effect of negative, undesirable consequences that 
often hamper or disrupt students’ learning processes.  According to Barnett (2014), 
the “failure to receive timely, effective and competent clinical supervision during 
one’s training years can have a direct and deleterious effect on the quality of clinical 








enough” supervisors may result in therapists who are poorly trained and have 
weakened professional identities (Milne & Rieser, 2012). 
Effective Supervision and Best Practice Guidelines 
          Evidence-based practices for effective supervision help establish professional 
standards of competency and best practice guidelines for supervision (Borders, 2014a; 
Milne, 2009; Milne & Rieser, 2012). Guidelines are needed to help qualify, inform, 
and support supervisors as they navigate the many challenges involved in supervision 
pedagogy (Falender & Shafranske, 2014; Watkins, 2012, 2014). Likewise, guidelines 
are critical and necessary as unifying mechanisms to promote the overall quality, 
integrity, and ethical standards of therapist training. In addition, guidelines for best 
practices for supervision safeguard the standards of competency and ethical conduct 
in psychotherapy training as well as in supervisor training. Ultimately, they are crucial 
for maintaining the overall competency of future healthcare professionals across the 
board (Barnett, 2014; Borders et al., 2014; Oberholser, 2004).   
         The science of supervision thrives on the sharing of supervision research 
worldwide (Borders, 2015, 2016). While best practice guidelines generally focus on 
individual disciplines, in essence they are constructed by the transdisciplinary 
exchange of evidence-based practices (Borders, 2015). Hence, over the last three 
decades, international researchers from a range of mental healthcare disciplines have 
been contributing to the collective conceptualization of evidence-based best practice 
guidelines for supervision that include, for example, input from various schools of 
psychology, cognitive behavioral therapies, psychiatry, social work, school 
counselling, family therapy, and different modalities within the expressive arts 








multi-disciplinary supervision research (Borders, 2015, p. 1), psychodrama (PD) 
supervision remains an understudied topic.                                             
Brief Overview of Psychodrama 
         Psychodrama, originally developed by Jacob L. Moreno (1889–1974) as a 
group-oriented action method, is applicable in both therapeutic and educational 
settings. Moreno’s core notions of inducing playfulness, raising spontaneity, and 
encouraging creativity are instrumental in generating means of exploring adaptive 
roles and new solutions for existing problems (Moreno, 1969). PD techniques serve as 
concretizing and amplifying mechanisms that catalyze new levels of awareness. In 
sharp contrast to talk therapy, PD’s motto is “Don’t tell me, show me!” (Moreno, 
2004, p. 1). That is, in lieu of merely talking, group members engage in dramatic role-
playing in order to explore subjective and intersubjective perceptions of their 
experiences. The PD group process takes place in the context of the group’s 
dynamics, overt and covert agendas, and developmental stages. A group setting aims 
at providing a safe, supportive space for personal and interpersonal growth (Dayton, 
2005).  
        Theoretically, PD relies heavily on the creative imagination as a source for 
expression. The application of PD is based on a central concept – “as if” – a dramatic 
reality that Moreno termed “surplus reality,” an extension of real-world reality 
(Moreno, 1978, p. 85). Group members enter this dramatic reality when they are 
invited to witness, pretend, play and reverse roles, and create imaginary scenes that 
reflect aspects of both subjective reality and personal fantasy. Dramatic enactments 
offer group members ways to share, explore, and reflect together (Moreno, 1978).   
Kellerman (1992) points out that PD techniques evoke multilevel forms of expression, 








movement, and more. The dramatic techniques serve as concretizing and amplifying 
mechanisms that catalyze new levels of awareness. Similarly, to other art-based 
modalities (i.e., art, dance movement, and music in the wider field of expressive 
therapies), PD enables the internalization of new ways of holistic knowing and offers 
tools for both exploring inner experiences and tapping subconscious inner resources 
for solutions and resolutions of conflicts and dilemmas (Moreno, 2007). 
        Essentially, role-playing and other whole-body PD techniques are aimed at 
inducing action-insight, a primary agent for therapeutic change. Action-insight, also 
known as action learning, is a complex PD concept that is both a “basic therapeutic 
goal . . .  and a key concept in psychodrama technique” (Kellerman, 1992, p. 86). 
Kellerman (1992) defines action-insight as “the integration of emotional, cognitive, 
imaginary, behavioral, and inter-personal learning experiences” involving whole-body 
and kinetic connections (p. 86). It occurs when a protagonist is sufficiently “warmed 
up,” and it often accompanies or follows an emotional catharsis (Kellerman, 1992).  
        Action-insight involves a deep integral learning process triggered by 
spontaneous expression accompanied or followed by reflection and introspection 
(Kellerman, 1992). During and after PD, protagonists report sudden insights or shifts 
in perspective that had previously been concealed from them both emotionally and 
cognitively (Moreno, 2007). The therapeutic benefit of action-insight is that it effects 
experiential whole-body learning, and often results in emotional release, relief, 
awareness, shifts in perspective, new understanding, closure, and behavioral changes 
(Kellerman, 1992; Moreno, 1984). Furthermore, role-playing enhances personal and 
interpersonal connections by creating dialogue and giving shape to inner thoughts, 
voices, emotions, relationships, experiences, dynamics, and points of view (Moreno, 








Through reversing roles (or changing parts) with the important figures in his 
psychodrama, the protagonist can develop some important practical and 
emotional insights into the others’ situation. Thus, role reversal becomes a 
major technique for building the capacity for empathy with others. (p. 90) 
Acting out and giving voice to their inner world offers participants the opportunity to 
raise their awareness, shift perception, and rewrite personal narratives (Moreno, 
2007).       
        In classical PD sessions, the director leads the group through the process. 
Group sessions are typically structured into three phases. The first of these is a 
warmup phase whose aim is to prepare participants to enter the dramatic reality and 
engage in dramatic exploration of their issues. The group members or director choose 
one participant who is sufficiently warmed up to undertake the role of the protagonist 
(leading actor) and present his or her issue on the stage (i.e., the designated space of 
enactment) in front of the other group members, who serve as the audience (Dayton, 
2005)  
         The second phase is the action phase, in which spontaneous directed role-plays 
enable the protagonist to dramatically explore issues, often with the help of group 
members (auxiliary egos, usually chosen by the protagonist), who play the roles of 
other characters, parts of the self, and abstract notions, in the unfolding scenes 
(Moreno, 2007). Action often develops from peripheral issues to more core issues, 
evoking deeper and often unconscious psyche material through the use of 
concretization (i.e., dramatic form-giving) and psychodrama techniques (see 
Appendix A). Typically, there are several scenes, real or imagined, from the present, 
past, and/or future. Next, in the sharing phase, the main actor and all group members 








affected them. A fourth phase of processing is often included in training groups for 
meta-reflections and analysis of the process and the techniques applied (Blatner, 
2000; Kellerman, 2000; Dayton, 2005). 
         Psychodrama supervision. The application of PD theory and methods in PD 
supervision seems a natural choice for teaching trainees about the modality, 
themselves, their clients, the therapeutic encounter, and the group process (Chesner, 
2008). The use of PD in groups encourages self-expression, self-awareness, group 
cohesion, empathy, non-judgmental sharing, and a deep understanding of 
intersubjective relations (Blatner, 2000; Dayton, 2005; Kellerman, 1992, 1994; 
Moreno, 1953). Krall, Furst, and Fontaine (2013a) point out that integrating PD as a 
clinical teaching strategy leads to many added questions and challenges and often 
complicates the supervisor’s role. Yet despite this added complexity, supervisors who 
teach in psychodrama training programs commonly choose to apply psychodrama 
methods in clinical supervision (Krall et al., 2013b).  
         A survey of the literature clearly reveals that the field of psychodrama 
supervision is understudied and a wide gap exists in the research in practically every 
one of its aspects.  Consequently, to date, evidence-based best practices guidelines for 
PD supervision are lacking. The discipline of PD continues to grow and develop, and 
new master’s degree programs have been opened in Israel and in other countries 
around the world (Z. Moreno, personal communication, Oct. 11, 2011). At the 
February 2012 research committee meeting of the Federation of European 
Psychodrama Training Organizations (FEPTO) in Sophia, Bulgaria, committee chair 
Hannes Krall described the considerable gaps that exist in the research literature on 
PD supervision and noted the pressing need for empirical studies that both describe 








supervision practice, Krall called upon leaders across the field to consider research 
measures aimed at studying supervision in training to help safeguard the future 
integrity and professionalism of the field as a whole (Krall, 2012, Sophia, Bulgaria).         
         The current study on PD supervision. The core rationale for the current 
dissertation research was the need to bridge a gap that exists in the literature on PD 
supervision. In all mental healthcare professions, across all disciplines, the critical 
necessity for the professional development of effective and evidence-based practice in 
supervision and training has been described (Bonders, 2014, 2015, 2016; Borders 
et.al, 2014; Falander & Shafranske, 2007, 2014; Watkins, 2012, 2104).  In general, 
PD and other expressive arts supervision specialties have been insufficiently studied. 
In particular, there is a lack of studies that have focused on aspects of PD supervision. 
Despite a clearly urgent need for PD supervision research, the field has remained to 
date nearly devoid of empirically grounded knowledge and evidence-based theory. 
           The purpose of this two-phase research was to explore the perspectives of 
experienced senior PD supervisors on the practice of PD supervision as a means of 
constructing grounded theory and informing effective PD supervision guidelines 
(Mastoras & Andrews, 2011). The term “psychodrama supervision” in this study 
refers in general to the in-class course that is part of the graduate school field-training 
component of the PD curriculum in programs across Israel. The overarching notion of 
“applied psychodrama in supervision” refers to an integrated application of PD 
methods as experiential teaching tools best adapted to serve supervisory learning.  
 
 








                                            CHAPTER 2 
                                         Literature Review 
         Qualitative research that focuses on both supervisors’ and students’ perspectives 
informs and guides best practices for effective supervision (Mastoras & Andrews, 
2011).  Studies that address supervisors’ perspectives help identify and describe the 
complexities and challenges involved in the supervisor’s role (Sussman, Bogo, and 
Gleeman, 2007), while studies that address students’ perspectives inform the 
supervisor’s role and provide insight into students’ changing needs, challenges, 
concerns, and feelings throughout various phases of training. Until recently, despite 
the fact that most university training programs employ the group supervision format 
rather than individual (dyadic) supervision, the practice of group supervision has 
received relatively little attention in the supervision literature (Bernard & Goodyear, 
2009; Linton, 2003; Linton & Hedstrom, 2006; Mastoras & Andrews, 2011; Skjerve, 
Reichelt, Nielsen, Grovel & Trogersen, 2013). The following literature review 
provides a theoretical framework and scope for the current doctoral research on 
effective PD supervision.  
                                              Group Supervision 
         Gazzola, De Stefano, Theriault, and Audet (2013) explored the perspectives of 
10 novice counselling psychology supervisors on the challenges of teaching group 
supervision in a Canadian university training program. They found that facilitating the 
group process was difficult, as was adjusting to the supervisory role, and the 
responsibilities of this role were perceived by participants as demanding. Among the 








abilities were a core personal concern for participants. Participants found it difficult to 
manage the supervisory stance, for example, in terms of staying focused throughout 
whole sessions, choosing a leadership style or approach to suit the shifting needs of 
the group, and balancing group needs versus individual members’ needs. Difficulties 
were also reported in performing the supervisors’ role of “gatekeeper.” Participants 
were challenged by the responsibility of evaluating students’ levels of professional 
competency and providing negative feedback to group members.                                    
        Initially, the developmental challenges of learning to practice group supervision 
resulted in participants experiencing “role shock,” which included feelings of 
ambiguity and confusion (Gazzola et al., 2013, p. 34). Participants came to understand 
the complexities of the supervisor’s role, realizing that “what seemed straightforward 
and accessible in theory was more complicated in practice” (Gazzola et al., 2013, p. 
27). In addition, the general experience of difficulty and self-doubt was found to 
fluctuate in intensity, to occur throughout different phases of the groups’ learning 
process, and to be correlated to the challenge of adapting to the shifting needs of 
group members (Gazzola et al., 2013). 
         At university training clinics in Denmark, Skjerve, Reichelt, Nielsen, Grova, 
and Trogersen (2013) interviewed 16 clinical psychology supervisors. Twelve female 
and four male supervisors were recruited voluntarily to participate in this qualitative 
study. All participants described their psychotherapeutic orientation as eclectic. More 
than half of the participants indicated that they preferred the group supervision format 
to individual supervision. They described group supervision as more “complex, 
interesting and challenging” (Skjerve et al., 2013, p. 263) than the individual 








of group supervision, specifically as a facilitator of professional growth. Conversely, 
decreased opportunities for supervisors to become more personally acquainted with 
their students were described as a disadvantage of group supervision (Skjerve et al., 
2013).  
        At a Canadian university graduate school of social work, Sussman, Bogo, and 
Globerman (2007) studied five group supervisors and 20 of their students, comparing 
perspectives on the benefits and challenges of group supervision. They found that 
most supervisors in this study believed that establishing trust and safety in the group 
was essential to students’ learning. Supervisors described the use of role modeling 
and taking personal risks, e.g., offering non-judgmental feedback to group members, 
as well as disclosing their own mistakes to the group as a means of supporting 
students and encouraging group openness. Correspondingly, students in the same 
study reported that receiving supervisors’ positive strength-based feedback and being 
told about supervisors’ mistakes was very reassuring to them and positively 
influenced their own learning and participation.  
         Despite the fact that supervisors described the group method of supervision as 
“potent and useful” in training, they also noted obstacles and challenges in managing 
group dynamics, in which they were not always prepared to intervene. In this regard, 
they mainly reported that managing the behaviors of certain students in the group 
labeled as “consultant . . .  non-reflective students, and students who cannot take 
risks” presented “complex challenges to facilitating the group learning process” 
(Sussman et al., 2007, p. 70). Correspondingly, students in the same study reported 
incidents of “shutting down, taking fewer risks, and withdrawing from the process 
altogether” when their supervisors did not intervene when particular group members 








that students’ sense of safety is compromised when they perceive their supervisors as 
less than competent in managing the group (Sussman et al., 2007).   
Providing Feedback and Personal Disclosure 
         Supervision pedagogy involves a deep personal and interpersonal learning 
process (Barnett, 2014).  Hoffman, Hill, Holmes, and Freitas (2005) interviewed 15 
psychology counselling supervisors at an accredited university counselling center in 
the United States on the task of providing feedback to students. Their findings suggest 
that supervisors’ perceptions of students’ openness to receiving feedback directly 
influence their decision whether or not to offer what they term “difficult feedback.” 
Incidents involving “easy feedback” were mainly characterized as clinical issues, 
while incidents involving “difficult feedback” were mainly characterized as personal 
and professional. In retrospect, supervisors reported regretting perceived negative 
effects of withholding important feedback due to students’ defensiveness (Hoffman et 
al., 2005). 
        In a study conducted in Denmark and Norway, 30 university-based 
psychotherapy supervisors responded to open-ended questionnaires on disclosure and 
feedback (Skjerve et al., 2009). The researchers defined nondisclosure in group 
supervision as “every topic, significant or insignificant, that supervisees or 
supervisors reported that they do not talk about, including task-oriented feedback, in 
the supervisory setting” (p. 50). The findings revealed that supervisors chose to 
disclose personal feelings or provide feedback based on their assumptions regarding 
students’ developmental needs and what they felt would be most beneficial to 
students’ development (Skjerve et al., 2009).   
        In a follow-up companion study, Nelson et al. (2009) conducted a comparative 








supervisors’ assumptions regarding incidents of nondisclosure. The participants 
included 30 psychotherapy supervisors and 55 student therapists, all of whom 
completed open-ended questionnaires. A majority of the supervisors believed that 
students assume that their supervisors are much more judgmental and evaluative 
towards their clinical competency than was actually the case. Supervisors described 
incidents of non-disclosure as appropriate “cautiousness,” which they perceived as the 
most suitable teaching strategy. Students who perceived supervisors’ non-disclosure 
were aware of the supervisors’ cautiousness. Most would have preferred more “direct 
feedback” (p. 53) as well as specific suggestions on how to improve themselves as 
therapists (Nielsen et al., 2009). 
          Students’ anxiety and sense of safety and trust. Anxiety is an inevitable part 
of students’ experience in group supervision. In a study conducted by Christensen and 
Kline (2000), grounded theory procedures were used to explore six group counselors’ 
perceptions of group supervision over the course of the first semester of training. 
Participants all belonged to the same supervision group. Individual semi-structured 
interviews were conducted with all of the group participants after the fourth, eighth, 
and fourteenth weeks of group training. The findings identified students’ perception 
of anxiety as a predominant condition that affected the learning process in both 
positive and negative ways (Christensen & Kline, 2000). On the negative side, 
experiences of anxiety hampered students’ participation, self-awareness, and 
professional growth at early stages of the learning process. On the positive side, at 
later stages, students’ growing recognition and acceptance of anxiety supported 
growth and risk-taking, including, for example, personal disclosure and giving and 
receiving feedback. Students’ risk-taking actions led to a sense of growth and relief, 








        A grounded theory study (Linton and Hedstrom, 2006) focused on eight 
school counselling students’ experiences of group supervision. Most of the students in 
this study reported that unresolved and covert conflicts in supervision had a negative 
influence on their learning process. Unresolved conflicts in the group reduced 
students’ comfort and sense of safety and led to a loss of confidence in supervisors’ 
abilities (Linton & Hedstrom, 2006). The researchers concluded that “appropriate 
handling of conflict could be a useful tool in training practicum students to be 
respectful of other persons’ viewpoints, accepting of mistakes, and empathic in their 
appraisals of others’ behavior” (Linton & Hedstrom, 2006, p. 67).   
  Researchers at a Canadian university graduate training program explored eight 
counselling psychology students’ perceptions of the group learning process (De 
Stefano et al., 2007). The study focused on understanding how students experienced 
clinical impasse, defined as “moments of feeling stuck in counselling work” (p. 43) 
and shedding light on the ways in which group supervision helped or hindered its 
successful resolution. Participants were interviewed twice during the study, once 
before and once after a supervision group session that related to their experience of a 
clinical impasse. 
  The participants described clinical impasse as an emotionally complex 
experience that involved negative feelings of failure, anxiety, confusion, self-blaming, 
and incompetency. Students reported that the negative experience of clinical impasse 
in practice involved increased feelings of vulnerability in supervision. Students’ 
perceptions of group safety influenced their willingness to disclose their 
shortcomings. They reported that receiving positive feedback, group support, and 
supervisor validation, as well as being exposed to multiple perspectives helped them 








feedback in the group added to their feelings of incompetence and raised doubts about 
safety in the group. Students who experienced negative feedback described feeling 
disappointment and found it difficult to assimilate the learning material. A safe group 
experience was identified as the key foundation for students’ learning (De Stefano et 
al., 2007).   
        In another grounded theory study, Fleming, Glass, Shuko, Fujisaki, and Toner 
(2010) explored the experiences of 15 psychology-counselling students in group 
supervision. Participants completed questionnaires after each group supervision 
session over the course of six semesters. The results of this study highlighted the 
notion of students’ perceived sense of psychological safety as a central theme for 
students throughout the learning process. Students’ learning was either facilitated or 
inhibited by a fluctuating sense of safety in the group process. They participated more 
frequently in learning when they felt safe in the group. On a personal level, students’ 
subjective sense of safety was related to their ability to express vulnerability, form 
collaborative relationships in the group, and manage anxiety levels. On an 
interpersonal level, students’ sense of safety was positively impacted by higher levels 
of group cohesion, supervisor-led discussions, and resolutions of interpersonal 
conflicts. Additional findings revealed that students who felt unsafe in the group 
reduced other students’ sense of perceived safety, while, in contrast, students who felt 
safer often increased others’ sense of safety (Fleming, et al., 2010). 
        The practice of normalizing students’ feelings of insecurity and 
acknowledging that all counselors make mistakes can support students’ development.  
In another study on group supervision, Trepal, Bailie, and Leeth (2010) explored the 
perceptions of critical incidents throughout the learning experiences of 25 counselors-








supervision (Trepal et al., 2010, p. 27). The critical incidents that most positively 
influenced students’ sense of development involved normalizing, feedback, and 
vicarious and observational learning. The most negative experiences reported by 
students in this study involved lack of support and unprofessional behaviors (Trepal et 
al., 2010).  
                                       Expressive Arts Supervision                                
          Traditionally, supervisors from the various expressive arts therapy modalities, 
such as art, music, dance and movement, expressive therapies, drama therapy, sand 
tray, poetry, and psychodrama are encouraged to integrate the practice of their own 
specific art modality into the practice of arts-based supervision, in spite of the 
complexities involved (Knill, Levine, & Levine, 2005, pp. 171-255). However, 
empirical studies on the use of expressive arts in graduate school group supervision 
are scarce. The following section will review four qualitative studies, among them a 
study on the application of dance, music, sand tray, and art interventions that focused 
on the use of expressive-arts-based group supervision in graduate school training 
programs.  
        At a Korean university, Kyung Soon Ko (2014) conducted a 
phenomenological study on six arts-based graduate students’ lived experiences of 
movement-based supervision (MBS). The author defined MBS as “integrated body 
movement in clinical supervision to identify and explore clinical challenges and to 
encourage supervisees to utilize the body as a listener for wisdom and as a container 
to access symbolic expression” (Ko, 2014, p. 148). The study focused on exploring 
how movement-based aspects of supervision influenced participants’ perceptions of 
the supervisory relationship and their willingness to share verbally in the group. 








Initially, participants reported feelings of fear, anxiety, and shame that inhibited their 
learning experiences. However, later in the process, participants reported feelings of 
acceptance, support, and reduced pressure in supervision. It was found that 
movement-based and art-based interventions help support authentic and deep 
expression of students’ perceptions and feelings in supervision (Ko, 2014). 
         Wheeler and Cindy (2012) conducted a phenomenological study on five music 
therapy practicum students to investigate how they felt about the process of being 
supervised. Participants kept journals of their thoughts and feelings during four 
consecutive weeks of the music therapy practicum. Participants were instructed to 
include all of their experiences of supervision in their journals, including their 
responses to the in-class structure, content, and assignments, as well as to their 
supervisors’ impact on their learning. Participants reported appreciation for 
supervisors’ constructive feedback and validation, as well as for the personal 
disclosure of their weaknesses. Participants noted that their supervisors’ written 
feedback was beneficial to their learning. Negative aspects of supervision included 
time limitations. Students expressed feelings of frustration that supervision was too 
rushed and a desire for more time with their supervisors to process experiences 
(Wheeler & Cindy, 2012).  
        In a three-week case study, Stark, Garza, Bruhn, and Ane (2015) studied 
student counselors’ experiences of the use of sand tray techniques in solution-focused 
group supervision. Broadly defined, group sand tray techniques use miniature figures 
chosen and placed by members in a shared sandbox as projective and distanced forms 
of symbolic expression. As part of the study, participants kept weekly reflective 
journals on their learning experiences, and, in addition, participated in a one-time 








supervision was found to evoke unconscious emotional responses that led to growth 
and deep understanding. A sense of personal safety and group cohesiveness was 
attributed to the use of projective and distancing techniques that helped participants to 
share more and express themselves in new ways. Participants indicated that sand tray 
techniques were personally and professionally beneficial and enjoyed the blending of 
sand tray and solution-based methods in the learning process). 
        Rossi (2010) conducted a phenomenological exploration of the lived 
experiences of eight master’s level counselling students in a three-week-long 
expressive arts supervision group. Data was collected from participants’ weekly 
reflective journals, observations, and one-time interviews after the final meeting. 
Participants were found to move through four overlapping phases of expressive arts 
group learning. The main themes for the process were identified as initial reaction; art 
engagement; reflection; and transformation. Initially, many of participants 
experienced anxiety, fear, and resistance at the onset of expressive arts activities. 
However, immersion in these activities helped students to feel present and open to the 
process. Participants reported that expressive arts enhanced the supervision 
experience and helped them gain new awareness and understanding. It was found that 
the expressive arts component of group supervision contributed positively to 
participants’ sense of personal and professional growth (Rossi, 2010).   
  In conclusion, it is worth noting that empirical data on supervisor perspectives 
of group supervision is still relatively limited (Sussman et al., 2007) and even more 
scarce in the expressive arts therapies. Also notable is the fact that most of the studies 
available on students’ perspectives are characterized by small sample sizes, and 
generally short periods of observation and data collection. A consistent pattern of 








trustworthiness, internal validity, and credibility of their findings (Charmaz, 2006, 
pp.130-131). 
Psychodrama Supervision: Practice-Based Theory 
         Various approaches to the use of psychodrama in group supervision and training 
have been discussed by scholars (Blatner, 1996; Chesner, 2013; Dayton, 2005; 
Glickahuf-Hughes & Campbell,1991; Hinkle, 2008; Jones & Doker, 2008; Karp, 
Homes, & Tauvon,1998; Malchiodi & Riley, 1996; Neve-Banquette, 2013; Tselikas-
Portmann, 1999; Williams, 1998), yet most of the available literature on the subject is 
theoretical and anecdotal. The application of PD methods in supervision is addressed 
in the literature as an important experiential component of students’ clinical training 
in PD supervision (Blatner, 2000; Chesner, 2008, 2013; Deyton, 2005; Hinkle, 2012; 
Jones & Doker, 2008; Kellerman, 1992, 1994; Neve-Haquet, 2013; Williams, 1988).    
PD techniques applied in supervision serve as instruments for exploring students’ in 
the field case studies, and their countertransference, feelings, and attitudes toward 
their patients (Chesnee, 2008; Vandermay and Peake, 1980; Williams, 1988) and in 
addition PD methods function as group intervention tools (Hinkle, 2012). 
Dramatic concretization with applied PD techniques such as the empty chair; role-
playing, role reversal, role-training, mirroring, and doubling, has significant potential 
to enhance aspects of students personal and professional learning experiences 
(Chesner, 2008). Nonetheless, the application of PD in psychodrama supervision has 
both advantages and disadvantages that must be considered in the practice of PD 
supervision (Vandermay & Peake, 1980). 
         Role-playing and role-training. Interdisciplinary studies on the application of 
psychodramatic techniques may inform the use of psychodrama and other expressive 








United States, Wolf and Miller (1993) conducted a study on 31 medical interns 
learning to interview patients in a psychiatry ward. Most participants had no previous 
experience in psychodrama methods.  Role-playing initially evoked concern and 
anxiety, which participants attributed to personal disclosure in the peer group setting. 
Nonetheless, overall, participants’ perceptions of role-playing as a tool for learning 
were positive. Participants perceived role-playing as facilitating the acquisition of 
new interview skills, and felt that it helped them become more aware of their own 
feelings as well as those of their patients. As a result of role-playing, participants felt 
more empathic and more capable of engaging in effective doctor-patient relationships 
(Wolf & Miller, 1993). 
                                                   Summary 
         This review of supervision, psychodrama method, and group supervision 
literature theory, practice, and research aims to provide a theoretical framework and a 
science-based context for the current study on effective PD supervision. It places the 
field of psychodrama supervision within the wider context of interdisciplinary  









Figure 1. The theoretical and science-based research context for the current study on        
          
 PD supervision. The model illustrates the five overlapping and inclusive in 
                 
  interdisciplinary spheres that inform the the current study.  
 
 
         The review highlights qualitative research that addresses group supervisors’ 
perspectives that help identify the complexities and challenges involved in the 
supervisor’s role (Sussman, Bogo, and Gleeman, 2007). In all disciplines, the role of 
supervisor involves facilitating complex collaborative group learning processes 
(Sussman, Bogo, and Gleeman, 2007). In addition, the review helps to shed light on 
the supervisor’s role by including studies that address students’ perspectives and 
provide insight on students’ vulnerabilities, changing needs, challenges, concerns, and 
feelings throughout various phases of training and group learning (Bonders, 2014, 













personal growth and professional competency in both positive and negative ways 
(Christensen & Kline, 2000; De Stefano et al., 2007; Fleming et al., 2010; Trepal et 
al., 2010).   
        It is theorized that embodied role-playing and other PD methodologies are 
highly suited approaches for teaching PD students deepening the collaborative 
learning process in supervision (Chesner,2008). The use of embodied role-playing and 
other PD methodologies is noted as a common approach and practice in PD 
supervision and training Blatner, 2000; Dayton, 2005; Kellerman, 1992, 1994; 
Moreno, 1953). PD supervision is most closely related to a subgroup of expressive 
arts supervision specialties, yet it exists as a separate modality with its own identity, 
unique learning objectives, and challenges. PD supervision includes additional layers 
of considerations specifically related to the PD action learning process (Krall et al., 
2013b). 
          It is important to mention that all the studies reported on here demonstrate 
similar patterns of weak reflexive methodology. Most of the available studies on 
group supervision are characterized by short periods of observation and data 
collection. Furthermore, qualitative methods of member checking and/or expert 
participation validation (Tong, Sainsury, & Craig, 2007) were not conducted to 
deepen and triangulate the findings of any of these studies. These research design 
limitations raise questions regarding the trustworthiness, internal validity, and 
credibility of the findings of these studies (Charmaz, 2006, pp.130–131), and indicate 
the need for more rigor in future qualitative research.                                          
            









                                                 CHAPTER 3 
                                                     Method 
         This research consisted of two separate but interrelated studies on the practice of 
effective PD supervision and was based on an overarching two-phase Grounded 
Theory (GT) research design. The objectives of this GT study were to develop an 
original theory of PD practice that is grounded in data and reflects the knowledge and 
experience of experts in the field (Charmaz, 2006). While grounded theory is based in 
lived experience, it moves beyond the experience of the individual to develop 
theoretical assumptions of the phenomenon under study. In a GT approach, 
researchers address the data through an epistemological probing into the nature of 
“how things are, and how things really work in an assumed reality” (Jabereen, 2009, 
p. 49). Shih and Barab (2008) further elaborate that GT research on learning and 
instruction is focused on understanding how learning occurs and how a learning 
process is facilitated.  
         Study 1, “Bridging the Art and Science of PD Supervision: A GT Study on 
Israeli Senior Supervisors’ Perspectives,” was conducted as an extensive pilot study. 
In-depth interviews comprised the main instrument of Study 1. Study 2, “A Focus 
Group Study on Israeli Senior PD Supervisors’ Perspectives,” was conducted as a 
collaborative group inquiry. The purpose of this study was to seek outside expert 
opinions, validation, and new insights for triangulating, revising, expanding, and 
deepening the findings and discussion of Study 1 (Dalkey, 1969; Jabereen, 2009; 
Redman-MacLaren, Mills, & Tommbe, 2014).  
                                        Overarching GT Paradigm  
         A qualitative grounded theory (GT) approach was selected for both Study 1 and 








of senior PD supervisors’ philosophical perspectives and practice-based approaches to 
PD supervision.  According to Creswell (2009), “grounded theory is a qualitative 
strategy in which the researcher derives a general abstract theory of a process, action, 
or interaction grounded in the views of participants in a study” (p. 13).  GT data 
analysis includes both inductive and deductive patterns of reasoning and the use of a 
constant comparative method to describe and interpret the data (Elen & Clarebout, 
2008). Optimally, the cyclic and interpretive processes of GT collection and data 
analysis procedures result in the formation of a conceptual framework that is 
conceived and constructed by the emergent and interrelated concepts that, together, 
suggest a comprehensive understanding of the phenomena under study (Jabereen, 
2009). As Jabereen explains (2009), “the [interlinked] concepts that fit into a 
conceptual framework support one another, articulate their respective phenomena, and 
establish a framework-specific philosophy” (p. 51). Unlike a simple collection of 
concepts, the concepts that link the conceptual framework form “a construct in which 
each concept plays an integral role” (p. 51).  
           GT Procedures. GT coding methodology was employed in both studies. The 
cyclical, repetitive process consisted of three specified levels of coding data and 
theoretical sampling (Charmaz, 2006). This process involved iterative procedures of 
inductive and deductive data collection, analysis, synthesis, and a final two study 
analysis and re-synthesis phase of the compared data. The coding process included 
breaking data into pieces (open coding); putting the data back together in defined 
categories (axial coding); and building core categories (selective coding). A fourth 
method of theoretical sampling was followed many times by revisiting the data to 
maximize the similarities and the differences in information and to refine and support 








         The two-phase GT study design engaged a developmental evolutionary process 
of theorizing throughout the complete research process (see Figure 2).  At each stage 
of research, the findings were used to construct and deepen an evolving substantive 
theory on the practice of PD supervision practice grounded in the data collected on 
senior supervisors’ perspectives. Using a comparative method, data was constantly 
analyzed in a nonlinear process at all stages, from data collection through analysis and 
interpretation. This analysis consisted of comparisons within and across participants, 
points in time, frequencies of incidents, and categories (Charmaz, 2006). 
 
 








          Building a conceptual framework. In the one extended process of continual 
theorization which began in Study 1and spanned over throughout study 2, I followed 
Jabereen’s (2009, p.53–54) model for constructing a conceptual framework from 
grounded theory procedures, including the following eight phases described by 
Jabereen (2009) as:  
       1. mapping the selected data sources 
 2. extensive reading and categorization of the selected data  
 3. identification and naming of concepts  
4. deconstruction and categorization of the concepts 
5. integration of the concepts  
6. synthesis, re-synthesis and making it all make sense 
7. validation of the conceptual framework 
8. rethinking the conceptual framework  
Stage 8, rethinking the conceptual framework, involved a final phase of comparative 
analysis and resynthesize of the two-study findings described by Jabereen (2009) as a 
GT method of “meta-analysis” (p. 51), was conducted as a means of bridging the 
findings of Study 1 and Study 2.  This phase of research involved both the 
comparative analysis and the “systematic synthesis of findings” both within and 
across participant’s perspectives between studies (Jabereen, 2009). 
         Trustworthiness and validity. Several key measures were taken to ensure the 
trustworthiness and validity of this study. As prescribed by Creswell (2009, pp.190–
193), two sets of Israeli senior supervisors’ converging perspectives were included in 
a two-phase study that obtained expert participant validation as a means of 
triangulating the findings, increasing accuracy, and ensuring greater degrees of 








immersion in the data, careful analysis, adequate interpretation, and “rich” and “thick” 
(p.191–192) description to synthesize an accurate and trustworthy research study 
(Creswell, 2009). In addition, in order to create and maintain qualitative methods of 
reflexivity, research notes, tables, figures, and memos were carefully kept to 
document both the data collection and analysis phases of this study (Gentles, Jack, 
Nicholas, & Mckibbon, 2014).          
         Researcher’s bias. As a PD therapist, supervisor, educator, and researcher, I 
naturally approached this study from a subjective bias filled with preconceived 
assumptions and past experience in the field. In light of this fact, careful consideration 
was given to establishing the trustworthiness and validity of the findings. On the other 
hand, the very nature of the phenomena under study and the research tools and 
methods used required that the researcher’s subjectivity be rooted in a strong 
familiarity with the field (Glaser, 1978). Preexisting assumptions were often 
necessary for developing theoretical sensitivity and asking relevant questions when 
constructing and conducting the GT study. At the same time, it was important to be 
aware of the bias, and to remain open, flexible, and reflexive with the data  (Pidgeon 
& Henwood, 1997).  In this case, my own close affiliation with the phenomena under 
study fit the needs of the process, and the same bias that potentially threatened 
trustworthiness and validity also had a part in allowing this study to take place.    
                                    Study 1: In-depth Interviews 
          The main research instrument for this study was a one-time, semi-structured, 
in-depth, face-to-face interview. The interviews spanned approximately one hour and 
a quarter each and were based on a protocol of 10 open-ended core questions (see 
Appendix B). The aim of the questions was to gain insight into the supervisor’s role 








employed the simple approach of examining how participants perceived the practice 
of PD supervision and their roles as PD supervisors and why they did so. All of the 
interviews were conducted in quiet rooms at different locations in Israel.  Immediately 
prior to the interview, each participant filled in a questionnaire regarding her 
professional background and PD work history.  
Participants 
           The six participants in this study represented a purposefully selected sample of 
senior PD supervisors who, at the time of the interviews, were teaching PD 
supervision in four different PD graduate school training programs located across 
northern and central Israel (see Table 1). At that point of time, out of the sample pool 
of suitable and potential participants, just female supervisors were available for the 
interviews. The participants ages ranged between 40 and 70. For the purpose of this 
study, the term “senior” indicated participants’ vast experience as both PD therapists 
and supervisors. All six of the participants held master’s degrees in PD, and two held 
PhDs, one in clinical psychology and the other in educational psychology. 
Participants’ years of experience working as PD therapists ranged between 14 and 36. 
All six of the participants were involved in various clinical practices, both public and 
private, and had received continuing post-graduate training in various fields 
throughout their careers. The participants had worked among themselves as therapists 
and supervisors for the Israeli social justice system, various social welfare 
departments, the Ministry of Defense, the Ministry of Health, and the Ministry of 
Education. They had a wide a range of clinical backgrounds and specialties, including 
the use of PD with adult and youth mental health care treatments, at-risk and 
displaced teens, family therapy, trauma and war trauma care, domestic abuse, sexual 








The participants’ years of experience as PD supervisors in graduate school programs 
ranged between 7 and 30. Four of the participants had experience in teaching all 
levels of groups, including those at the beginning, intermediate, and more advanced 
stages of training. One of the participants taught only beginner level groups and one 




























Table 1.  
Participants’ Professional Demographics and Histories in Study 1 
Participants Age/  
Academic 
Degree   
Yrs. of 
Experience 




 As a PD 
Supervisor 
Fields of clinical 
experience                     
      
      A 
50 years old/ 
MA degree 





     18 
 
     8 
 
Adult mental health  
trauma care; at-risk  
and displaced youth;  
family therapy; private 
practice  
      
      B 
52 years old/    
MA  degree 
in PD   
 
      21 
    
      9 
At-risk and displaced 
teens; trauma care; 
private practice 
     
       C 




     30 
 
     23 
Adult and child mental 
health care; family 
therapy; private 
practice 
      
       D 




     14 
 
     7 
Adult  post-crisis 
mental health care; 
trauma and drug 
addiction; crisis 
rehabilitation  
      
       E 




      20 
 






      
 
      F 
69 years 
old/MA 





    
    36 
 
 
     30 
Adult mental health 














         Recruitment. Eight senior supervisors were initially approached through email. 
Each of them received a short letter that described the focus and purpose of the 
current study and an invitation to be interviewed for the study. A follow-up phone call 
was planned to answer any questions and to set up a time and place for the interview. 
Of the original eight supervisors, six agreed to be interviewed. Of the remaining two, 
one had retired and did not fit the criteria for this study, and the other was not 
available for health reasons.  
         Ethical considerations. All of the participants in this study agreed to take part 
in it voluntarily. Consent forms describing the purpose and use of this study were read 
and signed by participants prior to their interviews. Participants willingly agreed to be 
audio-taped and signed participant consent forms before participating and being taped 
for this study. Participant’s anonymity was included in the conditions of this study.   
         Data analysis.  During and after sessions, research notes were made 
documenting the researcher’s most general impressions, thoughts, and questions. 
After each interview, the audio tapes were digitally uploaded to the computer and 
later transcribed into text. Full textual analysis was carried out, and the audio and text 
interview data were repeatedly revisited throughout the interview and data analysis 
stages. Grounded theory processes of coding, axial coding, theoretical sampling, and 
selective coding were carried out in a rigorous, yet flexible, back-and-forth process of 
inductive and deductive reasoning. The interview data was analyzed manually in a 
continual process of comparison between emerging themes and concepts until a 
complete saturation of the collected data was reached.  
          Descriptive qualitative modifiers were used to report and emphasize 








modifiers; “all of,” “most of,” “many of,” “some of,” and “a small number of” were 
each assigned numerical values ranging from six to one and used as a system for 
comparing the frequency of participants’ similar and/or related responses to emergent 
themes (see Table 2).  
 
Table 2.  
 
Assigned Modifiers used for Qualitative Description of the Finding.  
 
Descriptive Modifiers Used in Report of 
Findings 






A small number of 1-2 
 
Note. Table 2. lists the descriptive modifiers that were used to note the  
          frequency of similar and/or related responses to specific ideas  
          within and between participants’ interviews.  
  
                                       Study 2: Focus Group Study 
          As a qualitative research tool, and for the purpose of Study 2, a single six-hour 
focus group study session was conducted to generate new and expanded 
understanding specifically on the phenomenon under study (Redman et al., 2014). The 
core research rationale for Study 2 was based on establishing greater accuracy, 
reliability, credibility, validity, and trustworthiness of the core findings (Birt et al., 
2016; Tong, Sainsbury, & Craig, 2007; Torrance, 2012). Jabereen (2009) highlights 
the notion of “validating the conceptual framework” (p. 53) as an essential seventh 
phase of constructing GT theory. During this phase of a study, researchers seek 








This essential phase allows the researcher to ask other practitioners and scholars if the 
emergent theory and its conclusions make sense to them (Dalkey, 1969, Jabereen, 
2009, Redman et al., 2014).  
Group Design 
        The structure and data collection procedures applied to Study 2 were inspired 
by features of the Delphi Method as presented by Dalkey (1969) in a model for the 
experimental group study of expert opinion. Participants were invited to make both 
written and oral contributions to the study. Two of the three core features described 
by Dalkey (1969) relate to data collection, and involve the use of questionnaires to 
gather participants’ anonymous responses and systematic rounds of carefully 
“controlled group discussion and feedback” (p. 17). The researcher, as group 
facilitator and main interviewer, manages the use of group discussion time by 
carefully inviting participants’ perspectives on specific issues and following a specific 
line of open-ended questioning that allows for multiple views pertinent to the study. 
Dalkey (1969) explains that when this collaborative approach to group inquiry is 
managed properly and features both phases of anonymity and controlled discussion 
and group feedback, respondents experience a sense of shared responsibility. 
Furthermore, he points out that if the group is correctly led in a collaborative style, 
based in an environment that allows for “mutually self-respecting” dialogue, the 
outcomes can provide a very interesting, novel, and motivating experience for 













         The 10 participants were purposely selected for Study 2.  All were chosen from 
a specific sample pool of senior Israeli PD supervisors who currently teach PD 
supervision at four separate graduate school training programs across Israel. The 
participants’ ages ranged from 38 to 66 years old. Five of the six female PD 
supervisors were previously interviewed as participants in Study 1. An additional set 
of five senior PD supervisors, three male and two female, were chosen from a wider 
sample pool of senior Israeli supervisors (see Table 3.)  
           All 10 of the participants held master’s degrees in PD, and three held PhDs, 
two in clinical psychology, one in expressive therapies. The participants’ professional 
experience as PD therapists ranged between 10 and 33 years. All 10 of the 
participants were involved in various clinical practices, both public and private, and 
had received continuing post-graduate training in various fields throughout their 
careers. The participants had worked among themselves as therapists and supervisors 
for the Israeli social justice system, various social welfare departments, the Ministry 
of Defense, the Ministry of Health, and the Ministry of Education. They had a wide 
range of clinical backgrounds and specialties, including the use of PD with adult and 
youth mental health care treatments, at-risk and displaced teens, family therapy, 
trauma and war trauma care, domestic abuse, sexual abuse, drug addiction and 
rehabilitation, private practice, and PD training workshops.  
         In total, seven female supervisors and three male supervisors participated in 
the study. Their collective experience as PD supervisors ranged between 5 and 25 
years. Four of the participants had experience in teaching PD supervision groups at all 
levels of training, including those at the beginning, intermediate, and more advanced 








beginning and intermediate levels of training. Two of the participants had experience 
in teaching PD supervision groups only at the beginner level of training.  
 
Table 3.  
Study 2: Participant Professional Demographics 
 
Study 2 





   
Participants 
Age, Gender,  










 as PD 
Supervisor  
     1    Bella 52, female, PhD     20      10 
     2    Dina 54, female, MA     23      11 
     3      Marsha 66, female, MA     32      24 
     4    Maria 44, female, MA     16      9 
     5    Yasmine 57, female, MA     23      13 
     6    Matt 52, male, PhD     18       8 
     7    Rob 39, male, PhD     10       5 
    8    Dean 50, male, MA        16     10 
     9    Debbie 61, female, MA      25      20 
     10    Lilly 57, female, MA      18       8  
 
Note: Participants 1 through 5 took part in both Study 1 and Study 2 and are listed in  
 
         corresponding order as participants A through E in Study 1 (see Table 2).  
  
         Participants’ confidentiality has been protected by the use of pseudonyms. 
          
       Recruitment. Initially, 12 Israeli senior PD supervisors were contacted by the 








invitation to participate in the focus group study and speak on the phone for more 
specific information. A follow-up phone call was planned through email, and carried 
out with each potential participant to answer any further questions and confirm 
participation in study. Following verbal confirmation by telephone, a second mail was 
sent with an attached informal consent from (see Appendix C). Potential participants 
were asked to read and sign the form and invited to ask any questions concerning their 
understanding of the purpose and conditions of the study. Of the original 12 
participants invited to participate, 10 were available and agreed to come to the focus 
group study. The remaining were not available to come on the set date.   
         Ethical considerations and the informed consent form. All of the participants 
volunteered for this study and signed informed consent forms prior to the onset of the 
group (see Appendix E). The forms described the purpose and future use of this study, 
and were emailed to participants for review prior to the focus group study. 
Participants’ identities were kept confidential by the researcher. The findings were 
reported under the pseudonym of false participant names (see above Table 3.). All of 
the records and transcripts of the study have been kept protected and remain available 
for review strictly by the researcher for a limited time of two years.  
         However, as the researcher, I alone was not able to assure absolute 
confidentiality of the contents of the focus group (Redman-MacLaurn et al.,2010).  
The Israeli PD community is small and close knit. In consideration of the nature of 
purposely selecting senior Israeli PD supervisors, there existed a high likelihood that 
the group members had had some level of previous acquaintance with one another, as 
well as with me. It was also possibly that participants shared previous and/or current 
work-related relationships, including possible hierarchical relationships, as in the case 








         Hofmeyer & Scott, (2007) remind researchers of the compromised degree of 
confidentially that may be ethically assured to focus group participants. They describe 
the privacy concerns raised by a potential risk of individual group members repeating 
and disclosing certain accounts of the focus group process after the study. In 
consideration of these limitations, added safeguards were put into place both in the 
written informed consent form, and verbally at the onset of the group study.  In both 
cases, participants were asked to consent to sharing the responsibility for maintaining 
each other’s confidentiality after the study (Hofmeyer & Scott, 2007).  In addition, to 
avoid placing participants’ privacy and/or sense of personal safety at risk, the group 
members were encouraged to prioritize and monitor their own sense of comfort and 
personal boundaries while sharing personal views and experiences (Hofmeyer & 
Scott, 2007). Furthermore, as a researcher my own heightened awareness and 
sensitivity to the potential risk of compromising participants’ sense of safety during 
the study played a direct role in careful group study planning and procedures to 
reduce that concern.   
                                     Data Collection Procedures 
          The focus group discussion proceedings were audio-taped in their entirety by a 
digital recording system. Further written sources of data were collected through the 
use of questionnaires and collaborative group posters, and also included the 
researcher’s own personal notes taken during the study discussions. The researcher 
facilitated the group setting as well as the group discussion and introduced the topic, 
procedures, aims, and expectations of the study to the group (Dalkey,1969). The focus 
group setting, group structure, and timetable for the one-session study were 








collaborative learning experience aimed at co-constructing knowledge and theory on 
the effective practice of PD supervision (Elen & Clarabout, 2008).   
Each participant received a study packet (see Appendix D) with printed handouts that 
included;  
ü a copy of the informed consent form in English and Hebrew; 
ü a copy of the abstract of Study 1 in English and Hebrew;  
ü a copy of Study 1- Figure 2. A Relational Model: Separate and Interconnected 
Parts of a Whole;  
ü four separate packets of questionnaires (A, B, C, & D).  
Data collection involved three steps, as follows. 
Step one: This step served to form the group and introduce the study material and 
format. A group contract was formed by clarifying the focus group structure, rules, 
research rationale, confidentiality and expectations, including the particular role of the 
researcher in this study as the focus group facilitator. An overview of the purpose, 
methods, and core findings of study 1 were highlighted by the researcher in a brief 
study presentation. Discussion time was left for participants’ questions, thoughts and 
reflections.  
Step two: This step served as action-based warmup and a means of generating group 
discussion and collecting new data on participants’ approaches to PD supervision. The 
group members were asked to move in the space and to greet one another as they 
passed each other, first just with an acknowledging look, then with a handshake and 
greeting, and finally joining in a circle, as one group in the space. The group members 
were then invited back to moving freely and separately in the space. They were then 








sense of professional identity, and their livid experience of facilitating PD 
supervision. The following questions were addressed. 
o What drives you to do this work?  
o What do you feel about your role as PD supervisor? 
o What are your perceived challenges in facilitating the PD learning process in   
supervision?  
Large white poster-sized sheets of paper and colored markers were placed on a table 
in the space. Group members’ collaborative perspectives were captured in writing on 
three separate group posters. Each participant wrote down their thoughts and signed 
their names by their reflections.  A group discussion followed sparked by participants 
professional sharing of experiences.   
Step three: Participants were first asked to sit separately in the space and fill out the 
four sets of questionnaires, A, B, C, & D on their own, followed by a final discussion 
that served as a sharing and processing phase of the focus group data collection steps.  
During this phase of data collection participants were invited to reflect systematically 
on the completed questionnaires, and discuss which of the theoretical assumptions 
presented to them made the most and the least sense to them. The discussion was 
aimed at evoking and stimulating interaction between the participants. Participants 
were encouraged to feel free and share their varied and even opposing views 
(Torrance, 2012). The group members were called on to collectively consider 
necessary amendments in the proposed guidelines based on their own philosophical 










         Questionnaires. The questionnaires were used in the study for the core purpose 
of seeking outside expert opinion on the validity, accuracy, precision, order and scope 
of the guidelines. The proposed instructional guidelines included both descriptive and 
prescriptive assumptions grounded in the core findings uncovered in study 1. The four 
sets of guideline questionnaires were organized and categorized by themes as they 
aligned in structure, order, and content to the four main domains and 20 sub-
categories proposed in Study 1.  
         In order to accommodate participants’ native tongue, the questionnaires were 
translated from English to Hebrew. Participants were invited to review and share 
written feedback based on the proposed instructional recommendations and the 
overall PD supervision conceptual framework, organized and categorized by themes 
as they aligned to the four main domains and 20 sub-categories presented in Study 1. 
The questionnaires offered the participants the opportunity to agree/disagree with the 
guidelines, and allotted additional space for participants to add written comments 
regarding their degree of partial agreement/disagreement and the reasons for them. 
        Probing questions. In addition, during this final step of group discussion, as a 
means of collecting fresh data for deeper insight and understanding on the application 
of PD in and as supervision additional probing questions were directed at exploring 
participants’ views on the specifics of facilitating a PD supervision learning process, 
and understanding their collective approaches to conceptualizing the role facets of 
applying PD methods in supervision.   
       Participants were asked by the researcher the following questions to consider:   
o How do you perceive and approach the application of PD as a teaching tool in 









o How do you perceive the PD learning process? Which notion generally guides 
your thinking and how does that influence your practice? Is it PD in clinical 
supervision or PD as clinical supervision, or both?  
o As an experienced PD role model, what do you think is unique about PD 
supervision and especially important to consider when facilitating a PD 
supervision learning process?  
         Data analysis, synthesis and re-synthesis). At the conclusion of Study 2, the 
discussion, questionnaire, and poster data were transcribed and translated to English. 
Whole text analysis across all of the sources was followed as a means of identifying 
themes and qualifying experts’ shared philosophical and practice-based experiences. 
In addition, a comparative analysis of the data collected was conducted between the 
written questionnaire findings alongside the group poster findings, and discussion 
findings as a means of triangulating all the findings and establishing validation, 
accuracy, and greater trustworthiness for both the emergent substantive theory and the 
preliminary guidelines proposed in Study 1. This comparative process of analysis 
uncovered indications for the amendments to specific parts of the best practice 
guidelines. A modified and expanded revision (Jabereen, 2009) of the best practice 
guidelines was informed and grounded in the multiple sources of data collection and 
analysis conducted throughout the two-phase research on effective PD supervision 
(See Appendix D).  
        The final secondary level comparative analysis and re-synthesis phase of this GT 
research involved addressing specific changes to the structure, order, language, and/or 
content of the preliminary sets of best practice guidelines and amending them 








original sets of guidelines proposed in Study 1, and changes were applied as indicated 
to fit the emergent revision and reconstruction of the theory. As described earlier in 
this chapter (see GT procedures, p.34, above) the analysis involved a repetitive 
interpretative and comparative process of inductive and deductive GT procedures. All 
of the data was analyzed manually in a continual process of comparison between 



































                                              CHAPTER 4 
                                                   Findings 
         The findings in this chapter are reported in three parts (see Figure 3). A report of 
the core findings of Study 1 is followed by a report of the key new findings of Study 2 
and a final summary report of the integrated findings of both studies is presented in 
the third part of this chapter to explain the revision of theory that occurred. 
  
 
  Figure 3. A three-part report of the findings. This figure provides a visual  
   representation of the separate sets of interrelated findings generated  
   throughout the two-phase research.  
                                            
 
 
Study 1: In-depth Interviews
"Core Findings"
Study 2: Focus Group Study
"Key New Findings"
A Summary of the Integrated Findings: 








                                           Study 1: Core Findings 
 
 
          Based in grounded theory methods of whole-text analysis, approximately 220 
meaning units initially emerged from the individual interviews. An in-depth view 
through the lens of PD supervisors’ perspectives uncovered a conceptual framework 
based on participants’ professional experience, values, beliefs, and principles. As 
illustrated in Figure 4, the four emergent domains and 20 sub-categories are mapped 
out as separate, but interrelated, facets of the role of PD supervisor.  
 
Figure 4. A Relational model: Separate and interconnected parts of a whole.  
          
         This map illustrates a conceptual framework for identifying, and describing core  
and interrelated facets, that both shape and inform the practice of PD supervision. 
Represented are the four main domains, and 20 emergent sub-categories, five per 
domain (see Table 4). Each sub-category describes specific approaches and rationales 






































for the application of PD theory and techniques as part of an integral practice of 
clinical supervision in PD graduate school training in Israel.  
The four main domains that emerged, (A) PD supervisors’ role identity; (B) guiding 
principles and practice, (C) PD supervision pedagogy; and (D) the supervisor’s 
challenges and dilemmas, helped to organize and describe core aspects of the PD 
supervisor’s role and the practice of PD supervision. The sub-categories included: a 
sense of purpose; passion and curiosity; a sense of responsibility; a sense of 
commitment; a sense of moral obligation; serving as a role model; context, context, 
context; safety first; establishing and maintaining boundaries; supervision; nurturing 
students’ professional development; raising intersubjective awareness; linking theory 
to practice; instilling a PD worldview; psychodrama within a wider context; 
supervisors’ role ambiguity; harnessing the scope and pace; teach or treat; conflict 














      Table 4.   




       Main Domains                              Interrelated Sub-categories          
 
A) PD Supervisor’s ‘Professional          1. Sense of purpose                    
       Role Identity                                    2. Passion and curiosity 
                                                                   3. Sense of responsibility 
                                                                   4. Commitment 
                                                                   5. A sense of moral obligation 
 
B) Guiding Principles                             6. Serving as a role model                                                                                                     
     and Practices in PD                           7. Context, context, context     
     Supervision                                        8. Safety first 
                                                                 9. Establishing and maintaining boundaries  
                                                                10. Supervision  
 
C) PD Supervision Pedagogy               11. Nurturing students’ professional development 
                                                                12. Raising intersubjective awareness                
                                                                13. Linking theory to practice 
                                                                14. Instilling a PD worldview 
                                                               15. Psychodrama within a wider context 
                                                             
D) The PD Supervisor’s Challenges   16. Supervisors’ role ambiguity 
      and Dilemmas                                  17. Harnessing the scope and pace  
                                                                 18. Teach or treat 
                                                              19. Conflict resolution 
                                                                 20. Entering and exiting the role                                                                                               
 8. Safety first 
 9. Establishing and aintaining boundaries  
 15. Psychodra a within a wider context 








What follows is a descriptive and interpretive report of the participant’s professional  
 
perspectives and worldviews. 
 
                            Domain A: PD Supervisors’ Role Identity 
This domain highlights and attributes meaning to participants’ sense of 
connection to the role of PD supervisor.  
Sense of Purpose 
            All of the participants expressed a profound personal and professional 
connection to the work of supervision. Many participants described feeling inspired 
by their roles as supervisors. Some of the participants linked the importance of the 
work that they did to a deep sense of purpose and satisfaction. Some reflected on 
supervision work as something sacred and meaningful to them. They expressed a 
spiritual link to their feelings of purpose. Participant C remarked, “I know this sounds 
crazy, but I have a deep sense of purpose as a supervisor.” She reflected humbly on 
her meaningful connection to supervision and her deep conviction that she was meant 
to be doing this work. Participant E remarked, “My calling is to teach students in a 
way that allows them to grow into therapists and care for their own patients.”  She 
saw the PD supervision learning process as profound and life-changing and felt that 
her sense of purpose and dedication to her students drove her forward through the 
most challenging and demanding aspects of the work. Participant A saw her 
supervisory role as central in her life and close to her heart. “For me,” she explained, 
“training student therapists is part of my life’s mission, and that makes me feel a great 
sense of responsibility to my work.”   









Passion and Curiosity  
         All of the participants were passionate about PD supervision and spoke openly 
and eagerly about their approaches. They described their complex roles with much 
thought and consideration. They all responded with a common spirit of willingness to 
share their perspectives and expressed curiosity about what others in this study would 
report. Moreover, it was common for participants to respond to questions during the 
interview by noting that they had often devoted a great deal of introspection to the 
topic at hand. During one interview, participant C excitedly told me, “Yes! [nodding 
her head] I too have thought about that a lot.”  She and the other participants echoed 
similar sentiments frequently throughout the interviews. Participant D stated, “I just 
love to create and share ways of using psychodrama for transformational learning. 
The possibilities are endless, and I am always learning something new.” It was clear 
that all of the participants loved and cared for supervision work as well as for the field 
of psychodrama, and in spite of the many challenges, all of the participants shared a 
burning desire to be “good enough supervisors” for their students. 
A Sense of Responsibility 
 All of the participants reflected on the notion that their sense of responsibility 
to their students and to the learning process was an inherent part of their role as PD 
supervisors. Overall, this facet of the supervisor’s role identity was shared by the 
participants. They described their sense of responsibility as a complex, strong, 
serious, heavy, overarching, and important part of their role identity as supervisors. 
Throughout the interviews, participants reflected on assuming responsibility for a 
wide range of tasks, among them creating the class curriculum; structuring and 
maintaining the boundaries for the group; delivering clinical supervision; facilitating 








stated, “The PD supervision course is a very demanding process to lead.”  
Participants’ sense of heavy responsibility was related to their conviction that 
supervision was a significant and meaningful component of students’ field training.  
Participant G explained, “I have seen how supervision can have so many serious, far-
reaching consequences, both positive and negative, for students and their patients.” 
She considered the very challenging transition students make as they become 
therapists and her responsibility in this process. She explained how her professional 
standards stood behind her sense of responsibility for the quality of the supervision 
her students received.  Repeatedly, participants shared the ways in which their sense 
of responsibility extended to acting out their sense of commitment and moral 
obligation to the learning process. 
Commitment 
          Despite their deep sense of responsibility as supervisors, and perhaps in light it, 
many of the participants reported acting upon a strong sense of commitment to their 
students. Most of the participants spoke of the technical ways in which they 
committed themselves and their time to supervision, for example by being available to 
students; providing thoughtful written feedback to assignments; going to supervision, 
and being very committed to self-care as a prerequisite for caring for others. 
Participant E recounted, “Even after my father passed away [causing my absence], I 
made sure to make up the missed class.” Her statement reflects her very strong sense 
of commitment. She also spoke about feeling very committed to the group setting and 
providing her students with the time they rightfully deserved.  
A Sense of Moral Obligation  
         Throughout the interviews, all of the participants expressed a certain reverence 








their students and their patients that went beyond responsibility and commitment. 
This facet was uniquely linked to participants’ professional values and beliefs. They 
expressed a strong personal regard for the work of supervision, one in which the 
responsibility they took was shaped by a spiritual outlook that perceives supervision 
as a sacred learning process that involves not only the acquisition of new skills, but 
also personal growth and transformation. Participant G explained, “For me, 
supervision is very soulful work that involves raising consciousness in the service of 
the patient and the therapeutic relationship. Most of the participants reported they felt 
obligated to come very well prepared for supervision. Many routinely wrote and 
reflected on the group process as a disciplined means of contemplating it. Participant 
D related, “When I enter into a contract with my groups, it means something to me, 
it’s binding, and I mean it.”  She disclosed that she may not always succeed, but that 
she always sincerely strives to consider and do what is right for her students.  
Some participants reported experiencing a strong sense of responsibility in 
light of their awareness of the delicate nature of the learning process in supervision 
and of students’ vulnerability. Participants spoke about the authority and influence 
that supervisors hold over their students, and acknowledged the ethical obligation to 
be sensitive to the imbalance of power in the relationship between supervisors and 
students. The sense of moral obligation was intertwined with all aspects of the 
supervisor’s role, especially those concerned with the application of PD techniques as 
teaching tools.  
                              Domain B: Guiding Principles and Practices 
           This domain addresses the collaborative learning process in PD supervision 









Serving as a Role Model 
All of the participants reflected on being a role model as a central component 
of the supervisor’s role. The task of role modeling was described as a unique 
leadership responsibility that consists of teaching through example. Participant C 
noted, “As the leader of the group, the supervisor must set an example. It is the leader 
who sets the tone for the others.” Participants recognized the importance of acting as 
role models and described this role as being close to their hearts. Most of the 
participants felt inspired to be good role models for their students and expressed a 
deep commitment to the task. Many of the participants reported that they spent much 
time between classes contemplating their role modeling choices and evaluating their 
professional standards and conduct. Participants’ notions of what traits were 
necessary in a good role model were complex and included: 
* clarity, organization, spontaneity, and flexibility 
* kindness, strength, fairness, authenticity, humility, and approachability  
* fearlessness in leading the group process and addressing conflicts  
* the ability to use one’s self as an instrument 
* willingness to admit and disclose mistakes 
* willingness to apologize if necessary 
* the ability to explain rationales 
* remaining present and receptive to the group’s needs 
Participants reported that in supervision, unlike in therapeutic settings, the 
application of PD often added a layer of responsibility and evoked additional concerns 
for them. Some of the participants suggested that role modeling the application of PD 








boundaries, and rationales for learning and self-growth. Participant F explained 
“Students are watching closely and learning. I try to demonstrate an aesthetic 
approach to the way I apply PD in front of the group.”                                                                             
        Participants reported that their own teachers had helped shape their identities 
and had served as inspiring role models of effective supervision. Some of the 
participants described how their personal experience as students in supervision fueled 
a natural desire to emulate a positive role model for their own students. Participant B 
referred to her own teachers with a sense of endearment: “I have been very lucky. I 
have had wonderful guides and role models.” She described the enormous impact that 
her supervisors had had on her identity as she learned how to  
become a therapist and later as a supervisor. Other participants echoed similar 
sentiments relating to the way in which their own experience in supervision had 
taught them the significance of good and bad role modeling.  
Context, Context, Context 
         All of the participants related to students’ developmental context as a key factor 
in making decisions pertaining to in-the-moment PD interventions and for 
constructing a group format and structure, planned curriculum, and learning 
objectives. Many of the participants noted that different contexts of supervision, for 
example leading a PD enactment, giving feedback to students, self-disclosure, and 
sharing personal contents with the group were shaped and considered within the 
group’s developmental context.  Participant E explained her approach: “I always 
consider the actual issues at hand, the protagonist, and the group’s needs and 
cohesion, as well as time limits. Then I place them all within the context of the 








 All of the participant spoke of the importance of choosing the best 
developmentally suited structure and format for supervision. The participants reported 
commonly using dynamic or structured formats. They explained that a dynamic 
format in PD supervision involves identifying a set of broad agendas for supervision 
while allowing time and space for both group and individual issues to surface as part 
of the group process. In a dynamic format, students volunteered to explore their 
issues, and the protagonists were chosen during the session either by the group or by 
the supervisor. All of the participants agreed that the use of a dynamic format 
provides students with more freedom to control their pace and choose when they 
really needed support. Participant E explained, “A dynamic format is more suitable 
for novice students who are more anxious and need a strong sense of group support 
and holding.”  
 However, with advanced students, participants reported using structured 
formats for class, and explained the choice in different ways. Participants noted that 
more advanced students are less anxious and needy and more ready to put their 
personal issues aside and focus on learning.  A structured format of PD supervision 
entails more focus on case study work, and less focus on the dynamics of the group. 
Participant A noted, “In later developmental stages, as students grow, their needs 
shift, and they need much more technical and clinical guidance, and much less 
personal attention.” For most of the participants, a structured format of supervision 
tended to include pre-assigned dates for students’ case studies and a written case 
study sent to the supervisor before class. Some participants reported using a semi-
structured format. Participant C explained that although her advanced groups had a 
structured format, she always remained flexible enough to attend first to the most 








session, but another student arrives in urgent need of attention, I first attend to what is 
most urgent.” While most of the participants reported both successes and failures that 
occurred with both formats, there was a consensus among all of the participants that 
supported being relatively flexible and dynamic at the onset of training, but for 
applying a more structured format of supervision at later stages of development. 
Many of the participants reported that for early developmental stages of learning, they 
always directed the PD in supervision themselves. However, with more advanced 
students, they became much more flexible and sometimes invited students to direct 
PD enactments as part of the skill-enhancement objectives and role-training rationales 
of supervision.  
Safety First 
         The concept of emotional safety was described as a fundamental guiding 
principle in PD supervision. Participants described the fluctuations in students’ sense 
of safety as unavoidable and saw it as one of the ongoing challenges that must be 
addressed in the group process. All of the participants described a sense of 
responsibility and moral obligation regarding their students’ sense of safety. The basic 
principle of safety was related to the supervisor’s core responsibility to protect 
students’ needs and best interests. Most of the participants viewed the establishment 
of a supportive group culture as a critical foundation for safety in collaborative 
learning. Participant F explained, “A safe place is a positive learning environment that 
will allow for mistakes, vulnerabilities, and the exchange of non-judgmental sharing 
and feedback.”                                                                                    
         In the context of the critical importance of students’ sense of safety, most of 
the participants reflected on the importance of developing a supportive group 








container are vital to creating a sense of safety in the group.” She revealed that she 
always invested ample time and attention to forming and warming up the group. 
Emotional safety was reflected upon as a critical component of and prerequisite for 
teaching with action-based tools. Participants cited accelerated group pace and 
breached boundaries in supervision as a core threat to students’ sense of safety.  
Participants B explained, “Applying PD as a teaching strategy often involves complex 
in-the-moment decision making, so maintaining a sense of safety and trust in the 
group is always my first focus and priority.” In the broadest sense, the notion of safety 
first was recognized as a foundational principle that informed participants’ approaches 
to and practices concerning all facets of the learning process. 
Establishing and Maintaining Boundaries   
         All of the participants reflected on the task of forming, maintaining, and 
repairing boundaries as an essential concern and challenge in PD supervision.  
Participants viewed the practice of setting and maintaining developmentally 
appropriate boundaries as a core function of facilitating a collaborative learning  
process. Participant C explained, “Setting boundaries in supervision helps provide my 
students with more clarity and a sense of emotional control.” Closely aligned to the 
principle of “safety first,” the responsibility to maintain boundaries was described by 
participants as an underlying task and ongoing consideration that extended into all 
aspects of their practice. Participant E stated, “I find that supervision requires creative 
flexibility in order to defuse the tension that is constantly pulling at the group’s 
boundaries.” She also reflected on her perception of the shifting nature of boundaries 
and the importance of identifying the groups’ needs within their particular 








All of the participants described their focus on building group cohesion as a 
primary means of forming a supportive structural boundary for interpersonal learning. 
Many of the participants reflected on the importance of establishing group norms and 
safe practices for feedback and sharing to support the group structure. With regard to 
maintaining personal boundaries, some of the participants reflected on the importance 
of monitoring their own use of self-disclosure in the group. Participant C noted, 
“After a student’s psychodrama, I will only share if I feel that my own experience can 
be used as a helpful example for learning, and if I decide to share, it’s always on a 
professional level, and never on a personal level.” She emphasized that in certain 
therapeutic groups she would consider sharing on a personal level, distinguishing the 
supervision process from the therapeutic one. Implementing safe boundaries for 
interpersonal learning was also related to monitoring the scope and pace of the 
supervision process. 
Participants emphasized the importance of identifying the scope of learning 
objectives and monitoring the pace of the learning process. Most of the participants 
described basic practice strategies that they used to identity, shape, and define the 
limits of the scope of supervision. Examples of concrete approaches reported by the 
participants included creating a group contract, clearly defining the curriculum and 
the group’s learning objectives, and adhering to group structure and setting. Some of 
the participants described keeping track of time and assessing time limitations when 
applying PD as a vital consideration in setting boundaries and prioritizing learning 
objectives in supervision. Participants cited frequent time limitations in supervision as 
an unfortunate source of frustration. A small number of participants described 
approaches that involved teaching by example. They reflected on the experiential 








critical and non-judgmental feedback in the group as a means of demonstrating 
intersubjective boundaries for safe communication.                                 
Supervision  
All of the participants believed that supervisors needed supervision at different times 
of the learning process. Participant C warned, “It is a dangerous trap to fall into the 
role of the all-knowing supervisor.” Many of the participants described a sense of 
moral obligation tied to the supervisor’s responsibility in facilitating the group’s 
interpersonal dynamics. Participant D reflected, “Even the most advanced 
psychodramatist must always know that they still have some blind spots, and that they 
cannot work without supervision.” She believed that supervision helped her to remain 
open to her own humanity, as well as to that of her students. Participants reported 
attending group and private supervision, and relied on and enjoyed informal occasions 
of peer supervision. Only a small number of the participants reported that they 
attended their own supervision on a weekly basis.  
An additional aspect of self-supervision related to participants’ personal 
strategies for both reflecting on students learning the process and contemplating their 
own reflexive role in the group dynamics. Examples of participants’ concrete 
approaches included writing session notes, keeping reflective journals, and referring 
to professional literature. Participants also reflected on their moral objective of 
instilling in their students’ professional values similar to their own in the area of 
supervision. In this regard, participant B stated, “When students leave my course, they 
know that supervision will be a part of their professional lives as long as they work as 
therapists.” 









                              Domain C: PD Supervision Pedagogy 
         This domain describes an overarching set of learning objectives that both 
shape the instructional content of PD supervision curriculum and inform the 
supervisor’s role as educator.  
Nurturing Students’ Professional Development  
All of the participants recognized PD supervision as an integral and 
transformational learning process. Participants referred to a wide range of interrelated 
learning objectives that contribute to students’ development as therapists, including 
their acquisition of knowledge, skills, practice, and increased levels of personal and 
interpersonal awareness. Within the experiential context of group learning, believed 
that helping students to become therapists reflected both the main purpose and the 
fundamental challenges of PD supervision pedagogy. Most of the participants 
expressed a clear sense of responsibility toward the task of nurturing students’ 
professional growth. Participants described the broad notion of nurturing students’ 
professional growth as a guiding principle that helped inform their teaching 
approaches and leadership style. Participant A explained, “Right from the start, when 
I first began teaching this course, I felt that one of my central goals was to raise and 
nurture my students, and to help them develop a sense of their own inner therapist.”  
All of the participants reflected on their practices of helping students find their 
own individual strengths, personal styles, and unique voices as therapists. Participant 
D shared her personal guideline: “To me, my goals as supervisor are in some way 
parallel to the role that my students will play as therapists with their own clients in the 
field. I use psychodrama tic methods to nurture them, so they can later nurture other 
people.” She explained that her approach to nurturing her students’ development 








it means to be a therapist. Participants shared their professional beliefs and concrete 
leadership approaches for supporting students’ growth through empowerment. For 
example, as a rule they allowed students to think for themselves, did not always 
provide the group with all the answers, and encouraged the group to discuss and share 
ideas as a means of exploring issues together. Participant C explained, “I cause them 
to take more and more responsibility for the learning. This, I believe, builds strength.” 
Raising Intersubjective Awareness 
          All of the participants recognized raising student’s intersubjective awareness as 
a core and overarching learning objective in supervision. They described this 
objective as a key facet of nurturing student’s professional development, and related it 
to helping students learn about the nature and dynamics of therapeutic relating. All of 
the participants believed that the PD group structure, case study format, and 
application of PD techniques all contributed to shaping a fertile stage of students’ 
growth and framed the context in which students were able to explore new 
perspectives and learn experientially and theoretically about PD notions of tele and 
group sociometry. Most generally, supervision case studies explored students’ 
therapeutic approaches, and often focused on the therapist-patient relationship as a 
doorway to unraveling student’s intersubjective experiences of resistance and 
countertransference toward their patients. 
            Most of the participants emphasized that notions of transference, 
countertransference, defense mechanisms, and subjective and intersubjective points of 
view were commonly explored with the application of PD techniques such as role-
playing, doubling, soliloquy, and body sculptures in supervision. PD techniques were 
described as very powerful tools for learning about the other. Participant A marveled 








PD or a big catharsis for learning to occur.”  She explained that sometimes when 
addressing students’ countertransference, it only took the single action of “a double, 
or a soliloquy, or a statue to directly transport a student to touching the heart of it.” 
Some of the participants reported applying PD sociometric exercises as teaching tools 
in supervision. They described sociometric interventions as a powerful means of 
concretizing relational patterns in the group and heightening students’ sensitivity and 
multisensory awareness of the intersubjective field. Some of the participants 
mentioned that their curriculum included applying and instilling psycho-spiritual 
notions of presence and mindfulness. Some of the participants applied group warmup 
practices of holding hands, guided visualization while closing and opening eyes in the 
circle, and breathing exercises as methods of raising students’ inner and outer 
awareness of both being separate and belonging to the whole. Participants emphasized 
the importance of the supervisor just letting group members talk among themselves, 
without rushing in to respond or give feedback. Doing so makes room for different 
voices and images to arise in the collective and connected group learning experience. 
Some of the participants expressed the opinion that educating students with a critical 
understanding of the therapist’s professional codes and ethical principles of 
therapeutic relating is essential for developing their deep understanding of their role in 
the therapeutic relationship. Participants emphasized key notions of forming a 
therapeutic contract, including respecting patient confidentially, maintaining 
boundaries, protecting patients’ wellbeing, and the duty to report illegal or dangerous 
activities as essential to the supervision curriculum. Participants noted that novice 
student groups were the most challenging for supervisors to hold and contain due to 
their often high levels of anxiety and frustration. Participant D reflected, “There have 








either the group or a particular student. Rather than respond to my own ego’s desires, 
I have learned to use those feelings to navigate through the process, hopefully as a 
good role model for the group.” 
Linking Theory to Practice 
         All of the participants spoke about the notion of linking theory to practice as a 
core learning objective in PD supervision. As a principle, linking theory to practice 
was related to teaching students to create meaning from their work in the field and in 
supervision. Participant C stated, “I teach my students to base their interventions in 
rationale and understanding. It is simply not enough to act spontaneously upon 
intuition.” Most of the participants described similar approaches that involved 
including a processing phase into the group process. Participant F expressed the 
opinion that “that the processing phase of supervision is extremely important,” noting 
that “one step away from the initial emotions raised in the PD action and sharing 
phases, the group is able to complete its final phase of learning through exploring 
multiple perspectives and grounding students’ experiences in the literature.” 
Participants complained of time limits as often preventing them from spending as 
much time as needed to process important contents. Different formats were described 
that involved structuring a processing phase into each weekly meeting, or after every 
second, third, or fourth week of the process. Participant B made the clear distinction 
between supervision and other training courses. She described the use of PD in 
supervision as a tool to help reveal insights into the protagonists’ therapeutic 
relationships in the field. She explained that although teaching PD techniques in 
supervision was not her primary objective in supervision, students would inevitably 
ask her to explain her choices in directing a PD scene. She explained, “As a role 








explanations in a theoretical rationale that fits the context of the discussion.” In the 
context of linking theory to practice, participants reported a wide range of relevant 
interdisciplinary fields that were often included through practice or referred to in 
discussion. Some of the fields mentioned included drama therapy, the wider field of 
expressive arts therapies, humanistic and cognitive and behavioral psychologies, 
systemic and family-oriented therapies, trauma therapy, and body-oriented and 
holistic approaches to psychotherapy. Participant A stated, “I want my students to 
learn to think from a PD perspective, but at the same time frame their thinking within 
a much wider and a more general understanding of the multifaceted process of 
psychotherapy.”  
Instilling PD Worldviews 
          All of the participants reflected on the concept of nurturing their students’ 
professional identity as a core learning objective in supervision. Participants shared 
the belief that an essential facet of student’s professional identity was dependent on 
building a solid philosophical foundation and understanding of the PD method. All of 
the participants emphasized the importance of teaching students how to conceptualize 
their cases through a PD lens. In this regard, Participant A reflected, “I find that it’s 
very important to teach my novice students how to understand situations in terms of 
PD philosophy, theory, and language.” She believed that the ability to analyze and 
communicate cases applying a PD perspective built confidence and strengthened her 
students’ professional identities. Some of the participants described addressing 
students’ questions and allowing group members to share thoughts and feedback as 
important components of building their professional identity among peers. Participant 
F explained, “In processing, it’s always important to frame learning situations within 








primary sense of the method and believed that a sense of belonging to the field 
naturally followed. 
 In terms of role modeling PD worldviews in action, all of the participants 
reported following PD group structure and applied techniques in supervision. Some of 
the participants noted the importance of instilling a deep respect for PD tools by role 
modeling that respect themselves. Participant D explained that “when directing PD in 
supervision, it is important to demonstrate a careful and slow application of 
techniques that includes sensitivity to the protagonists’ pace and to their personal 
sense of choice and control.” A small number of participants mentioned the 
importance of providing students with suggested and required reading lists, sharing 
important PD resources that are developmentally suited to students’ needs, and 
exposing students to additional literature pertaining to the students’ treatment 
populations.   
Psychodrama Within a Wider Context 
         Many of the participants shared their perspectives on the importance of 
grounding and placing the field of psychodrama within a broader context of the 
expressive arts therapies.  In a wider sense, many of the participants spoke of another 
facet of instilling a PD worldview that involved teaching more advanced students to 
understand and translate the professional language of psychodrama to a more 
interdisciplinary professional language. Participants explained that it was essential to 
prepare PD students to enter the mainstream field of healthcare outside of the 
psychodrama community.  Participant C stated, “One of my main objectives in 
supervision is to provide students with a language that will allow them to bridge their 








role as gatekeepers to also safeguard the profession of PD from becoming an 
idiosyncratic and isolated field here in Israel.” 
                         Domain D: The Supervisor’s Challenges and Dilemmas  
           This domain centers on the interpersonal complexities of maintaining safety 
and managing boundary dynamics in PD supervision. 
Supervisor’s Role Ambiguity 
 
          Most of the participants perceived the supervisor’s role of group facilitator as 
frequently challenged by ambiguity and/or role confusion. Participants referred to the 
supervisor’s role from various interrelated perspectives, including that of group 
leader, role model, clinical teacher, and spiritual guide. Experiences of role ambiguity 
sometimes challenged participants’ sense of safety, boundaries, and learning 
objectives. Participant B placed the supervisor’s role in context: “We are not their 
peers, colleagues, or therapists; we are their guides, teachers, and mentors.” Most of 
the participants described the supervisor’s role as in many ways similar to, but at the 
same time unique and separate from, the role of the therapist. When comparing the 
two roles, participants felt that the role of supervisor involved more complexity and 
ambiguity than that of the therapist. They reflected on the challenges of adapting 
teaching strategies to the needs of their students, and identified the responsibility of 
grading and evaluating students’ progress as an underlying distinction between the 
two roles. Participant D reflected, “As supervisors, we enter a very complex role. 
Often, there is something very unclear and confusing in understanding exactly what 
we set as objectives and boundaries.” Participant F noted, “Our work in supervision is 
filled with paradox. A strong tension exists between inviting our students to bring 
their hearts to supervision, and the fact that ultimately, they are students and their 








the thin line between therapy and supervision required the ongoing and careful 
definition and monitoring of the boundaries of the supervisor’s role.  
Harnessing the Scope and Pace in PD Supervision 
          The application of PD in supervision was perceived as complex, and all of the 
participants noted that the task of adapting PD techniques for teaching was 
challenging. Psychodrama techniques were described by participants as body-
oriented, expressive, kinetic, deep, powerful, emotional, imaginary, surprising, and 
direct.  All of the participants described PD techniques as potentially transformative 
and useful for teaching.  Participants noted that the power of PD techniques such as 
role-playing, doubling, mirroring, and sharing could produce both positive and 
negative effects on the learning process. Participant A explained, “It often becomes 
my responsibility to help students monitor the pace and the scope of the personal 
contents being shared on the stage, especially novice students who are overly anxious 
and less familiar with psychodrama, and who may experience a more scattered and 
less grounded sense of what is best for them.”  
 Most of the participants mentioned the task of keeping time as a key factor in 
the context of any PD enactment in supervision. Participants warned of the dangers of 
opening a PD enactment without proper warmup, and without enough time in the 
group for sharing and closure. Participant D expressed the opinion that “it would be 
reckless and unprofessional to end a class in the middle of a PD process.” She 
explained that sharing is one of the most important stages for assimilating the process 
emotionally, and that without sharing after an enactment, the protagonist, group 
members, and supervisor are all left, to different degrees, feeling emotionally raw, 








Participants reported various approaches to monitoring the pace and the scope 
of PD enactments, for example considering the emotional climate of the group, the 
content of the drama, the core learning objectives, and the developmental needs of the 
group. Participant F explained, “There are many considerations in directing a 
protagonist in supervision.” She explained that she always takes the time to fully 
interview a protagonist and establish a clear contract in order to make a connection, 
set clear objectives, establish time limitations, and clarify expectations. Many of the 
participants felt guided by their core values of maintaining principles of safety first 
and adhering to the principles of the supervisor’s responsibility for monitoring and 
protecting boundaries in the use of PD techniques, especially those belonging to the 
protagonists’ “wounded heart.”  As a means of creating alliance, maintaining safety, 
and establishing trust, some of the participants reported that prior to an enactment, 
they always made agreements with the protagonists, reminding them that they could 
and should stop the action at any time they wanted to. Participants suggested that in 
support of safety, it was the supervisor’s role to allow and invite protagonists to share 
in the responsibility of monitoring their own boundaries. Participants described 
checking in with both the protagonist and the group at certain junctures of a drama to 
ensure that they are all right.   
Many of the participants reflected particularly on the importance of applying a 
gentle and compassionate approach to students’ defenses. Participant E explained her 
compassionate approach to the use of the commonly applied technique of doubling: “I 
feel that the method of allowing group members to volunteer freely to double a 
protagonist in the middle of a scene may result in a negative outcome for the 
protagonist.” She described the battered effect that protagonists can experience when 








many doubles can cause a protagonist to shut down, feel misunderstood, become 
resistant, and feel unsafe or defensive in the group. She maintained that it was 
important to maintain a strong structure in supervision, especially early on in the 
group process, when students are more often projecting their own feelings than truly 
empathizing as the protagonist’s double. When this happens, she noted, it is more 
likely for a protagonist to feel “more judged and less heard.” 
 Some of the participants reflected on the tendency for boundaries to shift 
between primary and secondary learning objectives and mentioned that maintaining 
boundaries in supervision often involved leaving students frustrated. For example, 
Participant B explained, “I don’t doubt that students learn from observing me 
directing psychodrama, but that is not really my primary goal.”  She explained that 
her primary goal was not to apply PD for the sake of teaching PD, but rather to apply 
PD as a teaching tool for supervision. She felt that students were always pushing at 
the boundaries, and she was often asked to explain the rationale behind the PD in 
supervision. She admitted that however conscious she was of her students’ “thirst for 
learning,” she did not always have time to address every question. She was aware of 
her students’ frustration, but felt that frustration was, to some degree, also part of the 
process.  Participant D shared her personal approach to harnessing the scope of topics 
addressed during the processing phase. She explained that she would go off topic 
during processing and expand the scope of the primary learning objectives only on 
justified occasions when she sensed a relevant learning opportunity that could be tied 
into the context of the learning process of the rest of the group. “For me,” she said, 










Teach or Treat 
          All of the participants responded passionately to the question of the challenges 
of monitoring the boundary between applying PD in supervision to teach or treat their 
students. Participants described this dilemma as one of the most challenging and 
central components of the supervisor’s responsibility to monitor and maintain safe 
boundaries in supervision. Participant E pointed out that “a student’s relationship with 
the patient and the patient’s wellbeing are always my indicators. Although a student 
may benefit from the therapeutic effects of PD and the group, therapy is never the 
primary objective of the work.”  Many of the participants described situations in 
which students were both surprised and overwhelmed by their own unconscious 
personal and/or traumatic material suddenly arising during a PD enactment. 
Participant A noted, “Sometimes in working through countertransference, and 
regardless of the tools being applied, students’ defenses will be lowered, and their 
own objectivity will be lost, and suddenly I feel that I have a client in front of me who 
really needs me to take care of him, and maybe he is going to freak out.” Many of the 
participants explained that resolving countertransference in supervision often involved 
exploring students’ personal and subjective experiences, and that personal issues 
related to students’ own therapeutic issues often rose to the surface in PD enactments.  
Participants described maintaining the thin line between supervision and therapy as 
part of a supervisor’s ethical obligation to protect students’ best interests and needs. 
Participant C explained, “Students will always want to be patients. Being a student 
will lead to a regressive state. It’s almost an axiom.” She reflected that students are in 
a needy situation, with supervisors who represent authority figures from whom they 
must learn who must evaluate them. She felt it was the supervisor’s role to avoid this 








explained that yielding to the urge to treat a student actually sent the wrong message 
to them. She believed that it was crucial as a role model to demonstrate her belief in 
students’ strengths and their ability to be therapists by helping them recognize their 
own issues, but also by teaching them that they can put these issues aside in 
supervision for the welfare of their patients and in order to learn. Many of the 
participants admitted that at times certain boundaries could become confusing, and 
that they had on occasion felt drawn into using psychodrama to treat their students 
rather than to purely teach.  Participant D reflected, “It’s unavoidable that sometimes I 
must do therapeutic interventions in supervision as a means of helping students work 
through their countertransference, but I always guide the focus back to helping 
students go back and help their patients in the field.” She related to PD supervision 
differently than she would to a therapy group. She explained that she distinguished 
between the two in terms of how she addressed the intended contents of protagonists' 
closing scenes; in supervision she always focused the closing scene of an enactment 
back on what was relevant for raising new awareness of the intersubjective nature of 
the therapeutic relationship. Some of the participants reflected on the issue of teaching 
or treating in context of the whole group process, and felt that the emotional climate 
of the group could offer an important indication that members were feeling 
uncomfortable with the material. Participant D pointed out, “A red flag definitely rises 
when I sense that the group members can no longer contain the protagonists and her 
issues. I realize that a line is being crossed, and that I must return the group’s attention 
back to its learning objectives.” Some of the participants reflected that the tension 
created by the teach or treat dilemma is at the crux of the PD supervision paradox. 
Some participants observed that it is ironic that as supervisors they sometimes 








of psychodrama is precisely to help the protagonist relinquish control in order to reach 
deeper levels of expression and understanding.  
Conflict Resolution 
          All of the participants believed that interpersonal conflicts in the group affected 
the learning environment negatively and weakened the group’s sense of cohesion. The 
task of monitoring interpersonal conflicts in the group was perceived by participants 
as challenging, difficult, important, and unavoidable. Participants reflected that both 
covert and overt conflicts between members and/or between members and the 
supervisor posed a real threat to the group’s core sense of safety, and thereby 
obstructed students’ learning processes. Participants observed that many students 
responded regressively to ruptures in the group container, and that conflicts generated 
discomfort, anxiety, and defensive feelings in the group. Most of the participants 
shared similar perspectives, agreeing that unexpressed and unresolved conflicts 
always required immediate attention in the learning process. Participants emphasized 
that repairing ruptures and resolving conflicts in the group container always took 
precedence over any other planned learning objective.  
Many of the participants reported that covert conflicts in the group could be 
sensed through students’ passive-aggressive and aggressive behavior and a general 
climate of resistance. Participant C observed that “students’ acting out is always a 
good indication that something is not right.”  She explained her view that covert 
conflicts raise an observable and obstructive covert agenda and a group voice that 
should not be ignored. Participant D described her approach to conflicts as “a here-
and-now intervention.” She saw conflicts in the group as an opportunity to apply PD 
methods for learning and growth, especially with regard to deepening students’ 








described PD approaches aimed at resolving conflicts. Examples included identifying 
the conflict and making space and a clear group contract for resolving it; inviting and 
supporting authentic expression; concretizing points of view and making room for 
different sides of a conflict to coexist on the same stage; encouraging and helping 
members realize multiple co-existing perspectives; and learning how to agree not to 
agree. Some of the participants defined the essence of successfully addressing a 
conflict as transforming the conflict into growth and new levels of communication 
and intimacy in the group. A broad PD notion of helping students find their “common 
humanity” was suggested as a bridge toward building group cohesion and repairing a 
toxic group atmosphere.   
Entering and Exiting the Role  
         All of the participants described challenges in both entering and exiting the role 
of PD supervisor between sessions. Most of the participants reflected on the need for 
quiet time before class and described using that time to write, draw, read, and 
meditate as means of preparing themselves for class. Participants expressed a sense of 
professional responsibility and moral obligation to coming prepared for class. Being 
prepared was described as being focused, informed, grounded, centered, and ready to 
be present. Participant C explained, “I always set aside time before class to ground 
and center myself.  I just need to sit quietly and breathe.”  
 Many of the participants reflected upon the lived experience of embodying the role of 
supervisor. This embodiment was characterized as a whole-body experience that 
involved both supervisors’ being attuned to the emotional climate and an integral 
awareness of the group’s boundaries, learning objectives, and developmental needs. It 
was described by participants as involving entrance into a heightened state of 








reflected on the use of their own senses as a primary source of guidance. Participant E 
further explained, “The task of role modeling relies heavily on the supervisor’s use of 
self as an instrument for teaching.”  She observed that the experiential components of 
role modeling in supervision were complex and demanding. She reflected on the use 
of her own senses as a vital and non-negotiable self-tool that helped her to monitor 
safety, apply PD as a teaching tool, and make meaning out of the learning process.  
         Self-care was commonly practiced by participants between sessions, and a range 
of preferred practices and methods for self-care, such as being in nature, exercising, 
practicing yoga, art-making, and receiving massage, acupuncture, and other various 
holistic treatments were noted as means of nurturing supervisors’ own strengths and 
wellbeing. Participants emphasized the importance of supervisors’ self-care, and 
revealed that beyond supervision, they often sought ways of treating themselves. 
Some of the participants described the practice of writing down notes shortly after 
class as a purging ritual and means of helping them process the multisensory contents 
that were described as often flooding the PD supervisor after a session.  
                                      Study 2: Key New Findings  
            As described in the method section (page 52), an integrated process of 
comparative and interpretive whole-text analysis, and synthesis of participants’ 
written group poster responses, questionnaire responses, and transcriptions of the 
related collaborative group discussions revealed new insights. The integrated findings 
provided improved levels of accuracy and deeper precision, both of which were 
essential for theorizing and strengthening the trustworthiness and overall validity of 
this research. In addition, key new findings were revealed regarding PD supervisors’ 
philosophical worldview that had not previously been recognized in Study 1.  A need 








previously proposed substantive theory was indicated. A deepened focus and 
increased attention to emergent notions of PD supervisors’ worldviews were 
instrumental in shaping the changes made to the preliminary theory proposed in Study 
1. Adjustments inspired by fresh perspectives were made in both the proposed 
conceptual framework (see Figure 5, Table 5) and the PD supervision best practice 
guidelines (see Appendix D) in terms of breadth and depth.  
 
 
Figure 5. Revised Conceptual Framework: PD Supervisors’ Role and the Practice of    
               PD Supervision. This relational diagram illustrates five core aspects of the  
               PD supervisor’s complex role.  
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           Based on participants’ professional experience, values, beliefs, and principles, 
this revised framework identifies and describes the interrelated and overlapping facets 
linking the practice and science of effective PD supervision. These aspects of the PD 
supervisor’s role concern core questions relating to the what and how of participants’ 
approaches to PD supervision, and highlight embodied principles and theoretic 





























A Revised Conceptual Framework: List of Main Domains and Sub-categories  
            Main Domains              Sub-categories  
                  
   
(A) PD Supervisors’ Role Identity  
     1. Embodied trust and faith in PD 
2. Sense of purpose  
3. Passion and curiosity 
4. Sense of responsibility 
5. Commitment 
6. Sense of moral and ethical     
          obligation 
   
(B) PD Supervision Philosophy 
      7. PD supervisors’ worldview 
      8. Process-oriented and content-  
          based learning 
      9. The here and now 
     10. Creativity and spontaneity 
     11. Co-creation and co-   
            responsibility    
     12. Warming up to role-training  
 
 
  (C) PD Supervision Pedagogy 
 
 
     13. Instilling a PD worldview       
     14. Nurturing students’ professional    
           development  
     15. Raising intersubjective   
           awareness  
     16. Linking PD theory to practice  
     17. Psychodrama within a wider  
           context 
                       
    
(D) Guiding PD Principles of  
 
                     Practice 
 
     18. Serving as a role model 
     19. Safety first   
     20. Context, context, context 
     21. Establishing and maintaining    
           boundaries 
     22. The supervisor’s own supervision 
 
 
(E) PD Supervisors’ Challenges and  
 
                  Dilemmas  
     23. The PD supervisor’s role               
            ambiguity  
     24. Harnessing the scope and pace 
     25. Teach or treat 
     26. Conflict acknowledgment 
     27. Entering the role and de-roling 
    
 
 As Table 5 shows, specific changes to the conceptual framework included 








domains. A new sub-category, embodied trust and faith in PD, was revealed as an 
essential facet of the PD supervisor’s role identity. Furthermore, a new domain 
emerged from Study 2, domain B, “PD supervision philosophy,” which 
conceptualizes the philosophical essence of supervisors’ worldview with regard to the 
application of PD experiential learning as a core function of the PD supervision 
learning process. The emergent and interrelated and overlapping sub-categories, PD 
supervisors’ worldview; process-oriented and content- based learning; here and now; 
creativity and spontaneity; co-creation and warming up to role-playing and role-
training reflect an expanded philosophical understanding rooted in classical PD theory 
and form an important foundation for constructing theory on all facets of the PD 
learning process.           
         An expanded summary of the report on the revised framework is presented as 
the last part of this study. What follows here is a narrative summary of the relevant 
findings from data generated in Study 2.  
        Co-constructed Theory and PD Semantics as a Doorways to New Insights    
 The focus group study provided fertile ground for exploring participants’ 
shared notions of purpose, meaning, and experience, and facilitated the development 
of an accurate understanding and description of the practice and science of effective 
PD supervision. Stimulating and rich discussions led to new understandings and 
thinking. In this setting, actions spoke louder than words. The expert participants 
caringly displayed their commitment to the study and showed a generous willingness 
to collaborate and contribute to the joint aim of reviewing and constructing theory on 
PD supervision. This attitude was evident in the seriousness and passion they showed 
as they discussed ideas and challenged one another to reflect more deeply as they 








worldviews and practices as well as the rationales behind them helped inform and 
guide theory building on the complex role of the PD supervisor and the practice of PD 
supervision. Their collaborative and interrelated associations continued to expose 
important facets of PD philosophy and language that are engrained in their approaches 
to supervision. 
         In the joint task of reviewing the theoretical precision and accuracy of the 
proposed theory, participants responded critically to specific aspects of language used 
in the labeling terminology. For example, as a matter of principle, participants 
disagreed strongly with the choice of the title “conflict resolution” given to one of the 
sub-categories in Domain D, related to PD supervisors’ challenges and dilemmas. The 
critical importance of addressing conflicts that arise in PD supervision was validated 
as an important facet of facilitating the group learning process, but the title was 
perceived as not accurately describing the function of applying PD tools in conflict 
intervention. 
          In this regard, the group shared similar concerns that the title of the proposed 
sub-category raised unrealistic expectations of an outcome that involved some kind of 
“instant or magical” conclusion to every conflict through the application of PD 
methods. Participants noted that addressing conflict with action methods often leads 
to resolution, but that resolution is not the primary focus of the intervention, nor can it 
be promised or implied theoretically. It was accepted among the participants that the 
word “acknowledgment” instead of “resolution” is a more appropriate choice and 
better represents the PD aims of action learning. Participants’ general disagreement 
with the term “resolution” led to fruitful philosophical exchanges.  
        Participants raised doubts concerning the overall structure of the theory.  The 








participants’ perceptions of the essence of the complex practice of PD supervision. In 
a collaborative search for accuracy, precision, clarity, and understanding, an ongoing 
exploration began early in the discussions, and continued throughout the focus group.  
Within the context of developing greater clarity and accuracy in theorizing the 
essence of PD supervision, participants expressed a need to place greater emphasis on 
the role played by the philosophical and experiential roots of classical PD in their 
approaches. A PD worldview and central PD notions of action learning were 
highlighted in the focus group as unique facets of PD supervision as a specialty 
discipline.  
Embodied Trust and Faith in PD 
        The group discussions opened pathways to new discoveries related to 
participants’ professional role identity. When asked to consider what motivates and 
drives their practice as supervisors, participants repeatedly expressed a strong affinity 
with and a fundamental deep trust and faith in PD method, and reflected upon these as 
vital facets of PD supervisors’ professional role identity. A simple axiom emerged 
spontaneously in the first round of poster group discussions that set the direction for 
what followed. Rob expressed his deep faith when he pointed out, “PD is the thing! 
It’s what we do, and it’s what we bring to the table that other disciplines do not have.” 
Participants agreed with him and continued to rationalize the practice-based certainty 
he expressed and to explore their own experiences of deep faith in PD methods.  
         The group concurred that practice-based faith in the method was an essential, 
integral facet of supervisors’ professional role identity and identified it as serving a 
fundamental purpose in supervision. Participants expressed their deep sense of trust 
and faith in PD as the essence of what supervisors bring with and of themselves to 








deep faith in the method characterizes the unique essence of PD supervision and 
differentiates PD supervisors from other supervisors and PD supervision from 
supervision in other disciplines. 
         In a similar vein, participants identified teaching students to trust and have 
faith in PD as one of their core objectives in teaching supervision. It was agreed that 
students’ learning processes in supervision were affected primarily by an internal 
process of growth and understanding anchored in PD experiential learning. Marsha 
reflected, “‘PD is the thing!’ is something very deep, I want to inspire that knowledge 
in my students. Truly understanding that PD is the thing holds a very deep and 
essential message for them.” Bella continued by framing the transformative concept 
of “becoming a psychodramatist.” She emphasized the experiential qualities of PD 
learning–as-supervision. She stated, “Simply put, you must experience PD to really 
understand what it is.” She explained that this is the reason she moves to action in 
supervision as soon as possible and added, “I want my students to really understand 
and internalize the potential power inherent in PD method.” Yasmine continued, 
expressing her faith in the transformative potential “for deep learning and self-
growth” that the use of role-playing and other PD action methods creates. Maria 
suggested, “I believe that this kind of faith is so important for students to acquire. It 
empowers students to take important risks. It is this fundamental faith and openness to 
PD that promotes students’ growth and gives them insight as therapists.” Lilly added 
that facilitating PD action learning is a vital part of her role in preparing students as 
they leave class and return to work with their patients in the field. Participants all 
viewed ample practice-based experiences of role-playing and concretization as vital 
means of imparting to students a developing embodied trust in and deep 








          It was suggested that applying experiential learning was one of the primary 
objectives in PD supervision. Participants, based on their rich experience in PD 
supervision, agreed that the strong link between PD methods and their own deep faith 
and practice-based certainty encourages students’ embodied understanding and deep 
learning. Participants concluded that both the supervisor’s own personal faith in the 
method and the pedagogical task of instilling students with an embodied sense of faith 
in PD were at the heart of PD supervision practice and a PD worldview.  
         Participants recognized that instilling in their students’ deep trust and faith in 
PD was a complex objective. This trust was revealed as the foundation of the 
participants’ worldview, and extended to vital facets of the supervisor’s role in 
facilitating the supervision learning process. Group members shared the opinion that 
gradually enabling the development of students’ embodied and integrated 
understanding of role-playing and other PD methods of concretization are key to 
promoting their developing PD professional role identity. In later discussions, 
participants consistently reinforced the desirability of inducing the ongoing 
development of an embodied and integrated understanding of PD method. Participants 
identified a distinct philosophical principle that characterizes their unique PD 
worldviews and is rooted in their experiential approaches to PD supervision pedagogy 
with its specific set of transformative process-oriented and content-based qualities and 
objectives.     
PD Supervision Philosophy and Worldview 
         Participants asked pertinent questions and reasoned among themselves as they 
were presented with the theory under review. Initial doubts were raised as the 
participants considered the degree of accuracy of the overall structure and order of the 








day: “As a matter of principle, I am having trouble understanding why the sub-
category ‘instilling a PD worldview’ is not a domain of its own.” He emphasized his 
point, stating, “In my view, it’s my main role as a PD supervisor. It’s the most 
important thing I do as a supervisor!” He suggested that instilling a PD worldview is 
no less important than the other domains. He passionately reasoned with the group, 
and pointed out “the concept of instilling a PD worldview is critical in supervision 
and ultimately overshadows everything else and every other objective that supervisors 
have.”  
       From that point on, participants rapidly entered into a discussion of their 
individual perspectives. They shared their opinions and experiences freely while 
attempting to determine whether the domains and sub-categories accurately described 
the supervisor’s role and the practice of PD supervision, and offered their own 
suggestions regarding the theory under discussion. Participants wondered about the 
assigned hierarchy of the sub-categories and found the idea that the domains and sub-
categories were presented as non-hierarchal confusing. Marsha raised a concern that 
addressed the thematic structures of the domains and subdomains. She reflected that 
“the themes presented are not mutually exclusive. There are themes that can fit in 
several places, so it’s a bit confusing.” Challenged initially by the task of making 
sense of the structure and order of the sub-categories, as a group they admitted that it 
was difficult to describe the true essence of PD supervision in words. Rob reminded 
everyone that Moreno’s own writing on the theory of PD “is often . . .  hard to 
understand. It goes back to what we already said. The full PD experience is hard to 
put into words. You have to experience PD to really get it.”       
          Participants’ early remarks helped shape the group’s task and move the 








articulate ideas and enter into deeper explorations of discovery. Again, in line with the 
principles of psychodrama, actions spoke louder than words, and through spontaneous 
associations and discussion, fresh insights were born, and new ideas developed from 
participants’ shared lines of reasoning. An unspoken agreement had been asserted in 
the group, and from the discourse a pattern of responses emerged in which the group 
members began framing and grounding one another’s thoughts in terms of PD-
specific theory and language. The importance participants placed on focusing on the 
use of PD concepts and terminology as a means of shaping their thoughts conveyed a 
clear message. Participants’ core philosophical foundations in classical PD theory and 
method were reflected as a deeply rooted aspect of their worldview and as 
underpinning their perceptions and approaches to effective PD supervision. The PD 
worldview shone through, carrying implications for structural changes and expansion 
of the proposed theory in order to increase precision and accuracy in identifying and 
describing key facets of PD supervisors’ complex role and practice. 
PD Learning: Process-oriented and Content-based 
         In terms of participants’ philosophical approaches to the practice of PD 
supervision, they viewed the application of PD interventions as a creative and 
spontaneous unfolding of both process-oriented and content-based deep whole-body 
learning. Participants felt that supervisors needed to be careful not to model the 
misguided use of PD techniques and suggested that the term “resolution” actually 
negated the essence of their PD worldviews and practices. In principle, participants 
strongly opposed the term “resolution” because of its connotation of a specific 
outcome to action learning. Participants expressed the concern that implying the 
notion of resolution as the intended outcome of an enactment might raise a distorted 








 Participants described learning in PD supervision as being as much about 
gaining meaning from the process as from the content and outcome of the drama. 
Dean asserted that “it would be false to assume that every conflict can be managed or 
resolved,” noting that, “even in the case of working through a group conflict, it is 
important to remain open to the process if you want to remain true to the method.” 
Debbie added that “placing a set intention on the outcome of any PD intervention 
might cause the supervisor’s directions to become manipulative in some ways, and 
that might dominate the process.” Bella felt that attempting to overly direct or control 
an outcome “could actually create a boomerang effect on [the supervisor] and the 
group, especially in working through a conflict!” She reflected, “students may already 
feel unsafe in the group. Pushing the process in any way rather than allowing it to 
unfold in the moment may cause students to experience a sense of inauthenticity in 
the group process.” Participants agreed that placing a specific intention on an outcome 
may actually result in sending a negative message to the group, threatening and 
impeding students’ levels of spontaneity and sense of freedom to express themselves.  
           Rob furthered the discussion by pointing out an additional principle of vital 
importance to students’ content-based learning processes – that it is, “essential that 
students be provided with a clear PD rationale for action interventions used in 
supervision learning.” Participants agreed that learning to identify the theoretical 
rationale behind the use of a specific application was a critical component of the 
learning process, informing both students’ deep understanding of the method and their 
growing ability to apply it.  
Here and Now 
         Participants noted Moreno’s notion of maintaining presence in the here and now 








moment was central to their approaches as PD supervisors. In addition, they reflected 
on the fact that setting future expectations of a specific content-oriented outcome for 
PD enactment was philosophically opposed to their core practice objectives. Rob 
reminded the group that Moreno was very clear about this point and used the term 
“hic et nunc” (here and now) “to emphasize the unique existential therapeutic 
component of the PD experiential process.” He noted that “today it may not sound so 
special, but when he first proposed it, he was way ahead of the psychotherapeutic 
practices of his day.” 
       Participants emphasized that the idea of staying in the here and now entailed 
maintaining a humble and unassuming approach to the use of PD and characterized 
this approach as a vital part of their function as role models and facilitators in PD 
supervision. Dean explained, “PD learning is all about letting go to the unknown and 
encountering whatever may occur during the process.” Matt added, “Being in the 
moment, maintaining flexibly while adapting to the protagonist’s and the group’s 
needs, is part of embracing the creative mystery presenting itself during an unfolding 
PD learning process. Being in the moment is the only way in.” 
          Participants described experiences of being in the here and now as linked to a 
heightened sense of creative openness and spontaneous flexibility. Lilly explained, 
“When I am in the moment, I am in a state of emptiness, and it is out of that 
emptiness that something new is created.” Participants emphasized that supervisors’ 
practice of being in the here and now was an essential condition for a deep PD 
process-oriented and content-based learning experience to occur within the context of 










Spontaneity and Creativity 
          Participants emphasized that notions of role modeling in-the-moment 
adaptability and the principle of generating spontaneity and creativity in PD 
underpinned their approaches to supervision. They conceptualized the experiential 
essence of the PD transformational learning process as something that takes place 
within the framework of Moreno’s philosophical principles of spontaneity and 
creativity in role-playing. Participants identified the spontaneous act of concretizing 
an abstract idea or feeling into a concrete form, or a concrete form into an abstract 
idea, as the transformative fuel or magic contained within the process of PD 
enactment. The underlying concept of inducing spontaneity through imaginative 
action was described as a key PD experiential principle aimed at lowering students’ 
anxiety, warming them up to role-playing, and encouraging risk taking and the co-
creation of meaning in supervision. Rob asserted, “It’s sort of the magic of PD!”  
           From this perspective, Maria critiqued a section of the guidelines reviewed in 
the questionnaires: “I have an issue with the term ‘clear contract’ used in the 
instructional recommendations section of sub-domain 17.” She pointed out, “in the 
instructional recommendations, it is stated that supervisors should enter into a clear 
contract with a protagonist before an enactment.” Bella jumped in, reflecting that “the 
idea of forming a clear contract suggests that the enactment is defined and set at the 
beginning. This idea is not accurate. It’s exactly the opposite in the context of the PD 
principles that we have been discussing.” Participants agreed that the use of the word 
“clear” was another case where the suggested semantics opposed their worldviews 
and their understanding of the PD learning process. Bella stated, “things arise during 
the process, and we can never really know the direction or outcome of a PD 








pointed out, “As the supervisor, I am always in the position of responding 
spontaneously and making creative decisions at every point of the process.” Matt 
added, “Exactly, inducing both spontaneity and creativity are built-in underlying 
concepts that I want my students to understand.” Participants suggested adding the 
idea of a flexible contract that allows for exploration of and adaptation to the contents 
of the guidelines, and deleting the word “clear” from the description. It was suggested 
that perhaps in supervision it would be more appropriate to conceptualize this phase 
of PD learning as setting therapeutic goals, and not making a contract at all. Lilly 
reflected that a supervision goal can and should be defined during an interview and 
that it is important to understand that creating a contract is sort of a warmup to the 
action, noting that “sometimes it’s more of a warmup for the supervisor, but even so, 
sometimes things don’t happen as suggested in the beginning, and then you need to 
put things aside and make room for something else.” Participants reflected on the 
integral element of surprise engrained in PD role-playing. Debbie explained, “My 
main approach to forming contracts in the group is based on a flexible, open approach 
of inviting action as an exploratory process of reflection.” Participants considered it 
important to begin with some kind of structure and idea regarding the direction of the 
PD from the interview, but stressed that it is equally important to allow for a large 
degree of freedom and many changes along the way.  
       Participants discussed the tension that exists in supervision between PD 
notions of spontaneity and creativity and basic supervision structure and boundaries.  
They noted the supervisor’s spontaneous in-the-moment flexibility and creative 
adaptability as key contributors to balancing the here-and-now tensions created by the 
emerging development of a dramatic enactment. They agreed that this tension added 








process. Participants emphasized the importance of maintaining the focus and 
structure of supervision by returning to the original questions raised about the case 
and the patient in the field.  
     Maria explained, “It sometimes becomes clear to me that the topic or goals 
that a protagonist spoke about during the interview have changed. It’s up to me as a 
supervisor to then acknowledge that change and refine the contract we have made.” 
Participants emphasized the importance of having a contract with the protagonist 
before the enactment, but also noted that the contract often changed throughout the 
PD process. Participants differed in the ways in which they addressed this common 
occurrence. Some reported the limited practice of merely acknowledging a shift in 
direction or topic, while others related that they often collaborated with the 
protagonist and/or group, sharing with them their dilemmas or questions and allowing 
students to take part in expressing their thoughts and feelings.  All agreed in principle 
that while it is the supervisor’s role to both maintain structure and boundaries, part of 
the role involves adjusting to the needs the protagonist and the group.           
Co-creation and co-responsibility 
         The application of PD tools in supervision was characterized as a collaborative 
process of generating new perspectives and understanding through an embodied group 
learning encounter. In this context, participants’ perceptions of the collaborative 
learning process in supervision were described in accordance with their shared PD 
worldview as a complex organic process that involves the dynamic exchange of 
students’ shared subjective and intersubjective views, expressions, and experience. 
Dina noted, “I feel at times that I’m in exactly the same place as the student being 
supervised, because both of us are now learning or going through something new 








out that “Moreno used the term ‘co-creation’ to describe the collaborative process that 
occurs in role-playing and in the group.” Rob referred to Moreno’s concept of the 
cosmo-dynamic man. He explained that according to Moreno, man is connected to the 
world and universe that he lives in: “That connection is not only physical, mental, and 
emotional, but also spiritual, and only through relationship and connection with the 
worlds both within and without can he create meaning and purpose out of his 
experiences.” 
          Participants reflected on the PD action notions of spontaneous creative 
expression, concretization, and acknowledgment, and noted them as related functions 
of co-creation. Dean explained that PD tools can be used to give shape and voice to an 
existing conflict in the group and the feelings that it evokes, “but in and of itself, it is 
not right or even possible to try to control the process, nor is it the supervisor’s role to 
simply fix things!” Participants reported that sharing responsibility with students for 
maintaining boundaries in the context of evaluating and clarifying the here and now 
of group objectives was a common practice. Yasmine noted, “during an enactment in 
PD, if I feel lost or unsure about the direction that is unfolding, I use it as an 
opportunity to engage with the protagonist and/or group. I ask, ‘so are we going 
someplace else?’” Other participants shared similar views, highlighting the 
importance of inviting the protagonist as well as the group members to take active 
roles in both the co-creation and the co-responsibility for the group learning process.  
Yasmine reported on her practice that during enactments she likes to rely on 
brainstorming with the protagonist or group for making decisions: “We may decide 
together to let go of something that was started, and go somewhere else in our 








else.” Participants agreed that taking co-responsibility for the process with students is 
a key principle in PD supervision. 
       Participants reflected on the importance that Moreno placed on the 
mind/body/spirit connection. They described the PD supervisor’s stance as a state of 
heightened awareness that entailed the experience of alertness, joy, love, compassion, 
empathy, receptivity, openness, and emptiness. They emphasized that a core 
component of the supervisor’s practice in the experiential process of co-creation 
involved maintaining an inner stance of emptiness in the here and now as a means of 
containing the unfolding PD action. According to Debbie, “any type of rigid PD 
contract set at the onset of the interview phase would be very hindering to the natural 
process of discovery that occurs when an ‘open emptiness’ is experienced in the 
present.”   
          Participants characterized their experience of entering a state of emptiness as 
paradoxical and involving a flow between structure and freedom and a sense of 
openness, giving and receiving. The flow between structure and freedom was linked 
to a sense of tension that was created between the learning objectives and boundaries 
in supervision and the underlying energetic forces produced by spontaneous and 
creative expression. Participants identified the whole-body process of maintaining this 
tension while remaining open and empty as a vital and challenging component of the 
supervisor’s role in the co-creation of the unfolding PD process and the content of the 
drama.  
Warming up to Role-playing and Role-training  
          PD growth and learning were characterized as part of an ongoing process of 
warming up to role-playing, shifting perspectives, and raising awareness. Participants 








preparing the protagonist to enter a psychological and emotional state of readiness 
necessary for the exploration of their inner worlds and experiences. Bella stated, 
“warming up is vital to role-playing. Without sufficient warmup students are unable 
to enter and experience role-playing in an authentic way. Rather they more likely 
enter character, which is more similar to acting in the theatre than role-playing in 
PD.”  Rob added that in such cases, “the true transformative essence of role-playing 
gets lost and students are only working from their heads and not connected or 
listening to their bodies.” Maria pointed out, “we need to remember that the PD 
learning process provides students with forms of deep whole-person learning. This is 
very important to consider in terms of students learning how to enter their new roles 
as therapists.”  
          Participants linked warming up to role-playing as embodying the specific goal 
of raising spontaneity toward enactment and as a philosophical principle and approach 
to the PD supervision learning process as a whole. They reflected that students’ new 
insight was not always crystalized or manifested within one PD intervention, but 
sometimes relied on a continual process of interrelated learning experiences to create 
real growth and change. Dina explained that for her, the PD learning process is not 
just learning about a series of ideas and skills, but also involves acquiring “a type of 
integrated understanding and knowledge that students develop over time, a way of 
being and doing that relates to their developing inner awareness and connection . . . 
both on a personal level and on a professional one.” Rob described the use of role-
training through experiential practice learning: “We use role-training in supervision to 
prepare our students to take on a new role, that of the therapist, after they leave 
supervision and return to their practicums.” Marsha responded, “Moreno would call 








create a new role”, and that is our final aim for students in supervision.”  Participants 
agreed that it was important to note that theoretically the process of warming up to PD 
is a part of the transformative learning process that begins in the classroom, but it 
continues outside of the classroom, producing far-reaching possibilities for risk-taking 
and growth. Maria stated, “That’s what I love about PD, everything inside is 
connected to everything outside!” Lilly added, “In PD supervision, something new 
and very precious is created! A therapist is born and you watch it happen. For me, this 
is something beautiful to be a part of! Its creation!”  
                                A Summary of the Integrated Findings  
          In conclusion, within the context of PD supervision philosophy, participants’ 
perspectives were instrumental in developing a deeper understanding of the complex 
embodied role of PD supervisor and the unique process-oriented qualities of PD 
experiential learning. Key new findings generated fresh insight and understanding that 
contributed to the revision of the preliminary theory grounded in the core findings of 
Study 1. The findings of Study 2 shed light on the overarching influence of PD 
philosophy and PD methodology in shaping and guiding PD supervisors’ worldview.                                                                                                       
           Data from focus group interviews and participants’ poster and questionnaire 
responses led to a number of amendments to the proposed theory. The applied 
changes and the reasoning behind them were grounded in the context of participants’ 
expressed worldviews, their embodied practice-based certainty, and their 
understanding of PD action learning. Deep trust and faith in PD was identified as a 
new facet of the PD supervisor’s role identity. This new sub-category describes a 
fundamental PD notion of deep learning through the experience and embodiment of 
the method. In line with participants’ suggestions, this sub-category was positioned as 








PD supervisors’ approach and practice.  
          In addition, an emergent domain, PD supervision philosophy (see Figure 6), 
with its six sub-categories, PD supervisors’ worldview; process-oriented and content- 
based learning; the here and now; creativity and spontaneity; and co-creation and co-
responsibility, links core concepts and language of PD theory to supervisors’ 
philosophical practice objectives in PD supervision.  
 
 
Figure 6. Domain B: PD supervision philosophy.  
         
Domain B, frames core philosophical practice objectives for transformative 
experiential learning in PD supervision. These interrelated and overlapping facets of 
the supervisor’s role inform and guide the specification of PD supervision by 
providing notions for theorizing how and why PD students “go through the process of 
becoming” psychodramatists. This fresh domain was placed second and labeled B, 
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following domain A, PD supervisors’ role identity, reflecting the close relationship 
between these two aspects of the PD supervisor’s role. Together, they represent the 
essence and foundation of PD supervision philosophy and practice. 
             In addition, in domain C, PD supervision pedagogy, the existing sub-category 
“instilling a PD worldview” was moved to the top of the list to become the first sub-
category of the domain, emphasizing it as the primary and overarching objective of all 
PD pedagogy. Furthermore, for the purpose of crystalizing deeper clarity, accuracy, 
and precision in the language used to describe core facets of the theory, additional 
changes were made to the titles of three existing sub-categories. In domain A, “a 
sense of moral obligation” was changed to “a sense of moral and ethical obligation.” 
In domain D, guiding practices of PD supervision, the last sub-category, 
“supervision” was renamed “supervisors’ own supervision,” and in domain E, the PD 
supervisor’s challenges and dilemmas, the sub-category “conflict resolution” was 
renamed “conflict acknowledgment.” The newly revised and expanded structure, 
terminology, order, and contents provide the developing theory with the previously 
missing links necessary for shaping and grounding the specificity of PD supervision 
















                                                CHAPTER 5                                              
                                                   Discussion 
          The purpose of the current research was to reveal the links between the 
practice and science of psychodrama supervision and fill an existing gap in the PD 
literature by developing a substantive theory that can serve as a foundational platform 
and baseline for identifying, describing, and linking core aspects of the supervisor’s 
role and the complex practice of PD supervision. The study took place in Israel, and 
was focused on exploring senior graduate school PD supervisors’ philosophical and 
practice-based perspectives on the art of PD supervision (Schuh & Barab, 2008). A 
constructionist GT approach (Charmaz, 2000; 2006) was employed as a means of 
gaining insight and constructing meaning from participants’ collective wisdom and 
knowledge.  
          The selection of a GT approach for this research is informed by the notion that 
qualitative research that explores supervisors’ perspectives on group learning 
processes in supervision is essential to revealing the interdisciplinary connections that 
lead to informing best practice in supervision (Borders, 2015; 2016). Schuh and Barab 
(2008) note that GT research on learning and instruction is focused on understanding 
how learning occurs and how the learning process is facilitated. Furthermore, iterative 
GT methods of inductive and deductive data analysis offer pathways toward inducing 
substantive theory (Jabereen, 2009) and deducing “actionable recommendations” 
(Bloomberg & Volpe, 2016, pp. 203–214).  
                                      Two-Phase Research Design 










focused on exploring participants’ professional beliefs, values, principles, and 
practice-based experience. Study 1 was conducted as a pilot study titled “Bridging the 
Art and Science of PD Supervision: A GT Study on Senior Supervisors’ 
Perspectives,” and was conceptualized in this two-phase research design as the core 
study for this dissertation. A single round of in-depth interviews was focused on 
gaining insight into how senior supervisors approached the practice of PD supervision 
and understanding of why they chose to approach it as they did. Study 1, which 
provided a detailed view through the lens of senior PD supervisors’ perspectives, led 
to an emergent GT conceptual framework for describing and guiding the practice of 
PD supervision. In addition, secondary level GT analysis of the findings was applied 
to formulate best practice recommendations for effective PD supervision (Elen & 
Clarebout, 2008) 
          Study 2, a focus group study, was concerned with triangulating the data and 
strengthening the “trustworthiness and reliability” of the theory (Charmaz, 2006, pp. 
130–131). It involved an essential phase of theorizing, described by Jabereen (2009, 
p. 51) as seeking outside expert validation for the primary purpose of confirming, 
expanding, and amending assumptions. Redman-MacLaren, Mills, and Tommbe 
(2014) relate to this process of GT research as vital for revealing deeper meaning 
within the connectedness of the developing concepts and construct.  
          Ten purposely selected senior Israeli supervisors were chosen from a wider 
and more varied sample pool of participants than had been studied in the first phase of 
the research. Participants in this study were asked to review the original study 
findings and to share their professional opinions and impressions of the proposed 
theory and guidelines. One of the main objectives of the focus group study was to 








disconfirming perspectives on the findings (Birt et al., 2016). This qualitative method 
of seeking participant validation opens new possibilities for making amendments to 
the findings and aims to ensure that the findings are not partial to the researchers’ own 
bias, agenda, and knowledge (Birt et al., 2016: Charmaz, 2006, 2008).  
          Fresh focus group data from Study 2 revealed a theoretical shift in 
perspectives and produced deeper insight on facets of PD supervisors’ worldview and 
their deeply embedded philosophical principles of practice. Key new findings 
suggested the need for the expansion of the structure of the framework, and indicated 
specific changes in the order, content, and terminology originally used to construct the 
theory. In expanding the theory, an additional domain, PD supervision philosophy, 
was added. It identifies and describes PD supervisors’ approaches to the application 
of PD in supervision as directly rooted in the philosophical foundations of classical 
PD method. In addition, specific amendments pertaining to the language used in 
labeling particular sub-categories were made. The revision of terminology grounded 
in the findings of Study 2 stems from participants’ identification of issues concerning 
the accuracy of terminology, and ensures greater precision in describing the 
philosophical essence of experiential PD approaches to supervision. 
          A final comparative phase of analysis and re-synthesis involved triangulating 
and constructing secondary level data and theory with the aim of developing accurate 
and trustworthy instructional recommendations (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2016; Jabereen, 
2009). Based on theoretical assumptions anchored in the findings (Elen & Clarebout, 
2008), a set of recommended descriptive and prescriptive best practice guidelines for 
the effective practice of PD supervision is proposed to help inform the practice and 








 This study is intended to contribute to the growing dialogue within the 
developing discipline of PD supervision in Israel and around the world. The theory 
that stems from this study is proposed as a platform for understanding and informing 
the art of PD supervision in graduate school training. As with any conceptual 
framework, this framework is proposed to stimulate thought and generate discussion, 
and is subject to amendments, additions, and deletions, and open to new directions 
(Jabereen, 2009).   
A GT Substantive Theory of PD Supervision  
         The two-phase GT methodology and research design served the original purpose 
of this research. Throughout an extensive research and revision process, I constructed 
a validated and trustworthy GT conceptual framework that outlines a set of key 
assumptions regarding the content, structure, form, and process of PD supervision, as 
well as an applicable set of instructional recommendations for its practice (Schuh & 
Barab, 2008). The supervisor’s role is described and specific approaches and 
rationales for the application of PD theory, group structure, and techniques are 
presented and discussed within the multifaceted context of effective supervision for 
PD graduate school students. The five emergent main domains, (A) the PD 
supervisor’s professional role identity; (B) PD supervision philosophy; (C) PD 
supervision pedagogy; (D) guiding principles of practices in PD supervision; and (E) 
the PD supervisor’s challenges and dilemmas, each consist of several sub-categories. 
These 27 sub-categories suggest an explanatory scheme for conceptualizing a network 
of overlapping facets of PD supervision as both separate and interconnected parts of a 
whole (Schwandt, 2015).  
          The domains emphasize spiritual, philosophical, pedagogical, and experiential 








PD supervisor’s professional identity and underlying worldview, overarching 
responsibilities, key tasks, core learning objectives and key PD principles in the 
application of PD in and as supervision. Furthermore, the domains provide a 
foundation for identifying and describing PD supervision terminology, curriculum, 
structure, and format. 
            Summary of the findings by domain. PD supervision is conceptualized in 
this study as a unique, multilayered practice and science that involves the application 
of PD theory, structure, and embodied action learning as its primary means of 
facilitating collaborative group learning in supervision. The application of PD in 
supervision and the task of adapting PD techniques for teaching are perceived as 
complex, paradoxical, and challenging. The sub-categories highlight PD supervisors’ 
multifaceted role and shed light on the in-the-moment lived complexity of the practice 
of PD supervision as a specialty field (Krall, Furst, & Fontaine, 2013a), 
            Domain (A), the PD supervisors’ professional role identity, focuses on 
participants’ philosophical perspectives and their sense of professional, spiritual, and 
ethical connection to the role of PD supervisor. The sub-categories of domain (A), 
embodied trust and faith in PD; sense of purpose; passion and curiosity; sense of 
responsibility; commitment; and sense of moral and ethical obligation, form the heart 
and soul of the supervisor’s role and illuminate the essential qualities and depth of 
participants’ feelings and the meaning they contribute to the experience of the 
supervisor’s role as clinical educator, role model, and group facilitator. The findings 
demonstrate that supervisors understand and are sensitive to the critical significance 
of effective supervision in PD training, and invest considerable effort in ensuring the 
quality of students’ learning experiences. Supervisors are guided by their personal and 








learning process, with all of their complexities. Sub-category 1, embodied trust and 
faith in PD, is identified as a key principal of PD supervisors’ role identity and linked 
to vital practice notions and objectives of PD supervision as a deep experiential 
process-oriented and content-based transformational and embodied learning process.   
          Domain (B), PD supervision philosophy, highlights the essence of PD 
supervisors’ worldview and relates to practical approaches to PD experiential learning 
in supervision. The findings emphasize supervisors’ core philosophical objectives that 
relate specifically to the use of PD techniques as a principle means of pedagogy. The 
sub-categories, PD supervisors’ worldview; process-oriented and content-based 
learning; the here and now; creativity and spontaneity; co-creation and co-
responsibility; and warming up to role-playing and role-training, are described as 
critical, interrelated, and overlapping vehicles of students’ embodied transformational 
learning process. Specific aspects of PD action learning are noted as powerful core 
catalyzers for deep whole-body learning, and applied in supervision with the objective 
of preparing students to enter the new role of psychodramatist. In the context of the 
here and now of the group, and through a collaborative process of co-creation and co-
responsibility, warming up to spontaneity and creativity, role-playing, and other PD 
methods of concretization are highlighted and described as key elements of PD 
students’ training.  
           The findings in domain (C), PD supervision pedagogy, inform the PD 
supervisor’s role as educator and propose an inclusive set of pertinent main learning 
objectives specifically suited for PD supervision. The sub-categories, which include 
instilling a PD worldview; nurturing students’ professional development; raising 
intersubjective awareness; linking theory to practice; and psychodrama within a 








suggest a foundation for an educational context specifically suited to PD supervision. 
Proposed as an inclusive set of interrelated facets of the supervisor’s role, this domain 
relates to central educational components of supervision that are conceptualized 
through a PD lens and focuses on approaches, teaching incentives, and core learning 
objectives specific to PD supervision. 
      Domain (D), guiding principles and practices in PD supervision, sheds light 
on the collaborative learning process in PD supervision and features five key concepts 
that inform the supervisor’s core tasks and responsibilities as PD role model and 
group facilitator. The sub-categories, which include serving as a role model; safety 
first; context, context, context; establishing and maintaining boundaries; and 
supervisors’ own supervision, relate to essential functional facets of the supervisor’s 
teaching role, and to applying and modeling PD theory and practice as a means of 
facilitating the learning of PD supervision. A primary focus is placed on principles 
and practices related to maintaining students’ sense of safety and boundaries in the 
group learning process. Recommendations for maintaining students’ sense of safety 
are conveyed within the scope of their developmental needs and core learning 
objectives as well as the group’s pace and emotional climate. 
           Domain (E), the PD supervisor’s challenges and dilemmas, centers on the 
complexities of maintaining emotional safety and managing interpersonal boundary 
dynamics in the PD supervision group learning process. The five facets of this domain 
relate to PD supervisors’ lived experience as facilitators of experiential and 
collaborative PD learning processes. The sub-categories, which include the 
supervisor’s role ambiguity; harnessing the scope and pace; teach or treat; conflict 








challenging embodied components of PD supervision practice and offer suggestions 
for approaches to effective experiential supervision. 
 In summary, as a whole, the five domains suggest an integral theory for 
describing the PD supervisor’s multifaceted role as clinical educator, role model, and 
group facilitator. The findings suggest that the application of PD action methods in 
supervision requires the PD supervisor to address different considerations than those 
addressed by supervisors in other fields. The findings of this study inform both 
content and process-oriented theory pertaining to the PD-specific considerations and 
challenges involved in applying PD methods in PD supervision. Pedagogical 
recommendations are included as best practice guidelines that offer strategies for 
prioritizing supervisory learning objectives and include guiding principles and 
practices regarding the application of PD tools within the context of the group’s 
emotional and interpersonal dynamics (see Appendix D). 
                                      Core Interdisciplinary Links 
 This study highlights the supervisor’s role and the importance of creatively 
adapting and role modeling PD methods in supervision in ways that support students’ 
positive growth and group learning experiences. The findings demonstrate that ethical 
considerations pertaining to students’ best interests pervade all facets of effective 
practice in PD supervision and suggest that the supervisor’s primary responsibility is 
to protect students’ sense of emotional wellbeing. In this regard, for example, the 
findings describe the supervisory relationship as hierarchical, and point to the 
inherently unbalanced power structure that exists between supervisor and student. 
This unavoidable situation demands that supervisors engage thoughtfully and 
sensitively with students in order to avoid the misuse of power and its potentially 








ethical conduct across interdisciplinary fields of supervision literature (Counselman & 
Abernethy, 2011; Ellis, 2010: Kelman, 2001) and support the recommended findings 
described in the American Group Psychotherapy Association’s Practice Guideines for 
Group Psychotherapy (2007).            
         In addition, the study takes into account content-based and process-oriented 
considerations that guide the application of PD group theory, structure, format, 
curriculum, and techniques for teaching PD supervision. The findings suggest that PD 
techniques can produce strong positive and negative effects on the group learning 
process. Thus, these techniques are addressed as powerful tools that require 
supervisors’ heightened sensitivity to students’ sense of emotional safety and are 
grounded in a clear teaching rationale for their application. The notion of safety first 
is a primary focus of the PD supervisor’s core task of serving as a role model and is 
related to the challenges inherent in facilitating the action-based group learning 
process in supervision (Chesner, 2008). Additionally, the current study resonates with 
qualitative reports of students’ perspectives on the learning process in group 
supervision (Christensen & Kline, 2000; Linton and Hedstrom, 2006; Skjerve et al., 
2013) as well as with notions of effective practice of group supervision described in 
qualitative studies literature (De Stefano et al., 2007; Fleming, et al., 2010; Nelson et 
al. 2009; Sussman et al., 2007; Skjerve et al., 2009). 
            Furthermore, the findings reveal PD supervisors’ focus on PD students’ 
shifting developmental needs (Aryzi, 2013; Krall, Furst, & Fontaine, 2013a) and 
provide a developmental lens through which to examine the PD supervision learning 
process. Developmental considerations include recommendations for designing group 
structure and choosing suitable teaching formats that take into account students’ 








process. These findings are in line with group supervision theory and research 
findings on the developmental aspects of student therapists’ professional development 
and their shifting needs in group supervision (Folkes-Skinner, Elliott, & Wheeler, 
2010; Klein, Bernard, & Schermer, 2011; McAuliffe & Erikson, 2011). 
PD Supervision: Conceptualizing the Practice and the Science   
         PD supervision is an educational format rooted in the theoretical principles of 
classical PD method. Effective approaches to PD supervision provide students with 
the tools and knowledge they need to understand their intellectual and emotional 
responses to the materials and experiences that arise in supervision class and during 
their practicum field training and to be able to apply this learning to their clinical 
work. PD supervision fosters students’ development as clinicians by creating a safe 
place and an opportunity to engage, share, and wrestle with their experiences and 
responses to their patients. Taught within the traditional group structure of PD 
method, experiential PD techniques and teaching interventions support pedagogical 
objectives and students’ developmental needs, and deepen the group process.  
        The practice and science of PD supervision is part of the framework of 
interrelated and overlapping core objectives, principles, practices, responsibilities, 
considerations, and challenges inherent in the PD supervisor’s multifaceted role. The 
complex and multilayered facets of the supervisors’ role provide insight for theorizing 
on how and why students become psychodramatists and thus help inform and guide 
PD supervision. In a broad sense, across domains, the PD group supervision learning 
process is conceived as dynamic, structured, interpersonal, intersubjective, holistic, 
collaborative, experiential, personal, spiritual, and transformational. As this study 
emphasizes, emotional safety, group support, and group cohesion are highlighted as 








        This study suggests that PD pedagogy should be guided by the primary 
objective of instilling a PD worldview grounded in an embodied sense of trust and 
faith in the PD method as an essential aspect of nurturing students’ personal and 
professional development and identity. PD supervisors strive to teach students to 
conceptualize their practicum experiences through an integrated PD perspective 
grounded in both PD experience and theory, as well as through a broader range of 
interdisciplinary theory and approaches. Emphasis is placed on questions that address 
both the content and process of students’ interpersonal and therapeutic experiences of 
PD in the supervision classroom and in the field and linking them to more generalized 
theoretical, personal, and therapeutic contexts. 
         PD techniques in supervision are perceived as embodied, dynamic and here-
and-now teaching tools that are utilized in the group supervision process. The 
experiential challenges of facilitating the complex PD supervision process include 
harnessing the content and process of PD enactments. As a teaching strategy, the 
application of embodied PD techniques and methods in supervision often involves 
complex in-the-moment decision making. The experiential nature of PD action 
methods is described by the current study as body-oriented, expressive, kinetic, deep, 
powerful, emotional, imaginary, surprising, direct, and transformational. The findings 
describe multileveled considerations for applying PD techniques for learning.  
These findings can be linked to and support Moreno’s (1941) core concept ‘hic et 
nunc’, in which he asserts a key philosophical relevance pertaining to the present 
moment of the here and now, as a key principle for relating to the ongoing 
development and spontaneous unfolding of creative expression and reality.  
         PD supervision processing is identified as an essential phase of experiential 








PD structure for therapy groups. During this phase, a pedagogical emphasis is placed 
on inviting reflections, questions, peer and supervisor feedback, and collaborative 
group discussion as means of supporting students’ personal and professional 
development. The processing phase of PD supervision is extremely important because 
it provides students with an opportunity to both make sense of their practicum and in-
class experiences and form the theoretical links necessary for developing an integral 
and transformative understanding of the experiential PD learning process. The 
findings reflect and support notions expressed in PD literature on training and 
supervision. Jefferies (1998) explains that “processing of all the relevant information 
and aspects of a psychodrama session remains a profound and essential learning 
experience for all concerned” (p. 208). In addition to noting its importance, Jefferies 
recognizes the PD supervisor’s challenges in managing this stage of supervision 
learning (Jefferies, 1998). In terms of students’ role-training as therapists, the aim of 
the processing phase in PD supervision is to help them cultivate new, appropriate, and 
adequate responses in therapeutic settings.  
 These findings correspond to notions of constructivist education and Dewey’s 
(1933) foundational ideas regarding the necessary pairing of two levels of learning 
that include the processing of both primary and secondary experiences to induce the 
type of critical analysis involved in deep learning. The primary experience or original 
sensory input reflects the first encounter with a problem. McAuliffe (2011) explains 
that “for powerful learning to occur, the individual must engage in secondary 
experience, which includes reflection on the meaning of the experience and testing of 
hypotheses about the utility of the experience for real-life situations” (p. 17). He lists 








that educators may use to generate openings for secondary learning experiences 
(McAuliffe (2011). 
         The findings characterize supervisors’ use of self to describe the lived 
experience of embodying the role of PD supervisor. The PD supervisor’s stance is 
proposed as a whole-body experience that involves cultivating supervisory and 
therapeutic presence and in-the-moment awareness of the group’s emotional climate 
and learning process. PD supervisors’ perceptions and heightened awareness of the 
group learning process are described as crucial elements of their embodied stance and 
identified as essential for maintaining safety and facilitating all core tasks and 
objectives. Furthermore, a deep sense of embodied trust and faith in the PD process is 
highlighted in the findings as a core essential quality that distinguishes the PD 
supervisor’s stance from that of supervisors in other disciplines.  
         Entering and exiting the embodied role of PD supervisor is described in study 
1 as a challenging facet of the practice that requires time, reflective processes, and 
commitment. In order to avoid feeling flooded by the multisensory process of PD 
supervision, the findings suggest that supervisors write down notes shortly after class 
as a purging ritual, attend supervision on supervision as needed, maintain professional 
boundaries by practicing careful judgment and discretion when sharing and disclosing 
personal materials with students, and advise on the importance of the supervisor’s 
consistent practice of self-care between sessions.   
           In addition, supervisors are advised to always set ample time aside before 
supervision class to ground and center themselves. Suggestions for nurturing the PD 
supervisor’s stance and preparing for supervision include writing and re-reading 
personal class notes; reviewing relevant literature; engaging in expressive drawing; 








regarding the supervisor’s stance resonate with humanistic, expressive, and 
transpersonal theory and research that describe notions of embodied presence as being 
centered, grounded, reflective, attuned, and receptive to one’s own inner senses as a 
vital source for guidance and counter-transferential insight in leading the group 
process (Gellar & Greenberg, 2012; Kossak, 2015; Lum, 2002; McTighe, 2011; 
Robins, 1998, 1980, 2000).  
          In addition, monitoring students’ anxiety levels is proposed for maintaining 
emotional safety in the group. In this regard, for example, the findings point to 
unexpressed interpersonal conflicts as affecting students’ anxiety levels and 
threatening both group cohesion and the quality of peer support shared by the group’s 
members. These findings are in line with qualitative group supervision studies that 
have reported on the emotional impact of the group process on students’ learning 
experience and identified students’ sense of safety and support in the group as both 
positive and negative mediators that affect critical factors in their learning processes 
(Christensen & Kline, 2000; De Stefano et al., 2007; Fleming, et al., 2010; Linton & 
Hedstrom, 2006; Nielsen et al., 2009; Skjerve et al., 2013; Stark et al., 2015; Sussman 
et al., 2007; Trepal et al., 2010).  
         Furthermore, supervisors are advised of the significant impact that the process 
of acknowledging conflicts between group members can have on the learning process 
and the positive potential for applying PD interventions aimed at exploring the 
group’s dynamics. Study 2 reveals that PD group interventions can create an 
opportunity for students to gain fresh embodied perspectives that can stimulate new 










Figure 7. Applying PD methods to lower anxiety and create group cohesion.  
 
The illustration in Figure 7 represents the converse relationship that exists between 
functional mechanisms of the action-based process of warming up to role-playing as a 
means of raising the levels of group spontaneity and lowering students’ levels of 
anxiety in the group. A reduction of anxiety is shown to result in the gradual breaking 
down of students’ resistance and defenses and increased levels of spontaneity and 
creativity result in the gradual increase of group levels of cohesion and students’ 
embodied learning and growth. In this sense, action learning in PD supervision is 
identified in both Study1 and Study 2 as a vital facet of building both personal and 
interpersonal connections, students’ sense of safety and support in the group, and 
increased levels of creativity and understanding. This core experiential PD practice 
axiom, which is rooted in Moreno’s concepts on generating spontaneity and creativity 



































as a therapeutic agent of growth and wellbeing, is identified in Study 2 as a key 
philosophical principle in PD supervision and adopted in class for inducing both 
collaborative and deep transformational learning (Moreno, 1944, 1946, 1953, 1954, 
1955, 1969). 
          The notion of students’ anxiety in supervision as an agent of potential growth 
and development can be linked to similar findings in a qualitative study conducted by 
Christensen and Kline (2000) on students’ learning process in supervision. Their 
findings suggest that students’ anxiety can be used in supervision to support positive 
experiences, and that anxiety can be used as a catalyst towards learning and 
professional growth. In their study, the active engagement of students in the 
collaborative learning process through what they perceived as risk-taking in 
supervision was found to eventually lead to the reduction of participants’ anxiety 
(Christensen & Kline, 2000). 
         The findings suggest specific content-based and process-oriented 
considerations to inform the supervisor’s role and the practice of PD supervision 
These practice-based findings relate to contributing and overlapping group factors, 
including the scope of the groups’ core learning objectives; students’ developmental 
needs; group process and time limitations; and levels of cohesion and group support, 
as means of maintaining boundaries and students’ sense of personal safety. Relating 
to the PD supervision literature, these conclusions both link to and support Chesner’s 
(2008) scholarly discussion on the added dimensions of the supervisor’s role in PD 
training groups. In describing the complex dynamics involved in experiential learning 
and the challenging task of adapting to the group’s shifting and sometimes varied 
needs and objectives, he explains that certain decisions made by the supervisor during 








time, but not necessarily at another. In light of a whole set of fluctuating group 
variables, in-the-moment teaching objectives, and rationales, he emphasizes the strong 
need for the PD supervisor to make “appropriate and adequate responses” (pp. 132–
149) to each individual situation when applying PD methods as teaching tools in 
supervision (Chesner, 2008).  
          The PD Supervisor’s Role Ambiguity. The study reveals challenging 
intersubjective and multidimensional facets of the PD supervisor’s role and offers 
recommendations for addressing these challenges. The challenge of the teach or treat 
dilemma in PD supervision is highlighted as a core aspect of the supervisor’s role, and 
is at the crux of PD supervisors’ experience of role ambiguity. The findings describe 
the boundary between PD therapy and PD supervision as a thin line, and emphasize 
ways in which group safety boundaries can easily become distorted. In addition, they 
associate a teach or treat counter-transferal pull with the assumption that being a 
practicum student in supervision may ultimately generate a regressive experience. 
Evidence is presented that indicates that the application of PD techniques may 
surprisingly awaken students’ unresolved traumatic materials and trigger unexpected 
emotional releases. Participant A, for example, explained (p.79) that sometimes in 
working through countertransference, regardless of the tools being applied, “students’ 
defenses will be lowered, and their own objectivity will be lost.” In such cases, she 
added, “suddenly I feel that I have a client . . . who really needs me to take care of 
him, and maybe he’s going to freak out.”  
         Descriptions of supervisors’ lived experience of the teach or treat dilemma 
suggest that at times an underlying tension works to pulls the group away from 
supervision learning contents and clinical learning and toward exploring aspects of 








accentuates the teach or treat dilemma that affects both students and supervisors by 
blurring their sense of the learning boundaries in supervision. A supervisor who gives 
in to this pull may risk group boundary breaches and safety and be tempted to follow 
a therapeutic rather than an educational approach to PD supervision. The study 
suggests that is the supervisor’s ethical responsibility to monitor students’ enactments 
and maintain group objectives and boundaries as well as students’ sense of emotional 
safely in supervision (Chesner, 2008). These findings correlate with Chesner’s (2008) 
description of an underlying tension that exists in the group when applying PD 
methods as supervision. 
          The findings suggest that the teach or treat dilemma is especially relevant with 
regard to novice students who are overly anxious and less familiar with PD than more 
experienced students, and who may have a more scattered and less grounded sense of 
their own “act-hunger” (Blatner, 2000, p.84) and of what is appropriate for them in 
the supervisory setting. Specific recommendations for effective role modeling of the 
application of PD techniques in supervision are highlighted as demonstrating a careful 
approach to warming up to role-playing led by the protagonists’ pace and readiness to 
explore their case studies, as well as the general sense of safety and support in the 
group. These highlighted recommendations can be linked to the fundamental PD 
practice approach of pacing PD action methods in accordance with protagonists’ 
sense of safety and readiness, as described by Blatner (2000).  
         PD in supervision and PD as supervision. In conceptualizing the specificity of 
the discipline, PD action learning is highlighted as a multileveled system of pedagogy 
that involves complex intrapsychic and interpersonal dimensions of growth linked to 








learning process in supervision provides an essential vehicle for learning about PD 
methods, and involves students not only learning about PD, but actually going 
through the process of becoming a psychodramatist. Experiential practice objectives 
related to lowering group members’ defenses are addressed as facilitating warming up 
to role-playing and other PD methods of concretization. However, in certain 
situations, students’ action-induced experiences may require that supervisors 
demonstrate increased sensitivity and awareness of their heightened state of 
vulnerability. This issue concerning the difference between training and 
psychotherapy is discussed in the PD literature. Moreno’s (1994), article, 
Psychodramatic Moral Philosophy and Ethics relates the therapeutic aspects of the 
PD experiential method and its strong potential at times to raise unsettling feelings in 
training. 
           It is recommended that supervisors maintain clear supervision boundaries 
within the scope of learning objectives and the basic group contract for supervision, 
and resist the embodied pull to direct enactments that are not based in teaching 
rationales and do not conclude with clinical relevance to the supervision learning 
process. The study suggests that applied PD role-playing in supervision should be 
directed toward deepening students’ understanding of the process of therapeutic 
relating and safeguarding the best interests of students’ patients’ in the field.  
However, specifically within the context of the findings of this study, these 
suggestions are somewhat ambiguous.  
         At the crux of the PD supervisor’s role ambiguity, the teach or treat pull is 
conceptualized as a paradoxical condition that exists between the supervisor’s ethos 
and the psychodramatist’s ethos. As highlighted in Study 2, the application of action 








facet of PD as supervision relates to the principles of deep experiential learning that 
specifically encourages students to bring of themselves in supervision, to warm up to 
action and spontaneity, and to engage their whole body within the PD encounter as a 
means of moving through deep and transformational learning. A delicate balance 
exists between inviting and inducing spontaneous freedom of expression and 
exploration in terms of PD as supervision; and imposing limitations with boundaries, 
objectives, and structure in terms of PD in supervision. The supervisor’s role of 
navigating the line between the relevance of students’ personal psychology to 
exploring their case studies in supervision can seldom be distinguished by a clear 
boundary between educational and therapeutic aims.        
          The supervisor’s percieved teach or treat tension is explained as being the result 
of supervisors’ and students’ challenge of finding the balance between the opposing 
pedagogical directives that are theoretically identified as equal counterparts and 
described as dynamic interrelated prerogatives in experiential PD supervision  









Figure 8. Balancing paradoxical approaches to PD supervision methodology.  
 
 
This figure illustrates the PD supervisor’s encounter with a specific tension  
 
manifested and contained within the teach or treat dilemma and the need to maintain  
 
balance between the two overlapping and at times opposing approaches that  
 
characterize and guide the practice of PD supervision. The findings suggest that the 
flow between the two approaches both shape and inform the PD learning process. In 
the practice of PD supervision both aims overlap and complement the 
transformational and holistic aspects of students’ deep learning. (Moreno,1955; 
Moreno, 1994; Moreno, 2000). Furthermore, during PD action phases, supervisors are 
advised to work in collaboration with the protagonist and group in order to receive 
their input on certain situations that may raise doubt or confusion pertaining to the 
topic, boundaries, and direction of an enactment. The findings recommend that 










sense of safety and personal boundaries. This notion of sharing responsibility with 
students is highlighted in Study 2 as a key philosophical principle of practice that is 
rooted in the PD collaborative notions of co-creation and co-responsibility (Moreno, 
1946, 1959).  
          The findings are in line with current theories in supervision literature that 
describe the group supervisor’s role as complex and multidimensional (Bernard & 
Goodyear, 2009; Ellis, 2010; Falander & Shafranskep, 2007; Gazzola et al., 2013; 
Skjervel et al., 2009) and posit the practice of group supervision as a collaborative 
learning process aimed at nurturing students’ professional development through the 
acquisition of skills, understanding, awareness, and knowledge (Bernard & Goodyear, 
2014; Fleming, et al., 2010; Stefano et al., 2007; Leszcz, 2011; Falander & 
Shafranskep, 2014; Skjerve et al., 2013). In addition, the findings support 
developmental notions of group practice and the application of PD tools as described 
in the PD literature (Aryzi, 2013; Blatner, 2000; Deaton, 2005: Kellerman, 1992; 
Krall, Furst, & Fontaine, 2013a). 
 This study acknowledges the widely held assumption that PD supervision 
shares many of the same theories and practices as supervision in the broader field of 
mental healthcare (Bernard & Goodyear, 2014). Yet, it also has its own unique set of 
PD pedagogical learning objectives, principles, and practices that the PD supervisor 
must consider and understand (Kellerman, 1999; Krall, 2013a; Vandermay & Peake, 
1980).   
                                         Conclusions and Implications  
          The findings of this two-phase research are intended as a contribution to the 
developing specialty discipline of PD supervision. In addition to constructing a GT 








main interrelated aspects of the PD supervisor’s role and the practice of PD 
supervision; perhaps the most useful and unifying aspects of the findings relate to the 
applicable PD supervision best-practice guidelines presented in Appendix D. The 
best-practice guidelines are proposed in this study to serve the field as an evidence-
based resource aimed at informing and guiding the facilitation of effective PD 
supervision in graduate school training. Proposed as a complete set of descriptive and 
prescriptive guidelines, they provide specific instructional recommendations for PD 
supervision that address the complex nature of the PD supervisor’s multi-faceted role 
as psychodramatist, clinical supervisor, educator, and group facilitator. Similar to the 
conceptual framework, it is suggested that these guidelines remain linked to the 
emergent substantive theory, and be viewed as a baseline platform for further 
evolving discussion, study, amendment and expansion. 
         The scope and context of the current study place the field of PD supervision at 
the center of an interdisciplinary body of work that extends across fields, from the 
study of expressive arts supervision to group supervision, to classical psychodrama, 
and to the broader field of interdisciplinary clinical supervision. The research 
rationale for this study is supported by current supervision literature, which points to 
the vital role of and urgent need for qualitative research aimed at developing 
evidence-based theory for the practice of effective supervision in graduate school 
training (Bonders, 2015). Notions of effective supervision are identified in the 
literature as crucial for safeguarding and maintaining the quality and integrity of 
therapists’ training for future generations of healthcare professionals (Barnett, 2014; 
Overholser, 2004). There has been a call across mental healthcare disciplines for the 
development of best practice supervision guidelines (Borders, 2015; Borders et al., 








clinical supervision (Borders, 2014a; Milne, 2009; Milne & Rieser, 2012), and, more 
specifically, by international leaders of the field of PD supervision (Krall, 2012).  
            Furthermore, the application of PD methods in supervision is theoretically 
addressed in the literature as an important experiential component of students’ clinical 
training in PD supervision (Blatner, 2000; Chesner, 2008, 2013; Deyton, 1990, 2005; 
Hinkle, 2008; Jones & Doker, 2008; Kellerman, 1992, 1994; Neve-Haquet, 2013; 
Moreno, 1953; Williams, 1988, 2005). Similarly to the tools of other art-based 
modalities (i.e., art, dance movement, and music in the wider field of expressive 
therapies), PD tools involve engaging the creative imagination as a source of 
knowledge and raised awareness (Arkins, & Williams, 2007; Moreno, 1969). 
Kellerman (1992) points out that PD techniques evoke multilevel forms of expression, 
including conscious and unconscious body language, sound, tone, text, metaphor, 
movement, and more. PD techniques enable the internalization of embodied and 
holistic ways of knowing and offer tools for exploring inner experiences and tapping 
subconscious inner resources for the solution and resolution of conflicts and dilemmas 
(Moreno, 2007). Dramatic techniques are recognized as serving as concretizing and 
amplifying mechanisms that catalyze new levels of awareness. The dramatic 
concretization (Moreno, 2007) and role-playing aspects of students’ learning 
processes with PD techniques such as the empty chair; role-playing; role reversal; 
role-training; mirroring; and doubling have significant potential to influence and 
enhance the depth and breadth of their personal and professional learning experiences 
(Chesner, 2008).                   
           Nonetheless, a review of the research literature presented in this study reveals 
that PD supervision is an insufficiently studied field. Despite the recognized 








supervision (Blatner, 1996; Chesner, 2008; Dayton. 2005; Karp, et al., 1998; 
Kellerman, 1994; Krall et al., 2014b) and the recent development of graduate training 
programs in Israel and other countries across the globe, a substantial gap in empirical 
studies is evident in the literature. Consequently, the field of PD supervision has, until 
now, been critically lacking in empirical foundations for theorizing and formulating 
evidence-based suggestions for best practice. Since the PD supervision profession is 
recognized as a separate, unique field of supervision (Krall, Furst, & Fontaine, 
2013a), the rationale for this study is further supported by a strongly expressed need 
for effective practice in PD supervision (Bonders, 2014, 2015; Borders et al., 2014; 
Falander & Shafranske, 2014; Watkins, 2012, 2104). 
Limitations 
          In light of the sparsity of PD supervision research, this study serves as a 
preliminary and timely attempt to respond to a prevailing weakness that currently 
threatens the future professional development of the field. Nonetheless, it has some 
limitations. Apart from the plausible biases involved in qualitative research 
(Silverman, 2011), I acknowledge the possible existence of an additional bias related 
to the geographical delimitations that intentionally narrowed this study’s scope 
(Bloomberg & Volpe, 2016). From a broader international perspective on supervision, 
specific geographical, historical, and cultural variables may play significant roles in 
the formation of supervisors’ worldviews and in the manner in which they adopt 
practical approaches to the learning process (Allen, 2007; Ko, 2014), including, 
perhaps most significantly, the application of experiential methods in expressive arts 
supervision (Ko, 2014). 
           Despite a seemingly logical assumption that international fields of PD 








and methods, PD supervision may vary internationally due to the impact of diversity 
on the historical, geocultural, religious, political, and societal contexts that shape the 
development of the PD field in different countries (Borders, 2016; White & 
Winstanley, 2014). Considering the innately creative and adaptive nature of PD 
method, it is very possible that to some extent subtle expressions of international 
diversity exist, and are not yet fully understood. Thus, due to the lack of diversity 
among the study participants and possible geocultural implications not addressed 
within the scope of this study, for example legislation, licensing, and training 
standards, some of the findings may be less transferable than others (Bloomberg & 
Volpe, 2016; Watkins, 2014).  
        In addition, the findings were generated from data collected from a larger 
proportion of women than men, implying the likelihood that findings grounded in 
participants’ philosophical perspectives and practice-based approaches may be 
somewhat limited by their similarities in terms of gender as well as geocultural 
background, education, and training (Allen, 2007). An additional weakness in the 
scope of the research is that it focuses strictly on supervisors’ perspectives and does 
not present empirical findings that address student’s perspectives on the PD learning 
process. 
 In hindsight, it has become clear that additional questions could have 
illuminated other aspects of practice, including supervisors’ solutions with regard to 
the discipline’s development and transition into academic settings in Israel, since until 
recently PD supervision was taught outside of Israeli university systems. With the 
recent transition to the university, certain constricting aspects of academia have been 
imposed without particular standards or guidelines upon the PD supervisor’s role, 








evaluate students’ performance with grades; strictly formatted requirements for course 
syllabi; and the need to adapt to hindering limitations placed on supervisors by 
decreased amounts of time allotted in current PD graduate programs for each session. 
These and other issues leave many more areas to explore. This conclusion, however, 
became clear to me only after I had set the scope of this study. These remarks 
notwithstanding, it was surprising to discover how much insight and knowledge was 
gathered from the present investigation. The identified weaknesses and limitations 
should encourage further studies on the field. 
          Future research. This study emphasizes the call for today’s leaders in the PD 
field to support and guide the future growth and evolving professional identity of PD 
supervision as a unique discipline through empirical research and publication. This 
study provides important groundwork for the field, but further research in PD 
supervision is required to continue developing evidence-based theory that will support 
the discipline’s evolution and development. The strength of the findings is that they 
provide a preliminary platform for identifying and addressing important questions that 
have yet to be explored. The findings of this study may be used as a fertile foundation 
for expanding research and inspiring deeper inquiries into the practice of effective PD 
supervision and the application of PD techniques as teaching tools in supervision.    
          Suggestions for future studies include qualitative and mixed methods research 
focused on a wider scope of Israeli sample populations, as well as an even wider 
sample of populations across the international field. It is also recommended that 
studies include both supervisors’ and graduate school students’ perspectives in order 
to shed greater light on action-based learning processes and focus on the continued 








supervision (Bonders, 2015). In addition, deeper inquiries on the phenomena of 
experiential learning in PD supervision is essential for the further differentiation of 
the discipline and the construction of evidence-based theory and more specific sets of 
best practice recommendations for the application of PD techniques in supervision. 
Future qualitative inquiries may focus on further understanding the multifaceted and 
embodied aspects PD action methods in supervision learning. 
          Furthermore, it may be worthwhile to conduct future studies that include 
action research and art-based research methods and design (McNiff, 2012), for 
example, data collection and analysis based on video recordings of live PD 
supervision sessions. Video-taping and other art-based means of tapping the wisdom 
of creative expression may be applied to reveal additional ways of knowing about the 
learning process. Kossak (2012) describes applying the use of videotaping drama 
sessions as an art-based research method aimed at exploring aspects of lived 
experience in action that “cannot be expressed in other ‘evidence-based’ ways” (p. 
25). Engaging in and observing artistic means of expression and exploration during 
research serves to identify deep dimensions of “affective and sensory” (p.22) knowing 
on both conscious and unconscious levels (Kossak, 2012). Anchored in supervisors’ 
and/or students’ perspectives, the inclusion of art-based evidence may provide new 
insight and understanding of the PD learning process (Kossak, 2012; McNiff, 2012). 
Such a research approach may prove fruitful for exploring facets of whole body and 
intersubjective learning and other related expressive arts therapy notions of embodied 
intelligence and attunement (Kossak, 2015) in the practice of PD supervision that this 
study has only begun to uncover.                                                                                 
  In conclusion. The current GT research contributes to the discipline of 








while studying Israeli senior supervisors’ perspectives and approaches. The complete 
two-phase study is an original contribution to establishing and generating discussion 
and future research on the effective practice of PD supervision both in Israel and 
internationally. By discovering and linking common trends in supervision, the study 
adds to a deeper understanding of the practice and science of effective PD supervision 
and the establishment of a theoretical and evidence-based platform for the continued 
formulation of best PD supervision practice guidelines.  
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                                                 APPENDIX A 
           CORE CONCEPTS AND TECHNIQUICS IN PSYCHODRAMA  
 
Doubling: Doubling is one of the most important and basic techniques in 
psychodrama. The protagonist is joined by an auxiliary who has either volunteered or 
been chosen by the protagonist to help support and express the protagonist’s thoughts 
and feelings. The act of doubling requires an empathic bond with the protagonist. 
Doubles typically stand to the side of and at a slight angle to the protagonist so that 
they can align with the protagonist’s nonverbal communications and connect with the 
actions and feelings of the protagonist. Some protagonists have multiple doubles 
throughout a drama, among them the director, who uses the doubling technique to 
help clarify a dramatic scene and propel it forward (Blatner, 2000, p. 241).  
Empty chair technique: An empty chair is used in place of an auxiliary actor 
playing the role of a protagonist’s significant other. The benefit of using the empty 
chair technique is that it simplifies the process of role reversal by eliminating the extra 
component of the protagonist speaking directly to another group member playing the 
auxiliary. Sometimes, for certain protagonists and in certain situations, this technique 
is preferable and allows for more spontaneous expression of emotions and thoughts 
(Blatner 2000, p. 241) 
         Future projection technique: This technique involves a psychodramatic scene 
set in future time as a means of exploring the unknown dimensions of a forthcoming 
situation. Future scenes engage the protagonist’s imagination, give form to his or her 
surplus reality, and can portray different possibilities, including hopeful outcomes, 








technique as a means of role training can prepare protagonist for events to come.  In 
this way, the use of future projections in role-playing becomes an opportunity for 
rehearsal and behavioral practice (Blatner, 2000, p. 242).  
          Mirroring technique: In this technique, after choosing an auxiliary ego to 
replace him/her in the scene, the protagonist is asked to step out of the drama and is 
allowed to stand back with the director and watch his/her scene unfold on the stage 
while watching from the side. This useful technique functions like a live videotape 
playback, but without the camera. Mirroring can be a powerful learning tool for 
raising understanding, awareness, and self-compassion, as well as for connecting the 
protagonist to feelings that were previously split off from his or her awareness. 
However, this confrontational technique should be used with caution to ensure that it 
does not flood or overwhelm the protagonist’s defenses (Blatner, 2000, p. 246).  
          Role reversal: This is a key technique in psychodrama.  Protagonists switch 
places with the other significant person in the scene, and at the same time demonstrate 
the behavior of the other for an auxiliary to play, thus learning so see from the other’s 
point of view. “When a protagonist in a psychodrama role reverses, it is a way of 
transcending the habitual limitations of [his/her own] egocentricity” (Blatner and 
Cieke, 2007, p. 250).  Role reversal can help shift a protagonist’s perspective of 
himself and of the other. These shifts often generate empathy and deeper 














                                             APPENDIX B 
   
                         STUDY 1: CORE INTERVIEW QUESTIONS 
 
In-depth interviews were approached by a notion of exploring, what, how and 
understanding why supervisors approached the practice of PD supervision. Below is a 
list of the core questions that guided the interview sessions.  
             
1. How would you describe the role of PD supervisor?  
2. How do you structure the supervision group? What does a typical class format 
look like?  
3. What can you say about the use of PD techniques in supervision? 
4. What do you see as your main teaching objectives in supervision? 
5. What aspects of the group learning process do you consider most important or 
significant to you as a teacher? 
6. What is different about the use of psychodrama in supervision and in therapy?  
7. What aspects of PD supervision do you find challenging?  
8. How do you perceive the boundaries of the teach or treat dilemma in 
supervision? 
9. How do you feel about participating in the group sharing phase after an 
enactment?  
10. How do you prepare yourself for entering the role of supervisor before class, 









                                                       APPENDIX C 
                                
                         FOCUS GROUP STUDY: INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
 
 
29 Everett St., Cambridge, MA 02138 
 
                                 Informed Consent Form: 
          Effective Psychodrama Supervision: A Focus Group Study on Senior  
                                             Supervisors’ Perspectives 
Principal Investigator: Simone Tabib, co-researcher, Professor Robyn Flaum Cruz, 
PhD program in Expressive Therapies, Lesley University. 
 
 
You are being asked to volunteer for this study to assist in my doctoral research on 
the topic of psychodrama supervision. Your expert professional opinion will be 
sought throughout different steps of the study. You will be invited to share your own 
practice-based experience of PD supervisor’s role in relation to a set of proposed 
ideas and best practice assumptions intended to inform effective PD supervision. In 
group discussions, you will be invited to reflect on a conceptual framework proposed 
by the researcher as a preliminary platform for describing PD supervisor’s role and 
the practice of PD supervision. In addition, you will be asked to spend time 
individually while filling out questionnaires.  
The purpose of this study will be to explore senior supervisors’ perspectives on the 
practice of PD supervision. In addition, this study will aim to review, validate, amend, 
and expand theoretical assumptions and preliminary instructional recommendations 
proposed for the practice of PD supervision.  
 You will be asked to participate in a single six-hour focus group study session. The 
focus group will take place at the researchers’ studio clinic for psychodrama and 
expressive art therapies. All discussions and group exchanges will be audio-taped. 
Breaks and refreshments will be provided throughout the day. 
1) You will be introduced to the topic and purpose of the study, the aims of focus 
group methodology, and given a study packet including a set of four questionnaires to 
review. A short overview that will describe an earlier phase of study and core findings 
on PD supervisor’s role and the practice of PD supervision will be presented. Printed 
down handouts of tables and figures in study-packets will be referred to during the 
presentation. A group discussion will follow.  
2) You will be asked in a group interview to both reflect and respond to open-ended 








You will be invited to write your thoughts on group posters. A group discussion will 
follow.  
3) You will be asked to work on your own, and fill out the questionnaires provided in 
your study packet. After filling out the questionnaires, you will be invited to share 
your opinions and thoughts in a final group discussion.  
You will be personally interacting with nine other participants in the group study, and 
with myself as the principal researcher. This research project is anticipated to be 
finished by approximately March, 2017.  
 
I understand that: 
* I am free to choose not to participate in the research and to discontinue my 
participation in the research at any time. 
* Any of my questions will be answered at any time during or after the 
study. 
* The researcher may present the outcomes of this study for academic 
purposes (i.e., articles, teaching, conference presentations, supervision 
etc.) 
* The focus group procedures will be audio-taped for the purpose of 
preserving the data precise form. All tapes will be carefully guarded and 
preserved to protect group members’ identity and privacy. Identifying 
details will be kept confidential by the researcher. Data collected will be 
coded with a pseudonym, and participant’s identity will never be revealed 
by the researcher, and only the researcher will have access to the data 
collected. 
* Each participant has the responsibility to maintain the anonymity of all of 
the other participants, as well as, the confidentiality of all information 
discussed by the group or presented in the posters.  
* Participation in this research poses minimal risk to the participants. The 
probability and magnitude of harm or discomfort anticipated in the 
research are no greater in and of themselves than those ordinarily 
encountered in daily life. 
* This study will not necessarily provide any benefits to me. However, I may 
experience increased self-knowledge and other new insights that I may be 
able to use in my professional life. The results of the study may also help 
to increase professional awareness of the importance of dialogue between 
colleagues.  
* If any problem in connection to the research arises, I can contact the 
researcher Simone Tabib in Israel at phone number:  0505 669 856 and by 
email at Stabib@Lesley.edu or Lesley University’s sponsoring faculty and 











Investigator's Signature  
 
__________    __________________________________    Simone Tabib___ 
Date                        Investigator's Signature                            Print Name  
 
Participant’s Signature 
        I am 18 years of age or older. The nature and purpose of this research have been 
satisfactorily explained to me and I agree to become a participant in the study as 
described above. I understand that I am free to discontinue participation at any time if 
I so choose, and that the investigator will gladly answer any questions that arise 
during the course of the research.  
 
 
__________      ________________________              ___________________ 
Date                          Subject's Signature                              Print Name 
 
 
             There is a Standing Committee for Human Subjects in Research at Lesley 
University to which complaints or problems concerning this research project may, 
and should, be reported if they arise. Contact the Lesley Committee Co-Chairs Drs. 
Terry Keeney or Robyn Cruz (irb@lesley.edu) at Lesley University, 29 Everett Street, 
Cambridge Massachusetts, 02138.   
 
                    








                                        APPENDIX D 
               PD SUPERVISION BEST PRACTICE GUIDELINES 
 
What follows is a set of best practice recommendations proposed as theoretical and 
instructional-based recommendations aimed at guiding and informing effective PD 
supervision practice. The guidelines include five separate but interrelated sections, 
including a total of 27 subsections that relate to the specificity of the practice and 
science of PD supervision. The main sections presented in this appendix are:  
A: PD Supervisors’ Professional Role Identity 
B: PD Supervision Philosophy 
C: Guiding PD Supervision Pedagogy 
D: Guiding PD Principles of Practice 
E: The PD Supervisor’s Challenges and Dilemmas  
         As a complete set, these descriptive and prescriptive guidelines address the 
complex nature of the PD supervisor’s multi-faceted role as educator, group 
facilitator, psychodramatist, and clinical supervisor. In PD supervision, something 
new and very precious is created. A therapist is born and the supervisor and the group 
watch it happen. This is something beautiful to be a part of!  
 Section A: PD Supervisors’ Professional Role Identity 
           Supervisors’ professional role identity influences and shapes all aspects of the 
supervisor’s role. In a broad sense, it forms the heart and soul of PD supervision. PD 
supervisors feel a sense of personal, spiritual, and moral connection to their role. The 
nature and depth of supervisor’s professional role identity includes core qualities that 








purpose, passion, curiosity, responsibility, commitment, and moral and ethical 
obligation.  
I. Embodied Trust and Faith in PD 
          A fundamental affinity with and a deep embodied trust and faith in PD action 
methods is an essential facet of the PD supervisor’s professional role identity.  The 
PD supervisor’s deep sense of trust and faith in PD is the essence of what supervisors 
bring with and of themselves to their students and to the practice of PD supervision. 
Supervisors’ practice-based trust in PD methods develops out of personal and 
professional experience in PD, and characterizes a unique essence of PD supervision 
that differentiates it from other disciplines.  
 The fundamental understanding of the PD learning process and the application 
of PD tools as teaching interventions is related to all other aspects of supervisors’ 
role. In addition, instilling embodied trust and faith in PD is a key principle and 
learning objective in PD supervision. Supervisors’ own deep faith and practice-based 
certainty is linked to students’ learning process, their developing professional identity, 
and their embodied understanding and deep learning. 
II. Sense of Purpose 
         The supervision learning process is perceived as sacred and encompassing 
much more than students’ acquisition of new skills. PD supervision includes students’ 
processes of deep personal growth and transformation. Supervisors derive deep 
satisfaction from their role, and are guided by a sense of purpose, mission, and deep 
personal meaning that holds them accountable toward both their students’ 










 III. Passion and Curiosity 
          An important part of supervisors’ professional role identity includes a sense of 
passion for PD and deep concern for students’ learning process. Supervisors’ innate 
curiosity motivates them to continuously and actively pursue knowledge, truth, and 
understanding of all aspects of PD and the collaborative and experiential learning 
process in clinical supervision. 
IV. Sense of Responsibility 
          Supervisors perceive themselves as professionally responsible to the field of 
psychodrama and place great importance on the quality and integrity of their work as 
a part of patient care, and for shaping the next generation of psychodramatists and the 
continual creative evolution and future of the field in general. Supervisors strive to 
understand what is essential for effective supervision and “good enough supervision.”  
V. Commitment 
   Supervisors are ethically and professionally committed to the field of 
psychodrama, to shaping the next generation of psychodramatists, and to the future of 
the PD field in general. 
VI. Sense of Moral and Ethical Obligation 
         Supervisors are bound and guided by their moral beliefs and ethical values. 
They endeavor to do what is right for students. Supervisors maintain ethical 
professional standards of conduct, as demonstrated by their core sense of professional 
commitment to a wide range of time-consuming tasks, and to facilitating the learning 
process and complex interpersonal group dynamics.  
Informing Best Practice   
§ Supervisors accept a wide range of responsibilities and challenges as part of 








o providing clinical supervision, teaching theory and practice; 
o serving as a role-model and applying PD methods as a vehicle for deep 
learning; 
o developing class curriculum, structure, and format; 
o identifying learning objectives and maintaining the scope of the learning 
process;  
o structuring and maintaining group boundaries, pace, and agenda; 
o facilitating the interpersonal, intersubjective, and collaborative group 
learning process; 
o  providing thoughtful verbal feedback both in person and in written 
feedback when responding to students’ papers; 
o acting as gate-keepers, evaluating students’ progress and striving to 
safeguard the profession of PD as a whole.  
§ Following one of the key principles in PD supervision, supervisors should 
always strive to maintain ethical and emotionally safe boundaries in the group.  
§ It is vital for supervisors to arrive well prepared for teaching supervision. 
§ Supervisors must be approachable and accessible to their students.  
§ It is the supervisor’s ethical obligation to be aware of the hierarchal imbalance 
of power inherent between supervisors and students and to act with sensitivity, 
care, and awareness in order to avoid any form of abuse of power within the 
supervisory relationship. 
Section B: PD Supervision Philosophy 
        The philosophical roots of PD supervision are deeply rooted in PD theory and 
practice. In this sense, applying experiential learning is a primary philosophical 








supervision relates to the notions that characterize PD action methods as 
transformational tools that facilitate whole body and deep learning.  
I. PD supervisors’ worldview 
    Supervisors’ worldview is conceptualized as an embodied practice-based 
certainty that stems from an integral understanding of PD method that is grounded in 
both practice and theory. In the context of the here and now of the group, and through 
a collaborative process of co-creation and co-responsibility, warming up to 
spontaneity and creativity, role-playing, and other PD methods of concretization are 
applied as core elements of PD students’ training. 
Informing Best Practice   
§ Supervisors are guided by the fundamental objective of instilling students with 
a PD worldview. This philosophical principle is critical in PD supervision and 
ultimately overshadows everything else and every other objective that 
supervisors have. 
o Ample practice-based experiences of role-playing and 
concretization are vital means of imparting to students a 
developing embodied trust and deep understanding of the method 
and a sense of competency in employing it. 
§ PD action learning is a vital part of PD supervision in terms of preparing 
students as they leave class and return to work with their patients in the field. 
o Specific aspects of PD action learning are noted as powerful 
catalyzers for deep whole-body learning, and applied in 
supervision with the objective of preparing students to enter the 








o Role-playing and other PD methods are understood as critical, 
interrelated, and overlapping vehicles of students’ embodied 
transformational learning process. 
o PD techniques enable the internalization of embodied and holistic 
ways of knowing and offer tools for exploring inner experiences 
and tapping subconscious inner resources for the solution and 
resolution of conflicts and dilemmas (Moreno, 2007).  
§ The dramatic concretization (Moreno, 2007) and role-playing aspects of 
students’ learning processes with PD techniques such as the empty chair; role-
playing; role reversal; role-training; mirroring; and doubling have significant 
potential to influence and enhance the depth and breadth of their personal and 
professional learning experiences (Chesner, 2008).                   
o Dramatic techniques are recognized as concretizing and amplifying 
mechanisms that catalyze new levels of awareness.  
II. Process- and content-oriented learning process 
        PD supervisors strive to teach students to conceptualize their practicum 
experiences through an integrated PD perspective grounded in both PD experience 
and theory, as well as through a broader range of interdisciplinary theory and 
approaches. PD supervision processing is identified as an essential phase of 
experiential learning. Jefferies (1998) explains that “processing of all the relevant 
information and aspects of a psychodrama session remains a profound and essential 
learning experience for all concerned” (p. 208). This phase of group process is unique 









Informing Best Practice 
§ During the processing phase, a pedagogical emphasis is placed on inviting 
reflections, questions, peer and supervisor feedback, and collaborative group 
discussion as means of supporting students’ personal and professional 
development. 
§ The processing phase of PD supervision is extremely important because it 
provides students with an opportunity to both make sense of their practicum 
and in-class experiences and form the theoretical links necessary for 
developing an integral and transformative understanding of the experiential 
PD learning process.  
o Reflective practices of processing and linking theory to practice are 
critical and essential aspects of the learning process. 
o Emphasis is placed on questions that address both the content and 
process of students’ interpersonal and therapeutic experiences of PD 
in the supervision classroom and in the field and linking them to more 
generalized theoretical, personal, and therapeutic contexts. 
III. The here and now  
         The PD supervisor’s stance is proposed as a whole-body experience that 
involves cultivating supervisory and therapeutic presence and in-the-moment 
awareness of the group’s emotional climate and learning process. PD supervisors’ 
perceptions and heightened awareness of the group learning process are described as 
crucial elements of their embodied stance and identified as essential for maintaining 








embodied trust and faith in the PD process is a core essential quality that distinguishes 
the PD supervisor’s stance from that of supervisors in other disciplines. 
Informing Best Practice  
§ PD techniques in supervision are perceived as embodied, dynamic, and here-
and-now teaching tools that are utilized in the group supervision process.  
o The experiential nature of PD action methods is described by the 
current study as body-oriented, expressive, kinetic, deep, powerful, 
emotional, imaginary, surprising, direct, and transformational. 
§ As a teaching strategy, the application of embodied PD techniques and 
methods in supervision often involves complex in-the-moment decision 
making.  
o Moreno’s (1941) core concept hic and nunc asserts the key 
philosophical relevance of the present moment, the here and now, 
as a key principle for relating to the ongoing development and 
spontaneous unfolding of creative expression and reality.  
IV. Spontaneity and Creativity 
 Complex dynamics are involved in experiential learning and the challenging 
task of adapting to the group’s shifting and sometimes varied needs and objectives.  
The supervisor’s role involves making decisions during the learning process that may 
be right for the protagonist and/or the group at one point of time, but not necessarily 
at another. In light of a whole set of fluctuating group variables, in-the-moment 
teaching objectives, and rationales, the PD supervisor must make “appropriate and 
adequate responses” to each individual situation when applying PD methods as 








notions of practice, the concept of generating spontaneity and creativity is conceived 
as the transformative aspect of action leaning, and affects the lowering of anxiety, 
creates group cohesion, and catalyzes deep learning and transformation. (Moreno, 
1955). Spontaneity and creativity are generated in action whenever an organism 
is found in the process of warming up. The question of whether spontaneity 
generates warming up or warming up generates spontaneity is similar to the 
question: “Which came first, the chicken or the egg?” (Moreno 1955. pp.367–
368).   
Informing Best Practice 
§ Supervisors are advised to facilitate a process of warming up the group to role- 
playing. 
o The application of PD techniques in supervision involves a careful 
developmental process-oriented approach of warming up to role-
playing. 
§ The pace and scope of the enactment is set by the protagonists’ readiness to 
explore case studies, the general sense of safety and support in the group, as 
well as the learning objectives, the rationale for intervention, and time 
limitations. 
V. Co-creation and Co-responsibility  
          The application of PD tools in supervision is framed within the generation of a 
collaborative process of learning newly gained perspectives and understanding 
through an embodied group learning encounter. “Every member of the group is a 
therapeutic agent to one or another member, one patient helping the other” (Moreno, 








Informing Best Practice 
§ It is recommended that students be empowered in PD supervision to take 
responsibility for their own sense of safety and personal boundaries. 
§ During PD action phases, supervisors are advised to work in collaboration 
with the protagonist and the group in order to receive their input on certain 
situations that may raise doubt or confusion pertaining to the topic, 
boundaries, or direction of an enactment.  
o This notion of sharing responsibility with students is highlighted as 
a key philosophical principle or practice that is rooted in the PD 
collaborative notions of co-creation and co-responsibility (Moreno, 
1946, 1959).  
VI. Warming up to role-playing and role-training 
         “The warming-up process, the operational manifestation of spontaneity is 
a general condition existing before and in the course of any creative act before 
and during an act of sleeping, eating, sexual intercourse, walking, artistic 
creation or any act of self-realization” (Moreno,1955, p. 367). 
Informing Best Practice 
§ Experiential practice objectives related to lowering group members’ defenses 
are addressed as facilitating warming up to role-playing and other PD methods 
of concretization. 
o In certain situations, students’ action-induced experiences may 
require that supervisors demonstrate increased sensitivity and 








Section C: PD Supervision Pedagogy 
          An essential set of key learning objectives are specifically suited for the 
educational context of PD supervision. These include nurturing student’s professional 
identity; raising intersubjective awareness; linking theory to practice; instilling a PD 
worldview; and grounding and placing psychodrama within a wider context, and help 
to shape the instructional content and curriculum of PD supervision and inform 
supervisors’ role as PD educators. 
I. Instilling a PD Worldview 
          Instilling a PD worldview in students is a key learning objective and an 
important aspect of the PD supervision curriculum. As a core facet of the supervisor’s 
role, instilling a PD worldview is crucial for building and strengthening students’ 
professional identity by providing them with a solid philosophical foundation and 
practice-based understanding PD theory, method, and language. It is also essential for 
deepening and shaping both students’ professional values and future practices.  
Informing Best Practice 
§ Instilling a PD worldview in students is essential for developing their sense of 
professional integrity and confidence in the PD method.  
§ Supervisors should help students understand therapeutic and group learning 
processes through the lens of PD theory, practice and research.  
§ Supervisors should support students’ professional development by teaching 
them to apply a PD perspective when conceptualizing cases, making patient 








§ When modeling PD, supervisors should always promote group safety by 
demonstrating a careful and slow application of PD techniques characterized 
by supervisors’ sensitivity to the protagonist’s sense of emotional safety, pace, 
and control, as well as to the group’s emotional climate.  
§ Recommended teaching strategies for role modeling and instilling PD values 
include maintaining deep respect and a cautious approach to the use of PD 
tools and methods.  
II. Nurturing Students’ Professional Identity 
           The PD supervisor’s task of nurturing students’ professional development in 
supervision is recognized as one of the core purposes of PD supervision. Nurturing 
students’ professional development also serves as an overarching learning objective, 
related to a range of fundamental PD learning objectives aimed at supporting 
students’ learning processes. Students’ acquisition of knowledge, skills, and practice 
and their increasing levels of personal and interpersonal awareness all contribute to 
shaping their professional development and identity as therapists.   
Informing Best Practice  
§ As a central teaching strategy, supervisors should support their students’ 
strengths and confidence. 
§ Instructional recommendations for building students’ confidence as therapists 
include practicing careful discretion in providing feedback and refraining from 
answering students’ questions too quickly or at all. 
§ Supervisors should encourage students’ growth by supporting strength and 
encouraging group members to:  
o think for themselves 








o practice non-critical forms of communicating peer feedback  
III. Raising Students’ Intersubjective Awareness 
           Raising students’ intersubjective awareness is a key facet of nurturing their 
professional development as therapists, and a core learning objective in supervision. 
PD techniques are powerful tools for learning about the nature and dynamics of 
therapeutic relating. The application of PD techniques offers students an experiential 
learning window into their experiences of resistance and countertransference toward 
their patients. Educating students with a critical understanding of the ethical principles 
and professional codes is essential for developing their deep understanding of their 
role in the therapeutic relationship. 
Informing Best Practice 
§ Techniques such as role-playing, doubling, soliloquy, and body sculpting 
provide powerful means for exploring defense mechanisms and inter-
subjective points of view in supervision.  
§ At times, it only takes the single action of a double or a soliloquy or body 
sculpture to effect deep learning and new insight. 
§ Educating students about PD notions of tele and the use of group sociometry 
as a teaching tool helps inform them of the intersubjective nature of group 
dynamics from a PD perspective and deepens their understanding of 
interpersonal relating.  
§ As part of an interdisciplinary approach, psycho-spiritual notions of 
therapeutic presence and mindfulness practices of conscious breath work and 
guided visualization help raise PD students’ awareness and heighten their 








§ The growing ability to remain present helps support students’ intersubjective 
learning process and their professional growth as therapists.  
IV. Linking Theory to Practice 
           As a fundamental teaching principle, linking theory to practice is part of 
supervisors’ responsibility to provide students with theoretical and research-based 
rationales that fit and support the context of the group discussion.  As a core learning 
objective, linking theory to practice is aimed at helping students integrate learning and 
create meaning from their experiences in the field and in supervision class.  
Informing Best Practice 
§ Supervisors should prepare students well with strong theoretical foundations 
linked to clinical experiences and applications of in-class PD teaching 
interventions.  
§  Providing students with suggested and required reading and exposing them to 
additional literature pertaining to their treatment populations also supports 
students’ growth and learning processes. Providing relevant reading is 
suggested as an essential element of the PD curriculum.   
V. Psychodrama within a Wider Context 
         Students should be well prepared, with a strong foundation of professional 
integrity and confidence in their method, as well as an understanding of other 
methods. The notion of teaching psychodrama within a wider context of 
interdisciplinary approaches emphasizes a key educational principle behind preparing 
PD students to work within the broader field of professional mental health care. From 
this perspective, supervisors’ role as gate-keepers of the profession morally obligate 









Informing Best Practice 
§ Psychodrama theory is taught and supported and compared to a broader range 
of interdisciplinary theories and approaches chosen to help students 
understand other methods and deepen their understanding of the 
psychotherapy process from various perspectives. 
§ Bridging the professional language of psychodrama to a more interdisciplinary 
professional language involves a teaching approach that grounds and places 
the field of psychodrama within the context of expressive arts therapies and 
inter-disciplinary fields of psychotherapy.  
o Supervisors may include the use of concepts and practices drawn from 
drama therapy, the wider field of expressive arts therapies, humanistic 
and cognitive and behavioral psychologies, systemic and family-
oriented therapies, trauma therapy, and body-oriented and holistic 
approaches to psychotherapy. 
 
Section D: Guiding Principles and Practices in PD supervision 
              From a broad perspective, the PD supervision learning process is conceived 
as collaborative, interpersonal, creative, body-oriented, emotional, cognitive, 
theoretical, practical, dramatic, experiential, and deeply transformational. 
Supervisors’ core tasks and responsibilities involve facilitating the multifaceted 
learning process. Five key guiding principles inform PD the supervisor’s role as group 
facilitator, and offer practice-based suggestions for the application of PD method in 
supervision. These principles, serving as role model; safety first; context, context, 
context; monitoring and maintaining boundaries; and supervision relate to facilitating 








I. Serving as a Role Model 
           Serving as a role model is a core task of the supervisor’s practice. The PD 
supervisor is responsible for teaching through example. Applying PD as a teaching 
tool, as opposed to using it in a therapeutic setting, places the supervisor in the 
position of serving as a role model for students who are also learning by watching the 
method in action. Serving as a role model is a complex and challenging task that 
involves the embodiment of many traits, among them:  
o personal and group awareness 
o the ability to remain emotionally present, and ‘use self’ as an instrument for 
facilitating the learning process 
o a sense of responsibility, caring, and moral obligation 
o a willingness to set boundaries and address interpersonal conflicts 
o authenticity, approachability, and congruence 
o humility embedded in confidence 
o flexibility, creativity and spontaneity 
o exhibiting clinical knowledge and experience  
o the ability to apply and demonstrate PD tools as learning interventions in 
supervision grounded in experience and theoretically-based teaching  
rationales 
 
Informing Best Practice 
§ Role models should demonstrate professional standards of efficiency and be 
able to draw teaching links between students’ practice in the field and in-class 








o Serving as a role model requires a commitment to students’ best 
interests and to the group learning process. 
o Role models should demonstrate high levels of sensitivity and 
awareness to students’ needs and adapt the application of PD tools 
within a context of core learning objectives, students’ developmental 
needs, and critical in-the-moment group processes aimed at 
maintaining emotional safety and boundaries.  
§ While modeling PD as a teaching tool, it is helpful to think of one’s self as an 
ambassador of the science and art of PD. 
o When demonstrating the application of PD as a teaching tool in class, 
supervisors are advised to place a heightened emphasis on maintaining 
psychodramatic style and method. This includes the use of dramatic 
notions of form, clarity, esthetic accuracy, and consistency of style.  
II. Safety First 
         In the broadest sense, the notion of safety first serves as a foundational 
principle that informs supervisors’ approaches and practices regarding all facets of the 
learning process. It is the supervisor’s primary responsibility and moral obligation to 
safeguard students’ emotional safety and wellbeing throughout the group learning 
process. Maintaining emotional safety is a critical component of and prerequisite for 
teaching with action-based tools. The use of PD techniques as teaching tools in 
supervision may create added concerns and challenges related to the maintenance of 
students’ boundaries and the sense of safety in the group.  Applying PD as a teaching 
strategy often involves complex in-the-moment decision making.  








§ A core function of the supervisor’s role centers on facilitating safety 
throughout a collaborative learning process.  
o Creating a supportive group container for collaborative learning is 
recommended as a critical foundation and core principle for safety.                                                                                   
§ A safe place is a positive learning environment that will allow for mistakes, 
vulnerabilities, and the exchange of non-judgmental sharing and feedback.  
o Establishing a sense of safety and trust in the group is always a first 
priority. 
§ Instructional recommendations on forming a safe collaborative learning 
environment include taking responsibility for establishing group norms and 
employing non-critical and non-judgmental forms of communication for 
feedback and discussion.  
§ Modeling PD techniques safely requires investing sufficient time and placing 
sufficient emphasis on all phases of PD method including; warming up the 
group, choosing and interviewing the protagonist, dramatic action, sharing, 
and group closure.  
o Supervisors should monitor time limitations strictly. Allotting 
sufficient time for all stages of group process is essential to 
maintaining emotional safety and effective supervision.  
o Supervisors should understand their rationale for applying PD 
interventions in the context of the overarching learning objectives, the 
group’s emotional climate, and students’ developmental stages.  
III. Context, Context, Context 
        In recognition of students’ shifting needs, the notion of context, context, context 








and practice-based teaching incentives that inform PD supervisors’ approaches 
regarding  
o suitable class formats for teaching 
o adapting PD group structure in supervision 
o the application of PD techniques within the overarching context of 
supervisory learning objectives and group process  
 Informing Best Practice   
            (a) teaching formats 
§ Class formats may vary depending on both time limitations and the group’s 
developmental needs. 
§ Most generally, case-study presentations are used in PD supervision to explore 
students’ therapeutic experiences in the field, and often focus on the therapist-
patient relationship, both for the purpose of building clinical skills and 
knowledge and for managing students’ countertransference.  
§ Dynamic formats allow students to volunteer in class to share and explore 
their issues spontaneously without setting a schedule planned ahead for 
students’ case-study presentations.  
§ The use of a dynamic format provides students with more freedom to control 
their pace and choose when they really feel the need for support. Pressing 
issues belonging to either a particular student and/or the whole group are given 
more attention and space in a dynamic learning process. 
§ Dynamic formats for learning are more suitable for novice students who are 
more anxious and need a relatively strong sense of group support and holding.  









§ As a rule, supervisors usually direct all or most PD enactments in both novice 
and advanced groups. However, in advanced groups, supervisors sometimes 
invite students to direct PD enactments, either spontaneous or preplanned, as a 
common teaching strategy for role training and other skill-enhancement 
objectives. 
§ Structured class formats entail a focus on preplanned case-study presentations, 
and leave less room for group dynamics and students’ needs to guide the 
learning process. 
§ Structured formats that place more focus on clinical learning are better suited 
for advanced level students. 
§ Advanced students are generally less anxious and needy than novice students, 
and more able to put their personal issues aside and focus on the more clinical 
aspects of group supervision.  
§ Supervisors are advised to adapt teaching formats in supervision to students’ 
needs, to maintain flexibility, and keep in mind that sometimes, despite pre-
assigned dates and set plans for student’s case-study presentations, it is 
necessary to attend to the pressing needs of the group before proceeding with a 
PD learning agenda.  
§ In addition, one should remain aware that students’ professional identities are 
shaped by the example that their supervisors provide. 
 
(b) Group structure  
§ Applying PD techniques as tools for teaching and facilitating the group 
learning process, as well as adopting and adapting PD group structure for 








§ Applied PD group structure in supervision includes the warm-up phase, the 
action phase, and the sharing phase, common to classical PD, as well as an 
additional processing phase tailored to learning.  
§  Supervision processing phase allots students essential opportunities for asking 
questions and integrating learning materials. 
IV. Monitoring and Maintaining Boundaries 
           The practice of setting and maintaining developmentally appropriate 
boundaries is a core function of supervisors’ responsibility and their moral obligation 
to protecting students’ well-being as well as of facilitating a sense of safety within the 
collaborative learning process. Supervisors’ monitoring and maintaining the groups 
boundaries often involves complex in-the-moment, interrelated and overlapping 
considerations that take into regard both content-oriented and group-process-oriented 
aspects of the learning process.  
Informing Best Practice 
§ The complex task of setting and maintaining developmentally appropriate 
boundaries in supervision is critical for the application of PD in supervision.  
o The role of maintaining the group’s boundaries relates to all aspects of 
the PD supervisor’s practice 
o Applying PD as a teaching strategy often involves challenges and 
complex in-the-moment decision making within the context of 
maintaining boundaries and a sense of group safety.  
§ Closely aligned to the core principle of “safety first,” maintaining 
boundaries in supervision helps provide students with clarity and a 








o Monitoring the scope of the group’s learning objectives as well as the 
group’s pace are essential components of maintaining boundaries in 
PD supervision. 
o Establishing group cohesion and a supportive group container is 
fundamental for establishing students’ sense of safety in PD 
supervision.  
§ Supervisory boundaries include monitoring supervisors’ own use of self-
disclosure in the sharing phase of supervision. 	
o  Supervisors’ own “sharing” in the group should be based on their 
professional and clinically related experiences. 
o Supervisors should consider carefully whether or not to share personal 
materials in supervision.  
o Supervisors are advised to have clear teaching rationales to back up 
what they choose to self-disclose in the group and why.  
o It is recommended that supervisors choose relevant accounts of their 
clinical experiences in order to promote the group learning process. 
V. The Supervisor’s Own Supervision 
          Supervision for supervisors is described as essential at times. Supervisors 
should monitor their own countertransference feelings toward individual students 
and/or the group as a whole. Supervisors’ ethical obligation to students’ wellbeing 
and to their own self-care as well as to their commitment to the learning process 











Informing Best Practice 
§ Supervisors should manage and use their own countertransference experiences 
to help navigate the learning process and to promote growth and effective 
supervision. 
§ Supervisors are cautioned that at times, their own countertransference may 
threaten their ability to serve as effective role models.   
o Novice groups can be especially challenging for supervisors to hold 
and contain emotionally due to students’ high levels of ambiguity, 
anxiety, and frustration. 
§ Supervisors should maintain professional standards of conduct by attending 
supervision.  
o Supervisors’ own supervision is recommended when supervisors 
experience any distortions of their ability to maintain boundaries in the 
group or with a specific individual student that may affect the sense of 
safety in the group and/or the objectives of the learning process. 
§ Supervisors are advised to practice some form of self-supervision and self-
care.    
o Recommended strategies for supervisor’s self-supervision include 
contemplative practices of writing session notes, keeping reflective 
journals, and referring to professional literature. 
§ Emphasizing the importance of students’ receiving supervision throughout 
their careers is an important part of building students’ professional identity 
and instill in them professional values.  









Set E: The PD Supervisor’s Challenges and Dilemmas 
         A core functional aspect of the supervisor’s role centers on facilitating the 
group learning process and managing the experiential complexities involved in 
maintaining safe group boundary dynamics. As key facets of the supervisor’s 
responsibility and moral obligation toward the maintenance of students’ sense of 
emotional safety and support are: the supervisor’s role ambiguity; harnessing the 
scope and pace; conflict resolution; teach or treat; entering and exiting the role, all 
shed light on inherent challenges and dilemmas that may threaten and/or compromise 
students’ learning experiences in PD supervision. Recommendations for effective 
practice and the application of PD techniques are suggested within the context of:  
o the group’s emotional climate 
o the group’s scope of core learning objectives 
o the supervisor’s task of monitoring and maintaining interpersonal 
boundaries and boundaries between what happens outside of the group 
within it 
o diversity and multicultural populations 
o the group’s developmental stage and process 
o supervisors’ lived experience as facilitators of experiential and 
collaborative learning processes 
I. The Supervisor’s Role Ambiguity 
          Role ambiguity or confusion is a common phenomenon experienced by 
supervisors. The supervisors’ role ambiguity relates to monitoring students’ shifting 
needs and navigating the challenges of adapting PD teaching strategies and PD 








developmental needs. Supervisors are often required to approach the tasks of 
supervision from various shifting and interrelated perspectives, including those of 
group leader, role model, psychodramatist, clinical teacher, and spiritual guide. The 
fundamental tasks of serving as a role model and evaluating students’ learning 
processes may raise ethical dilemmas that relate to boundaries, students’ sense of 
safety, and the protection of students’ best interests.  
Informing Best Practice 
§ The supervisor’s complex role is unique and separate from the role of the 
therapist. 
o The educational components of supervision serve as core distinctions 
that define the difference between the roles of supervisor and therapist.  
§ The supervision learning process is filled with paradoxical tensions. 
o Supervisors are advised to monitor safe boundaries and maintain clear 
boundaries within group structure and format.  
o Key teaching strategies for maintaining safe boundaries in supervision 
involve monitoring the group pace and establishing a clear scope of 
learning objectives for supervision.  
o Supervisors are advised to explain the purpose of supervision to their 
students and to clarify core objectives for supervision class.  
o Facilitating a group contract is vital for sharing and establishing joint 
expectations, outlining learning objectives, and defining the structure, 
format, boundaries and scope of supervision. Group contracts may and 
should be revisited throughout the group learning process.  
§ A strong tension exists between inviting students to bring their hearts to 








o Sometimes when applying PD as a teaching strategy in supervision, the 
boundary between practicing therapy and practicing supervision can 
become especially thin.  
o A thin line between therapy and supervision requires the ongoing and 
careful definition and monitoring of the supervisor’s role boundaries. 
o Setting clear boundaries and learning objectives in supervision can 
sometimes become challenging and confusing.  
II. Harnessing the scope and pace  
          When applying PD techniques in supervision, the practice of harnessing the 
scope and pace of learning is both essential and challenging in various ways. The aim 
of warming up and applying PD techniques is precisely to help the protagonist 
relinquish control in order to reach deeper levels of expression and insight, but in 
supervision a strong tension exists between letting go and harnessing the process. For 
this reason, directing a protagonist in PD supervision involves many considerations. 
Techniques such as role-playing, doubling, mirroring, and sharing could potentially 
produce both positive and negative effects on the learning process.  
Informing Best Practice 
§ Supervisors share the responsibility for maintaining boundaries and ensuring 
protagonists’ safety.  
§ Supervisors are advised to invite protagonists to take responsibility for 
maintaining their own boundaries by encouraging a compassionate approach 
to themselves and the freedom to express their own needs and voice any desire 
to stop the action at any point that feels uncomfortable or inauthentic.   
§ Students should be trained in supervision to remain compassionate both 








learning process. This is important role-training experience that prepares 
students for the role of therapist and the fundamental tasks involved in 
therapeutic relating with patients and developing empathy. 
§ Interviewing a protagonist before the onset of action is suggested for 
establishing a clear but flexible contract. 
o This includes setting objectives, establishing time limitations, and forming 
a working alliance based on understanding and boundaries.  
o In novice groups, supervisors should consider applying appropriate 
formats for inviting group members to double protagonists.  
o It is important to take into consideration that sometimes a revolving-door 
method of allowing group members to spontaneously volunteer to double a 
protagonist during an action scene can leave the protagonist feeling 
overexposed and battered.  
o It is recommended that supervisors maintain a strong structure and format 
for introducing methods of doubling in supervision, especially early on in 
the training process, since when students are learning the role of double 
they often tend to project their own feelings, rather than truly empathizing 
with the protagonist.  
o Mishandled doubling can be experienced as a breach of a protagonist’s 
personal boundaries, and receiving misguided doubling can be experienced 
as critical and incongruent feedback and cause the protagonist to feel shut 
down, misunderstood, resistant, unsafe, and defensive toward the group, 
and thus not only harm the protagonist but also threaten the group’s sense 








o In terms of adapting methods of doubling for PD enactments in novice 
groups, it is recommended to limit the number of doubles who participate 
and to abide strictly by the protagonist choices of audience members.  
§ Supervisors should establish group norms and climates of acceptance for 
protagonists’ feelings and their views of every aspect of their psychodrama, 
including their responses, both confirming, and disconfirming, to doubles that 
are delivered by group members during a scene. 
o In training for therapeutic relating, supervisors should emphasize that 
in the therapist’s role, as in doubling for a protagonist, there is little 
room for the therapist’s ego to dictate the protagonist’s process. 
o It is important to address misattunements in PD doubling as an 
opportunity for exploring protagonists’ experience even further.   
o The recommended response to a protagonist who rejects an offered 
double is to ask them, if that is not accurate, or true, or right, then what 
is?  
§ At the same time, supervisors should also support group members’ failed or 
partially failed attempts at doubling for a protagonist during a PD scene, and 
establish a normalizing climate of acceptance for missed attunements while 
doubling.  
o To support students’ development, supervisors should practice 
normalizing students’ feelings of insecurity and acknowledging that all 
psychodramatists have difficulties reading the map, and may 
experience and make mistakes. Doing so will nurture a safe climate in 








§ It is a key task and the supervisor’s responsibility to keep track of class time in 
the context of any PD enactment in supervision.  
o Time limitations can frustrate both students and supervisors. Learning 
to contain students’ frustration is a challenging part of the role, and 
supervisors understand that it is also an inevitable part of the process.  
o Negative learning consequences can result if time does not permit 
proper warming up or a sharing phase. Leaving a group, including the 
protagonist, the members, and the supervisor without proper closure 
after action can create emotional distress and threaten the group’s 
sense of safety.  
o During the processing phase, time is a critical factor for answering 
students’ questions. Supervisors must prioritize objectives and 
maintain the scope of curriculum and learning objectives in 
supervision. 
o Secondary learning objectives may be addressed when time allows, 
and a clear rationale for going beyond the primary scope of supervision 
is understood as a beneficial part of the learning process.  
III. Teach or treat 
          As part of the PD supervision learning process, PD techniques are applied as 
teaching tools to arouse new learning responses in the group members. PD techniques 
are body-oriented, expressive, kinetic, deep, powerful, emotional, imaginary, 
surprising, transformative, and direct. The task of adapting PD techniques for teaching 
can be challenging. Typically, PD methods of role playing and concretization are used 
during student’s case studies as a means of learning about therapeutic relating and 








intersubjective experiences, PD action learning can sometimes result by evoking 
profound and surprising subconscious feelings and issues in the protagonist and/or the 
group members.  
Informing Best Practice 
§ At times, certain boundaries are crossed when using PD to explore the 
intersubjective nature of the therapeutic relationship. 
o  Students’ own therapeutic issues often rise to the surface in PD 
enactments.  
o In some cases, students are surprised and overwhelmed by their own 
unconscious personal and/or traumatic material suddenly appearing on 
stage during a PD enactment.  
o This experience can cause students to become very regressive and needy, 
and leave the supervisor with the responsibility of balancing between 
students’ in-the-moment needs and maintaining the boundaries of 
supervision.  
§ The tension created by the teach-or-treat dilemma is at the crux of the PD 
supervision paradox. 
o Supervisors sometimes face difficult dilemmas in supervision that 
pertain to protagonists’ needs and wellbeing. 
o  Such situations present to the supervisor a teach-or-treat dilemma that 
can challenge the task of maintaining the scope of supervision and the 
safety of the group.  
§ The primary focus of action learning in PD supervision should relate to: 
o the student’s patients  








o students’ acquisition of skills, knowledge, and insight into their cases 
§ Supervisors are cautioned not to be drawn in by a sense of a protagonist’s 
strong regressive needs and/or disoriented desire to be treated as a patient. 
o This is a trap that does not instill faith in students’ strengths or ability 
to separate their own issues from the stage in the service of learning 
about their case.  
§ Supervisors should remember that although students may benefit from the 
therapeutic effects of PD and the group process in supervision, personal 
therapy is never the primary objective.  
§ Encountering students’ personal material in supervision is both important and 
inevitable.  
o Teaching strategies include using PD to concretize and acknowledge 
the student’s wounded sides, even symbolically, for example with an 
empty chair left on the stage, but then turning the focus away from the 
student’s therapeutic issues and back to the learning objectives for 
supervision. 
o In PD, closing scenes should always be guided back to helping 
students focus the learning process on therapeutic relating and their 
patient in the field. 
§ Supervisors should go to supervision on supervision when they experience 
strong tensions within the group.  










IV. Conflict Acknowledgment  
        Conflict resolution requires here-and-now teaching interventions. Ruptures in the 
group container generate discomfort, anxiety, and defensive feelings in the group, 
obstructing learning with unresolved conflicts. PD supervisors always give 
precedence to repairing ruptures in the group container and resolving conflicts over 
any other planned learning objective. The application of PD methods as tools for 
expression and acknowledgement is advised within a process- and content-oriented 
learning processes that includes warming up to role playing as a means of allowing 
the spontaneous and creative unfolding of new perspectives and transformational 
growth.  
Informing Best Practice 
§ Supervisors are reminded to role model an approach of engagement rather 
than avoidance.  
§ Unresolved group conflicts produce an obstructive covert agenda and a group 
voice that should not be ignored. 
o It is recommended that supervisors respond immediately to the appearance 
of covert and overt conflicts in the group.   
o Key indications of covert and unresolved conflicts are a general climate of 
resistance and may be observed in students’ passive-aggressive and 
aggressive behavior and acting out.  
§ PD approaches are often useful for resolving conflicts and repairing ruptures 
in the container. 








o Helping students find their “common humanity” creates a bridge 
toward building group cohesion and repairing a toxic group 
atmosphere. 
§ When applying PD as a teaching intervention, the following steps should be 
taken in acknowledging a conflict:  
o identify and giving voice to the conflict  
o  making time and space to work through the conflict 
o  establishing a clear group contract for resolving it 
o  inviting and supporting authentic expression 
o  concretizing points of view;  
o  making room for different sides of a conflict to coexist on the same 
stage 
o encouraging and helping group members recognize multiple co-
existing perspectives  
o learning that sometimes it is acceptable to agree not to agree 
§ The essence of addressing a conflict successfully is measured by the degree of 
students’ transformation and growth, and new levels of communication and 
intimacy in the group. 
V. Entering the Role and De-roling  
          The lived experience of embodying the role of supervisor is characterized as a 
whole-body experience that involves cultivating presence and attunement toward an 
in-the-moment awareness of the group’s learning objectives, developmental needs and 
boundaries, and the emotional climate and expressions of resistance and/or acting out 








holistic notions of supervisor-as-instrument and is characterized as remaining open, 
centered, grounded, and receptive. The practice of entering and de-roling from the 
embodied stance of PD supervisor is a challenging facet of the role and requires time, 
reflective processes, and commitment. 
Informing Best Practice 
           For entering the role 
§ Cultivating presence is an essential practice for PD supervisors.  
o Supervisors’ attunement to the group process is essential for 
maintaining safety and facilitating all core tasks and learning 
objectives.  
§ Instructional recommendations for supervisors include always setting ample 
time aside before class to ground and center one’s self.  
o Writing; rereading personal notes and relevant literature; drawing, and 
just sitting quietly and breathing are all good meditative practices for 
nurturing supervisors’ sense of presence and preparing for supervision.  
  For de-roling  
§ Writing down notes shortly after class may serve as a purging ritual and means 
of avoiding feeling flooded by the process and the multisensory experience of 
supervision.  
§ Supervision on supervision and a commitment to self-care between sessions 
are crucial in helping supervisors use their own senses as a vital source for 
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